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ABSTRACT 

The research problem in this thesis has been formulated as: 

How can industrial selling performed by Swedish manufacturing small and medium-sized 
enterprises in the different selling situations be characterized? 

The research problem has been further developed in forms of three research questions dealing 
with selling activities, individuals involved in selling, and selling processes in the different 
selling situations. The selling situations included are; new selling task, modified selling task 
and routine selling task. Selling in this study has been defined as the activities performed by 
any individual(s) for the purpose of doing business at an individual customer level. Further, 
small and medium-sized companies have been defined as companies with 10-249 employees. 

The intention with this research has not been to quantitatively describe and generalize 
findings to all Swedish manufacturing SMEs. Instead, an exploratory and descriptive 
perspective has been adopted. The ambition, however, have been begin to understand how 
Swedish manufacturing SMEs perform industrial selling. The approach for this study is to be 
considered qualitative. In order to address our research problem and research questions, four 
case studies in two different industries were investigated. Within the manufacturing industry, 
one small and one-medium sized company was selected. Similarly, one small and one 
medium-sized company in the electronics industry were identified. Personal interviews were 
used in order to collect data. Totally, we have interviewed 19 respondents in different 
positions within the selected companies. 

The findings indicate that selling activities performed by the manufacturing SMEs in this 
study are complex and includes a variety of different activities. In addition to activities 
included in the conceptual framework, a new class of activities was identified, where the 
selling company was engaged in developing the customer's operations fundamentally. The 
individuals we found to be involved in selling were many and represented several different 
functions within the selling company. Furthermore, the findings indicate that the studied 
companies included external individuals when performing their selling. Finally, we also found 
that the performed selling activities could be described in several selling processes. Our 
findings indicate that the selling processes vary from rather simple and transaction-oriented 
selling processes to more complex processes dealing with both long-term customer 
relationships and single transactions. 
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"I don't know who you are. 
I don't know your company. 

I don't know your company's product. 
I don't know what your company stands for. 

I don't know your company's customers. 
I don't know your company's record. 

I don't know your company's reputation. 
Now — what was it you wanted to sell me?" 

(MacGraw-Hill Publications referred to in Kotler, 1997,  p  684) 



1. 	INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM AREA 

In an age in which technology has dramatically increased the speed of production and the 
possibilities for communication, the level of human performance is still the most variable 
factor in the efficient functioning of a firm in its dealings with customers (Donaldsson, 1998). 
Sales operations might represent an important link between a firm and its customers  (ibid.).  
According to Marks (1997), selling, as a part of marketing', is valuable both for society as a 
whole and for the individual firm. The sales operations represent a vital revenue-generating 
function in a  finn  (Donaldsson, 1998) and everyone is involved in selling (Marks, 1997). 
According to Koschnick (1995), selling can be defined as the personal or impersonal process 
of assisting and/or persuading a prospective customer to buy a commodity or a service, or to 
act favorably upon an idea that has commercial significance to the seller. 

Churchill et al. (1997) differentiates between retail and industrial selling. Retail selling 
involves selling goods and services to ultimate consumers, while industrial selling involves 
three types of customers; namely, sales to resellers, to business users and to institutions. 
Goods and services sold to industrial customers tend to be relatively expensive and complex 
compared to those in retailing. Industrial customers tend to be larger and to have relatively 
complex decision-making processes involving more people. Thus, activities and skills 
involved in industrial selling are quite different from those in retail selling  (ibid.).  According 
to Wotruba (1996), it seems certain that industrial selling will evolve to become a key aspect 
of success in the future business world. In addition,  Persson  (1999) claims that research 
regarding industrial selling situations in different industries is needed and more empirical 
evidence is required for the verification of models and concepts. 

In that respect, the scope of this thesis is industrial selling. 

1.1 Background to Selling 

Prior to the industrial revolution, marketing and selling problems were handled on a part-time 
basis according to Still et al (1988). This was due to the small-scale enterprises and the 
closeness between sellers and their customers. With the industrial revolution, due to large-
scale manufacturing, it became more and more necessary for enterprises to develop new 
markets (Still et al, 1988). In order to handle the larger and more complex organizations, 
separate functional departments were established. However, sales departments were set up 
only after a company had established manufacturing and financial departments. Distribution 
channels were developed when manufacturers shifted parts of their marketing function to 
middlemen. This resulted in the manufacturer's sales function becoming more and more 
remote from its end customers. It became increasingly difficult to maintain contact with the 
final customers and for the manufacturing firm to be in control over the conditions under 
which their products were sold. Marketing became increasingly complex, and one solution 
was to divide the marketing function. New departments were organized for the performance 
of specialized marketing tasks. Despite the fragmentation of marketing functions, the sales 
department still had a strategically important role. The sales department is the income-
producing function of a company and companies continued to rely on this department for the 
inward flow of income. Thus, it is the sales department that has the responsibility for making 
sales (Still et al, 1988). 

I  Marketing is defined as "the development and distribution of goods and services to satisfy the needs of 
consumers and industrial buyers" (Marks, 1997,  p  2). 
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1.1.1 Selling versus Marketing 

In modern markets supply usually exceeds demand, which has resulted in a need to adopt a 
marketing orientation that is, "make what we can sell, not sell what we can make" 
(Donaldsson, 1998,  p  5). Selling is an essential part of the total marketing effort and effective 
marketing management considers different functions in the organization and environmental 
factors when combining selling with other promotional tools. The implication of this is that 
salespeople will require marketing skills and marketing positions will require skills in 
interpersonal relations and negotiations (Donaldsson, 1998). 

Marketing management is the process of setting marketing goals for an organization, the 
planning and execution of activities to meet these goals, and measuring progress toward their 
achievement (Buell, 1995). According to Donaldsson (1998), selling reflects the same 
approach as marketing management, but at the individual customer level. The sales person is 
a marketing manager dealing on an individual customer level  (ibid.).  

1.1.2 The Changing Face of Selling 

"Not only is the focus of the sales organization changing, but the sales environment is 
changing as well" (Marshall et al., 1999,  p  87). Changes in marketing methods and 
distribution channels together with an increasingly competitive environment have changed the 
role of selling (Donaldsson, 1998). Perhaps the single most significant change in selling is 
created by the availability and use of advanced technology in the day-to-day job of 
salespeople (Marshall et al, 1999). New technology has made it possible to almost 
instantaneously communicate with almost anyone at anytime. The laptop computer alone has 
allowed a salesperson to be totally account-knowledgeable, to access company information 
instantly, and have the ability to make professional presentations (Marshall et al., 1999). 

In many markets the number of buyers has become concentrated to a few companies 
(Donaldsson, 1998). The importance of each customer, for companies operating in such 
markets, has become so great that managers at the highest level are frequently involved in 
selling. This is because fostering of long-term relationships and the outcome of tenders and 
negotiations are the heartbeat of a company. As a result, selling has changed (Donaldsson, 
1998). 

At the beginning of the 1990s, sales organizations began implementing a variety of selling 
methods, according to Marshall et al (1999). These methods include not only the traditional 
field sales force, but also other approaches such as teleselling, national account 
representatives, independent sales representatives, electronic data interchange, and part-time 
sales forces. These methods also came to include greater interrelationships among salespeople 
and other members of the organization. New concepts such as relationship selling2  and team 
selling3  have altered the role of the salesperson (Marshall et al., 1999). According to 
Donaldsson (1998), team selling is used more often with different functions of the selling 
company relating directly to the team of buyers. In these cases all members of the suppliers' 
team need to understand that they are in the selling process  (ibid.).  Traditionally, the sales 
process has been described as selling activities carried out by salespeople (Churchill et al., 

2  Relationship selling can be defined as the selling approach that is based on the development of long-term 
relationships between the salesperson and their customer (Donaldsson, 1998). 
3  According to Moon and Armstrong (1994), team selling is a term used to describe a  multiperson  selling effort. 
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1997; Person, 1999). Today, sales operations involve more than personal selling. They 
represent a range of customer contact positions including telephone sales, customer service, 
technical advisers as well as traditional salespeople (Donaldsson, 1998). A more suitable 
description of the sales process of today might therefore be "the selling activities carried out 
by the selling function". 

1.1.3 Sales Management 

According to Still et al (1988), sales management originally referred exclusively to the 
direction of sales-force personnel. Later, the term took on a broader significance; instead of 
just the management of personal selling, it came to include management of all marketing 
activities. In time, business came to use the term marketing management to describe the 
broader concept. The Definitions Committee of the American Marketing Association then 
agreed upon a definition. Sales management is the planning, direction, and control of personal 
selling, including recruiting, selecting, equipping, assigning, routing, supervising, paying, and 
motivating, as these tasks apply to the personal sales force. This definition made sales 
management synonymous with management of the sales force, while modem sales managers 
have considerably broader responsibilities. Inside the company, sales managers are often 
responsible for building both formal and informal organizational structures for effective 
communication inside the sales department, but also in its relations with other departments. 
Outside the company, sales managers serve as a key contact with customers and other publics 
and are responsible for creating an effective distribution network. They also participate in the 
preparation of information critical for the making of key marketing decisions. Sales 
management is a very important function in many kinds of enterprises. The sales manager is 
both an administrator in charge of personal selling activities and a member of the executive 
group that makes marketing decisions of all types (Still et al., 1988). 

Donaldsson (1998) suggests that sales management tasks should include the following: 

• defining the role and tasks of the sales function in relation to overall corporate and 
marketing objectives 

• selecting, training and delegating subordinates 
• effective use of time 
• allocating time to think and plan 
• exercising leadership 
• maintaining control 

The suggested tasks above do not imply that sales managers should not be involved in selling 
activities. The importance of individual customers and situational factors sometimes makes it 
necessary for sales managers to be involved in selling tasks. The role of sales managers varies 
depending on the position and level held in the organization (Donaldsson, 1998). 

1.1.4 Personal Selling 

According to  Persson  (1995), personal selling is usually defined as the seller's oral 
communication face-to-face with one or more potential customers, with the intention to close 
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a deal. Personal selling is one of the promotional4  tools in a firm's marketing-mix5  
(Donaldsson, 1998). Along with other elements of the marketing mix, personal selling is a 
means of implementing marketing programs (Still et al., 1988). The relative importance of 
personal selling compared to other elements of the marketing mix varies depending on a 
number of factors; for example, customer type, frequency of purchase, the newness of the 
product, etc. (Donaldsson, 1998). When it comes to industrial goods, personal selling tends to 
be used predominantly (Marks, 1997), and it accounts for a large share of the total promotion 
expenditures (Donaldsson, 1998). 

Personal selling is a link in the exchange process between buyer and seller, and the 
salesperson's most important task today is to build and sustain profitable relationships 
(Donaldsson, 1998). The role of salespeople is often misunderstood. Regardless of industry, 
product or organizational philosophy, it is not uncommon for salespeople to be perceived as if 
they where all performing the same set of activities. Such a view of today's sales function is 
very far from the truth (Marshall et al., 1999). 

Salesmanship is one aspect of, and one of the skills used in, personal selling (Still et al., 
1988). Salesmanship can be defined as the art of successfully persuading customers or 
prospects to buy products from which they can derive suitable benefits  (Persson,  1999). 
According to the definitions, personal selling is a communication tool, while salesmanship is 
a skill. Salesmanship, sales management and personal selling are all related (Still et al., 1988). 
Sales management directs the personal selling effort, which in turn is implemented largely 
through salesmanship  (ibid.).  Thus, personal selling is a broader concept than salesmanship. 

From the definitions discussed above, it can be stated that personal selling is a part of the 
broader concept of selling. While personal selling is about oral face-to-face communication, 
selling also includes non-oral and non face-to-face communication with the individual 
customer. 

Previous research has indicated that research regarding industrial selling situations in different 
industries is needed  (Persson,  1999). The selling situation of interest in this study is small and 
medium-sized enterprises, which will be further discussed in Section 1.2. 

1.2 Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

Politicians have for a number of years emphasized the importance of small enterprises for the 
creation of jobs, innovation and for development of economies in the long run (Storey, 1994). 
The vast majority of companies in Europe can be classified as small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs), and due to the uncharted area of SMEs, there is a strong need for a better 
knowledge about their specific characteristics (European Network for SME Research, 1998). 
In Europe, research about small businesses is fragmentary and heterogeneous, according to 
Landström and Johannisson (1998). Landström and Huse (1996) conclude that research about 
small businesses is not cumulative and academically self-sustaining. Research in this field is 
built upon established discipline-based perspectives and it is difficult to identify any core 
literature. According to Landström and Huse (1996), it seems reasonable that, due to 

4  Promotion includes all the activities performed by a company in order to communicate and promote its 
products to the target market (Kotler, 1997). 
5  The marketing mix can be defined as "the set of marketing tools that the firm uses to pursue its marketing 
objectives in the target market" (Kotler, 1997,  p  92). 
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relatively undeveloped theories, many studies in the field of small-business research should 
have a generative or descriptive objective.  Persson  (1997b) recommends that researchers in 
the area of small enterprises should study obstacles to expansion and preferably relate their 
work to existing theories explaining employment and growth. 

When it comes to defining SMEs, a number of different definitions have been suggested by 
different researchers, which will be discussed in Section 1.2.1. 

1.2.1 Definition of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

Some of the definitions of SMEs have to do with number of employees, ownership, revenue, 
total capital employed, location of operations and so on. The Commission of the European 
Communities (EC) defines SMEs according to number of employees and two financial 
criteria: annual revenue and total capital employed (Table 1.1). 

Table 1.1 Commission of the European Communities Definition of SMEs 

Number of employees Revenue* Total capital employed* 

Micro enterprises 1 — 9 - 

Small enterprises 10 — 49 < 7 < 5 

Medium-sized 
enterprises 

50— 249 < 40 < 27 

*  million  Ecu  

Source: EC,  1996  

Regarding the financial criteria, it is possible to exceed one of the two and still be regarded as 
a SME (EC, 1996). In addition to the numeric definition above, the EC has also established 
the significance of using independence as a criterion. According to the Commission's 
definition, a company can be classified as a SME if it is not owned or controlled by voting 
rights to 25 percent or more by a company or jointly by several enterprises falling outside the 
definition of SME. There are two cases where this limit can be exceeded. First, if public 
investment corporations, venture capital companies or institutional investors hold the 
company and if there is no control exercised individually or jointly. Secondly, if the capital is 
spread in a way that makes it impossible to know by whom it is held, and if the company in a 
credible way can presume that no single company or group of enterprises not defined as a 
SME owns 25 percent or more of the company (EC, 1996). 

When it comes to this study and our definition of a SME, we have found that EC (1996) 
considers number of employees to be one the most important criteria. In addition, Storey 
(1994) argues in favour of a definition based solely on number of employees and according to  
Lundström  et al. (1998), the most-used definition of small businesses measures number of 
employees. Therefore, our definition of SMEs will be based solely on number of employees 
in accordance with the definition provided by the Commission of the European Communities 
(Table 1.1). 
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1.2.2 Marketing in Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

According to Carson et al. (1995), SMEs must grow in order to survive. Consequently, 
marketing is an important factor for their survival. Still, the difficulties encountered in 
marketing by small businesses is an area that has been somewhat neglected in research 
(Marchesnay, 1998). When it comes to industrial selling in SMEs, we have not been able to 
find any previous research. What we found was some research describing marketing in SMEs 
at a more general level, which will be discussed in this section. 

According to Carson (1990), small-firm owners/managers often have a negative attitude to 
marketing and they view marketing as a cost. Distribution and selling are treated as 
uncontrollable problems and they believe that each marketing situation is so specific that it 
cannot be treated with general rules. Furthermore, according to Carson (1990), there is a need 
to make small firms more aware of the importance of planned marketing and how they can 
improve their marketing planning. Often, marketing planning practices in small firms are 
founded on traditional industry practices. The problem is that these experiences may not be 
suitable for small firm  (ibid.).  One major problem is the existing marketing theory and its 
questioned validity for understanding marketing in SMEs (Hultman, 1998), since it is not 
structured and does not follow the formal way of conducting marketing activities (Carson et 
al. 1995; Hultman 1999b). According to Hultman (1999b), an understanding of the processes 
related to marketing and marketing behavior in SMEs requires better tools than those 
provided by existing marketing paradigm. 

Carson et al. (1995) claim that the marketing style of SMEs can be described as being: 

• Inherently informal in structure, evolution, and implementation. Marketing is practiced 
according to SME conditions. Little or no adherence is shown to formal structures and 
frameworks. 

• Restricted in scope and activity. The marketing activities of SMEs are restricted in scope 
and intensity, due to their limited resources. 

• Simple and haphazard. In SMEs, marketing is responsive and reactive to competitor 
activity, due to limited resources. 

• Product- and price-oriented. Marketing in SMEs is oriented around price and product. 
• Owner/manager involvement. The owner is involved in all aspects of the business 

including marketing. Consequently, the marketing style can be described as reliant on 
intuition and common sense. 

The unique marketing style described above does not conform to formal marketing 
approaches, but is most often effective and appropriate for SMEs. This marketing style has 
some specific advantages for SMEs that can be described according to Carson et al. (1995) as 
follows: 

• Loyalty. The employees are usually close to the lead entrepreneur, which in turn is likely 
to result in increased loyalty, pride and commitment. 

• SME/Customer interface. Proximity to customers means shorter lines of communications 
and a higher level of customer satisfaction. 

• Flexibility. Due to their size, SMEs are more flexible to customer inquiries than large 
companies. 

• Speed of response. Because of their proximity to their markets, SMEs can identify 
changes in market trends relatively quickly. Due to their size, they are seldom committed 
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to long-term courses of action and can therefore more easily react to changes. The speed 
with which marketing decisions are made in the entrepreneurial firm is also an advantage. 

• Opportunity-focused. Because of their entrepreneurial nature, SMEs tend to be more 
focused on opportunities than the large companies. 

• Easy access to market information. Owing to the above advantages, the SME 
owner/manager is constantly accessing vital and inexpensive market information. 

Some of the advantages described by Carson et al. (1995) are also stated by Wynarczyk et al. 
(1993), who consider SMEs as being innovative, having a high speed of response, and being 
close to the markets. 

According to Gunnarsson (1998), marketing activities in smaller firms are performed by many 
employees and contain all boundary-spanning activities in the  finn,  Further, Hultman (1999c) 
claims that SMEs normally contain very few specialist functions, and the division of tasks is 
less strict than that of large organizations. According to Hultman (1999a), it is especially the 
implementation of marketing in SMEs that can be expected to differ from that of large  finns.  

1.2.3 Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Sweden 

In a study about the dynamics of the Swedish economy, Davidsson et al. (1996) concluded 
that small enterprises and their role as creators of employment have increased in importance 
over time. By the end of 1994, employment in small enterprises was approximately 54 percent 
of the total employment. According to Davidsson et al. (1996), it is time to recognize the 
small enterprises, as they play a fundamental role in the national economy in Sweden. In 
terms of employment, they are of tremendous significance, and they also play an important 
role when it comes to export income, innovativeness, and the development of prosperity  
(ibid.).  A study presented in 1999 by the Federation of Private Enterprises in Finland  
(Företagarna i  Finland), the Federation of Private Enterprises in Sweden (Företagamas  
Riksorganisation i  Sverige) and Merita-Nordbanken, confirms Davidsson's view by stating 
that SMEs during the 1990s have achieved a greater significance for the Swedish national 
economy. While SMEs contribute almost a third of the Swedish GNP, knowledge about them 
must be considered to be rudimentary  (Persson,  1997a). Sweden has a high percentage of 
smaller businesses. The exact number depends on which definition of small businesses is 
used. According to the National Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB, 1998), more than 99 
percent of all enterprises have fewer than 200 employees. In each specific industry, 
enterprises with fewer than 200 employees constitute over 98 percent of the total number of 
enterprises (Linder, 1999). 

Manufacturing enterprises with fewer than 200 employees play an important role in the 
Swedish manufacturing industry, both economically and employment-wise (Table 1.2). 
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Table 1.2 Statistical Facts about Swedish Manufacturin2 Enterprises in 1997 
Size class 

Facts 
<200 employees > 200 employees Total 

Number of enterprises 72 774 (99.2 %) 594 (0.8 %) 73 368 (100 %) 
Total number of employees 432 452 (46.8 %) 492 004 (53.2 %) 924 456 (100 %) 
Value added* 191 926 (40.3 %) 284 532 (59.7 %) 476 458 (100 %) 
Net investment* 34 573 (44.1 %) 43 743 (55.9%) 78 316 (100%) 
Net revenue* 586 371 (37.7%) 971 015 (62.3 %) 1 557 386 (100%) 
* Millions of Swedish kronor 
Source: SCB, 1999 

More than 99 percent of all enterprises in the manufacturing industry have fewer than 200 
employees, and these enterprises employ 46.8 percent of the total number of employees in this 
industry. When it comes to the value added, net investment, and net revenue, we can see that 
even in these financial measures enterprises with fewer than 200 employees represent a 
significant portion of the total Swedish manufacturing industry. Consequently, enterprises 
with fewer than 200 employees play an important role in the Swedish manufacturing industry. 

1.2.4 Pilot Studies 

In 1998 we conducted two pilot studies in the counties of  Västerbotten  and  Norrbotten.  The 
first study was conducted among 32 manufacturing SMEs in Sweden. The enterprises were 
operating in a lot of different industries, i.e. telecommunications, electronics, construction, 
joinery, assistive devices aids for the physically disabled, medical, engineering, vehicles, 
heating equipment, sheet metal, and timber. The studied enterprises varied in terms of size 
between 5 and 200 employees. The average number of employees was approximately 48. The 
method used for data collection was a mail questionnaire with one reminder sent to the 
respondents. A response rate of 59 percent (19 enterprises) was achieved. The outcome of the 
study indicated that 74 percent (14 enterprises) were experiencing some kind of problem with 
their marketing. The types of problem experienced by these enterprises varied greatly. Some 
focused on the costs of marketing, difficulties in finding salespeople, customer selection, 
mixture of different markets, market penetration and development, how to develop marketing 
material and so on. 

After the first study, indicating that 74% of the enterprises where experiencing some kind of 
problem with their marketing, a second pilot study was conducted in order to learn more 
about which marketing areas SMEs find important. In the fall of 1998 access to 8 
manufacturing SMEs was obtained. Two of the SMEs were located in the county of  
Västerbotten  and the other six were located in the county of  Norrbotten.  These 8 enterprises 
represented different industries, including electronics, medical, plastics, construction, 
engineering, computers, and aluminum. In terms of size, these enterprises varied from 8 to 65 
employees, with the average number of employees being approximately 29. The method used 
to collect data was a mail questionnaire and the response rate was 100 percent. 

The questionnaire was divided into two types of questions: open-ended questions and ranking 
questions. In the first type of questions (open-ended), the participating enterprises were asked 
to elaborate on what marketing activities they prioritized. The results from the open-ended 
questions indicated that the companies prioritized several marketing activities. The results 
indicate that personal selling and relationships are considered to be prioritized areas. 
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Moreover, market development and market penetration, product development, distribution 
issues, training of external salespeople, market planning, service, exhibitions, market 
information, and branding are other examples of prioritized areas. 

In the second type of question, ranking questions, the enterprises were given a set of listed 
marketing activities. They were asked to rank each activity on the list 1, 2 or 3, indicating 
first, to what extent they had prioritized the activity so far, and secondly, to what extent they 
intended to prioritize the activity in the future. A score of 1 indicated that the activity was 
prioritized and score 3 indicated that it was not. The answers were then ranked based upon the 
frequency of score for each activity. The marketing activity with the highest frequency of 
answers indicating a score of 1 was ranked number one, the marketing activity with the 
second highest frequency of answers indicating score 1 was ranked second and so on. If more 
than one activity had the same frequency of answers indicating score 1, these activities were 
ranked the same. The presentation of the results from the second type of questions is divided 
in two categories: 

• What they had prioritized so far (Table 1.3). 
• What they intended to prioritize in the future (Table 1.4). 

The presentation of the results includes only the activities ranked number one, two and three. 

Table 1.3 Marketing Activities Prioritized so far. 

Ranking 
	

Marketing Activities 

1 	 - Personal selling 

2 	 - Relations to important customers 
- Working with existing customers 

3 	 - Market selection 
- Customer knowledge 
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Table 1.4 Marketing Activities to Prioritize in the Future. 

Ranking 
	

Marketing Activities 

1 	 - Personal selling 
- Relations to important customers 
- Distribution channel selection 

2 	 - Working with existing customers 
- Searching for new customers 

3 	 - Usage of market information 
- Market selection 
- Customer knowledge 
- Service 

Koschnick (1995) defines selling as the personal or impersonal process of assisting and/or 
persuading a prospective customer to buy a commodity or a service or to act favorably upon 
an idea that has commercial significance to the seller. If we look at Tables 1.3 and 1.4, we can 
see that there are a number of marketing activities judged to have been prioritized or to 
become prioritized that can be classified as selling. Personal selling per se, but also relations 
to important customers, can be classified as selling activities. Working with existing 
customers, searching for new customers, customer knowledge, and service, are examples of 
marketing activities that can also be classified as selling activities. 

The results from our pilot studies indicate that selling might be an important area from the 
perspective of manufacturing SMEs. 

1.3 Problem Area 

Chapter 1 has provided us with insights that selling is an important area, both for society as a 
whole and for the individual firm (Marks, 1997). According to Wotruba (1996), it seems 
certain that industrial selling will evolve to be a key aspect of success in the future business 
world. Furthermore, we have concluded that research about small and medium-sized 
enterprises is not a well-developed field of research and that SMEs play an important role in 
the economy, both in Sweden and in Europe as a whole. The literature has also provided us 
with evidence that SMEs needs to grow in order to survive (Carson et al., 1995), and that 
sales operations represent a vital revenue-generating function in a firm (Donaldsson, 1998). In 
addition, our pilot studies have indicated that selling is an important area for manufacturing 
SMEs. 

Thus far, the literature review has indicated that research on personal selling usually has an 
underlying assumption that a company has an organized sales force at some level. This 
assumption is evident when looking at research on personal selling, which generally has the 
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perspective of the individual sales person performing selling tasks (Moon & Armstrong, 
1994). The assumption is however not necessarily true in SMEs. Carson et al. (1995) argue 
that marketing activities in SMEs are restricted in scope and intensity, due to limited 
resources. According to Gunnarsson (1998), marketing activities in smaller firms are 
performed by many employees and contain all boundary-spanning activities in the firm. SMEs 
normally contain very few specialist-functions and the way they divide tasks is not as strictly 
organized as that of large organizations (Hultman, 1999c). The owners/managers of SMEs 
are usually involved in all aspects of the business, including marketing (Carson et al., 1995). 
Several authors have noted that selling activities often involve more than one single person, 
i.e., a sales team (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). According to  Persson  (1999), industrial selling 
is cross-functional in nature and integrates activities from different functions in a firm, and 
few empirical studies focusing on industrial selling activities have been conducted. 

What are the selling activities performed by SMEs and by whom are they performed? 
Previous research has indicated that marketing activities in SMEs are restricted in scope and 
intensity, they divide tasks informally and many employees perform marketing activities. 
What about selling? Are these marketing characteristics in SMEs also valid for the 
understanding of selling? From our pilot studies, we know that selling is considered to be an 
important area in manufacturing SMEs, but little is known about how these firms perform 
selling. 

Consequently, the problem area for this study can be formulated as: 

Industrial selling in Swedish manufacturing small and medium-sized enterprises 

Within the scope of the problem area, the focus of this thesis will be on selling activities and 
those who perform these activities, what is traditionally described as the sales process 
(Churchill et al., 1997;  Persson,  1999). Literature on selling activities and the individual(s) 
performing these activities is to be found in the literature on personal selling. In our literature 
review on selling we will therefore search for literature in the area of personal selling. 

As discussed in Section 1.1.3, the sales literature discusses sales management as a part of 
selling containing different activities. However, it is not our intention to describe sales 
management activities in SMEs. Instead, our focus will be on selling activities aimed toward 
customers, both existing and potential, and we will therefore exclude sales management from 
the continuation of this study. 
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1.4 	Outline of the Study 

In this section we will provide a structure for our study (see Figure 1.1). 

Figure 1.1 Outline of the Study. 

Chapter 2, the literature review, will provide an overview of previous research 
correspondingly to our problem area. Chapter 3 will contain a problem discussion, resulting in 
our research problem, research questions and conceptual framework. In Chapter 4, we will 
discuss and choose a suitable methodology for our research questions. In Chapter 5, we will 
present our empirical findings. Finally, Chapters 6 and 7 will contain the analysis and findings 
of our study. 
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2. 	LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter contains a discussion of theoretical positioning of selling, the activities involved 
in selling,  multiperson  selling efforts, and finally, selling processes. 

	

2.1 	Theoretical Positioning of Selling 

From the review of literature on selling it is evident that different types of sales literature can 
be discerned. These will be discussed in section 2.1.1. Furthermore, different approaches to 
research on selling and sales situations have been found, which will be further elaborated in 
Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. Finally, in Section 2.1.4 we will discuss and define the term selling 
as it is used in this study. 

2.1.1 Classification of Sales Literature 

There are different ways to classify literature on personal selling.  Liljegren  (1988) classifies 
sales literature in three categories. The first category is the normative and practitioner oriented 
literature with few references. The second category is the textbook oriented literature, which 
uses references to scientific research. Finally, scientific investigations and scientific articles 
represent the third category  (ibid.).  

In more recent work,  Persson  (1995) claims that personal selling is described both in 
marketing and sales literature. In the marketing literature, personal selling is usually 
considered to be one of the tools in a firm's marketing mix, while the sales literature can be 
described as focusing on two branches. One branch is salesmanship and the other branch 
sales management. Central problems in both marketing and sales literature have concerned 
recruiting, selecting, training, quoting, controlling and motivating salespeople  (ibid.).  

As we can see from the discussion above, different categories of sales literature prevail. After 
reviewing some of the sales literature referred to by  Liljegren  (1988) as normative and 
practitioner oriented, we have concluded that this category of literature is often focused on 
salesmanship and is not theoretically developed enough to provide us with a useful framework 
for this study. In our literature review we will therefore exclude the normative and practitioner 
oriented sales literature and focus on the third category, scientific investigations and articles. 

2.1.2 Approaches to Research on Selling 

According to Busch and Wilson (1976), research on personal selling can be classified in two 
major categories. The first and dominant category emphasizes the salesman and how the sales 
performance is affected by his characteristics. The other category is the perspective that 
focuses on the interaction between the seller and the customer  (ibid.). 

Liljegren  (1988) classifies research on personal selling in three categories: 

1. Behavior-focused research emphasizing the sales process, strongly influenced by the 
corresponding research on industrial buying behavior. 
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2. Empirically focused research based upon the existing theories, decision-making models, 
and classifications of personal selling. 

3. Research utilizing partly or totally new approaches that strongly criticize the existing 
theories and models during the late 1970s (i.e., interactive approaches criticizing research 
looking at only one side of a dyad). 

According to  Liljegren  (1988), previous research on selling has often been based upon buying 
behavior from which sales models have been developed. During the mid '70s, several new 
approaches affected not only industrial buying behavior but also the marketing concept and 
therefore also personal selling. Common for these approaches was the critique aimed towards 
the one-unit paradigm pictured in simple stimulus response models. These new approaches 
spoke instead of the need to look at both side of a dyad (i.e., buyer and seller)  (ibid.).  The 
interaction approach came to critically question the existing marketing concept at that time, 
according to  Liljegren  (1988). 

In the interaction model, marketing and purchasing are seen as part of an interaction process 
between two parties within a certain environment (IMP Group, 1997). In this process each 
business purchase is a single episode among many episodes in a relationship between two 
companies, where each episode and the relationship affect one and another (Ford, 1997). In 
the long term, these episodes will result in adaptations in both the selling and the buying firm 
(IMP Group, 1997). The term selling is not used in the interaction model, and selling is a part 
of, or one of the episodes in the interaction process between the seller and buyer, according to  
Persson  (1995). Personal selling exists only implicitly in the episodes, without any description 
of sales activities or roles. Hence, how personal selling is performed and by whom is not 
discussed in the interaction model  (ibid.).  

In a study of industrial selling in long-term customer relations,  Persson  (1995) uses the 
interaction model in order to emphasize the sales process as an essential process in the long-
term relations between a selling and a buying firm (Figure 2.1). Instead of the interaction 
process discussed in the interaction model,  Persson  focuses on the sales process. 
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Figure 2.1 The Sales Process as a Central Process in the Relation Between a Selling and a 
Buying Firm  (Persson,  1995,  p  208) 

The sales process is pictured from the selling firm's perspective. Some of the activities in the 
process are performed in the selling firm, while other activities are performed in cooperation 
with the buying firm  (Persson,  1995). In the sales process there are exchange episodes 
between the selling and the buying firm, involving product/service, information, financial, and 
social exchanges. Figure 2.1 also illustrates that there are both short-term and long-term 
adaptations in the selling firm. Adaptations can occur directly in the sales process in order to 
close a deal or as a result of experiences from previous sales processes  (ibid.).  An essential 
observation in Persson's (1995) study is that the sales process is integrated in a selling firm's 
operations, covering technical and selling activities performed by many individuals. The 
findings in Persson's (1995) study present another view of industrial selling than what appears 
in the interaction model, where selling is a part of marketing, and as such, a part of the 
interaction process. 

The perspective of the traditional sales literature has been the individual salesperson 
performing selling tasks (Moon & Armstrong, 1994), and according to Donaldsson (1998), at 
an individual customer level. However, several authors have found that industrial selling 
encompasses more than what the traditional marketing and sales literature covers. Marshall et 
al. (1999) claim that the number of activities required for the sales job have increased. This 
broadening of the sales job is not only about number of activities; it also has to do with types 
of sales activities  (ibid.).  In contrast to the focus on the individual salesperson, it has also been 
found that selling often involves a number of individuals (Moon & Armstrong, 1994;  Persson,  
1995; Jackson et al., 1999; Deeter-Schmelz and Ramsey, 1995;  Liljegren,  1988). Furthermore, 
selling is found to be situation specific (Moon & Armstrong, 1994;  Persson,  1995) and the 
selling firm might develop sales strategies according to different situations. 

2.1.3 Classification of Sales Situations 

There are several ways to classify sales situations. According to Moon and Armstrong 
(1994), a sales situation can differ in terms of novelty in the same way as a buying situation 
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can differ. Hutt et al. (1985) describe three industrial selling situations: new selling task, 
modified selling task, and routine selling task. New selling tasks are characterized by 
extensive problem solving requiring a lot of information, with poorly defined decision rules 
and a high uncertainty, where selling teams are used for coordination and control. Modified 
selling tasks are a limited problem-solving situation, where the selling firm has information to 
draw upon, but the newness in the selling situation requires additional information. Routine 
selling tasks are characterized by routinized problem solving  (ibid).  

Another way to classify sales situations is to distinguish between service selling and 
development selling. Service selling is directed towards existing customers, while 
development selling aims to convert prospects to customers (Still et al., 1988; Donaldsson, 
1998). 

Donaldsson (1998) is furthermore discussing type of product and type of customer as a way to 
classify sales situations. Type of product can range from rather standardized products such as 
raw materials and supplies, to very complex products such as capital equipment. Type of 
customer can for example be classified into temporary small customers or key customers of 
strategic importance  (ibid.).  

In addition,  Persson  (1995) discusses a selling firm's problem solving ability as significant to 
industrial selling. The problem solving ability can be looked upon from two dimensions; a 
general dimension and an adaptation dimension. A firm's general ability is high if the product 
fulfills high functional requirements. The other dimension, adaptation, is about how well the 
product is adapted to each specific customer  (ibid.).  

2.1.4 Definition of Selling 

As described in Chapter One, Koschnick's (1995) definition of selling is "the personal or 
impersonal process of assisting and/or persuading a prospective customer to buy a commodity 
or a service or to act favorably upon an idea that has commercial significance to the seller". 

Taking Koschnick's definition and our discussion in Section 2.1 into consideration, we are 
now ready to discuss our understanding of selling for this study. Considering the perspective 
of the traditional sales literature (the individual salesperson performing selling tasks) and the 
fact that selling seems to involve a number of activities and individuals, we believe it is 
possible to view selling from two perspectives. We can choose to view selling as a 
communication tool (i.e., personal selling) according to the traditional sales literature, or we 
can choose to view selling as a process consisting of a number of different individuals 
performing different types of selling activities. Selling as a communication tool means that it 
is a part of a firm's marketing mix and, as such, one of the promotional tools with its specific 
features. The other perspective, viewing selling as a process, focuses on the purpose of 
selling, i.e., doing business. In our mind, these two dimensions are quite different. While the 
first perspective places selling as one of many tools, the other perspective places selling as a 
focal process in a firm's operations involving many tools and individuals for the purpose of 
doing business. Viewing selling as a process means that the combination of activities and 
exchange episodes in the sales process and by whom they are carried out might be unique for 
each and every relationship between a seller and a buyer. In this study, similar to Koschnick 
(1995), we will adopt the view of selling as a process. However, there are a few things we 
would like to emphasize in our understanding of selling as compared to the definition 
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suggested by Koschnick (1995). In order to differentiate selling from other marketing 
activities, we believe it is important to focus on activities at an individual customer level. 
Furthermore, we believe it is important to highlight that there might be a number of 
individuals involved in selling activities, and that selling also includes activities in relation to 
existing customers. Thus, we understand selling to be: 

The activities performed by any individual/-s for the purpose of doing business at an 
individual customer level. 

From the previous discussion in Section 2.1 we could see that some scholars criticize research 
for not focusing on the interaction between seller and buyer. However, selling has been found 
to involve a number of activities and individuals. It has been indicated that for the 
understanding of industrial selling it is important to study selling activities and the individuals 
performing these activities, i.e., sales processes. In the interaction model, selling is only 
implicitly used and sales activities and individuals performing these activities are not 
discussed. Hence, the interaction model is not suitable as a framework for studying selling 
activities and the individuals performing these activities and will therefore not be further 
elaborated in this study. 

2.2 	Sales Activities 

On a broad level, most professionals and researchers understand that sales jobs are different 
today from sales jobs in the past, according to Marshall et al. (1999). What is not well 
understood is the true scope and specificity of these sales-activity differences. Because sales 
activities form the root of performance evaluation, strategy development, and process 
engineering, errors in a true understanding of sales activities can lead sales managers to make 
costly mistakes. A useful way to track changes in selling jobs is through the delineation and 
analysis of sales activities (Marshall et al., 1999). 

Selling activities are to be found in research on classification of sales jobs and sales positions. 
Previous research has made several attempts to classify salespeople according to their jobs 
and positions. Some of the classifications have been made using sales activities as a basis for 
classification. In this study, we are interested in selling activities and we will therefore use 
previous research on classification of sales jobs and sales positions in order to get to sales 
activities. 

2.2.1 Non-empirical Classifications 

One of the first researchers that made an attempt to classify salespeople according to their 
jobs was McMurray in 1961 (Marshall et al., 1999). McMurray offered an important initial 
conceptual input, but his classification was not developed with empirical research (Moncrief, 
1986b) and he did not discuss selling activities. 

However, McMurray's initial work was an important first step for the work of Newton in 
1973 (Marshall et al., 1999). Newton (1973) suggested that salespeople should be classified in 
four types: trade sellers, missionary sellers, technical sellers, and new business sellers. The 
classification is not based upon empirical research and, similar to McMurray, it does not 
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specify the selling activities (Marshall et al., 1999). Still, Newton's classification is one of the 
most commonly used and useful classifications of sales jobs (Churchill et al., 1997). 

2.2.2 Empirical Classifications 

In 1974, Lamont and Lundstrom identified the daily behavioral dimensions of an industrial 
sales position. The objective was to arrive at an empirically derived description of the 
dimensions of salesmen's behavior in an industrial setting. This exploratory research resulted 
in a list of 60 items describing all aspects of the sales position. From the 60 items Lamont and 
Lundstrom's research produced, the following eight basic dimensions or factors can be 
discerned: assisting and working with district management, customer service, personal 
integrity and selling ethics, direct selling, developing relationships with customers, keeping 
abreast of market conditions, meeting sales objectives, and maintaining complete customer 
records  (ibid.).  Lamont and Lundstrom's study represents a first attempt to identify selling 
activities (Marshall et al., 1999). Although the work of Lamont and Lundstrom was useful, 
the study did not produce a list of sales activities that could be used to compare job 
responsibilities of salespeople in different firms and different industries (Moncrief, 1986a). 
This is because the interviews were conducted in one firm and the applicability of the results 
to a wide range of selling occupations is therefore limited (Marshall et al., 1999). 

Industrial sales activities 

Moncrief developed the first comprehensive list of industrial sales activities across multiple 
industries in 1986 (Marshall et al., 1999). The purpose of Moncrief s (1986b) study was to 
develop a list of industrial selling activities, identify the basic factors that underlie those 
activities, and to develop a taxonomy of industrial selling jobs. Moncrief (1986b) used only 
salespeople who sold tangible products; both service and retail activities were excluded from 
the study. A key step in the methodology was the identification of a complete set of activities. 
This was accomplished both through literature review and personal interviews. Several basic 
activities were found in the literature, while most sales activities were derived from personal 
interviews, including focus groups with salespeople. A total of 121 activities, presented in 
Table 2.1, were identified in Moncrier s study. 
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Table 2.1 Identified Sales Activities 

1. Make sales presentation 
	

42. Examine prior to installation 
2. Prepare sales presentation 	43. Practice using product 
3. Overcome objections 

	
44. Take clients on site 

4. Call on potential accounts 
	

45. Provide feedback 
5. TO potential decision-making 

	
46. Check in with supervisor 

6. Plan selling activities 
	

47. Feedback from clients 
7. Leads for prospects 	 48. Fill out expense accounts 
8. Call on new accounts 	49. Report on sales activities 
9. Make closure and obtain order 50. Read company literature 
10. Products to take on calls 	51. Read trade publications 
11. Presentation "aid" 	 52. Phone office 
12. Introduce new products 	53. Provide technical information 
13. Coordination with existing lines 54. Coordinate activities 
14. Plan daily routine 	 55. Monitor competitor's products 
15. Study client's needs 	 56. Provide info to salespeople 
16. Help client's plan 	 57. Assist management surveys 
17. Demonstrate the product 	58. Travel with supervisors 
18. Predict closure dates 	59. Take inventory for clients 
19. Prepare visual displays 	60. Point of purchase 
20. Expedite orders 	 61. Stock shelves with product 
21. Handle back orders 	 62. Handle local advertising 
22. Handle shipment problems 	63. Fill out purchase orders 
23. Find lost orders 	 64. File 
24. Follow up client's order 	65. Determine price by contact 
25. Tailor to customer needs 	66. Submit price bids 
26. Write up orders 	 67. Sell to ultimate consumer 
27. Keep track of invoices 	68. Attend sales conferences 
28. Give orders to support people 	69. Attend regional sales meetings 
29. Modify product 	 70. Attend periodic training 
30. Figure up bills 	 71. Work client conferences 
31. Verify commissions 	 72. Fill out questionnaires 
32. Present during repairs 	73. Set up exhibitions 
33. Test products 	 74. Review new company products 
34. Supervise installation 	75. Appointments by mail 
35. Perform maintenance 	76. Look for new sales reps 
36. Make deliveries 	 77. Train new salespeople 
37. Teach safety instructions 	78. Travel with trainees 
38. Train customers to use products 79. Design sales plan 
39. Order accessories 	 80. Send out memos 
40. Learn about product 	 81. Write letters 
41. Order repair parts 	 82. Determine own price 

83. Determine legalities 
84. Make guest speeches 
85. Provide seminars 
86. Call on existing accounts 
87. Entertain clients 
88. Take clients to dinner 
89. Take clients out to drink 
90. Throw parties for client 
91. Take client to lunch 
92. Flatter client 
93. Politicking outside 
94. Send Christmas card 
95. Spend night on road 
96. Travel out of town 
97. Work after hours 
98. Work out of home 
99. Travel in town 
100.Travel to office 
101 Attend local sales meet. 
102.Sell to distributors 
103.Good relations to distrib. 
104.Handle credit 
105.Collect past due accounts 
106.Fill out credit forms 
107.Do public relations work 
108.0rder samples 
109.Load product 
110. Forecast demand 
Ill Phone for service 
112.Help find financing 
113.Politicking within company 
114.Phone to follow up 
115.Phone to set up appointments 
116.Look up price 
117.Distribute flyers 
I18.Make probing phone calls 
119.Keep office in order 
120.Research client's background 
121.Study market trends 

Source: Moncrief 1986  b,  p.264 

The advantage of this list is, according to Moncrief (1986b), the diversity of the activities 
included. From this activity list a questionnaire was prepared to determine whether the 
participating salespeople performed each of the 121 activities and how frequently the 
activities were performed. Frequency was chosen over importance, due to three main reasons. 
First, Walker, Churchill, and Ford recommended in 1979 building a sales taxonomy on how 
frequently activities are performed. Secondly, for descriptive purposes in a taxonomy, 
frequency is more important than importance. The third and last reason is that frequency is 
less evaluative than importance. As an example, report writing may be performed frequently, 
but may be considered unimportant by many salespeople. Frequency of performance is more 
likely to be agreed upon than importance, both by management and by salespeople  (ibid.).  A 
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factor analysis resulted in the following ten groups of activities based upon how often each 
activity was performed: 

Factor 1, selling function (activities 1-8, 10-12, 16) 
Basic selling activities such as overcoming objections, planning, and making the sales 
presentation. 

Factor 2, working with orders (activities 20-23, 26) 
Activities related to this group include writing up the order, working with lost orders, 
handling shipment problems, expediting orders, and taking care of back orders. 

Factor 3, servicing the product (activities 32-40) 
All of these activities indicate a relatively complex product that might require maintenance 
and installation. This group is technical in nature. Typically, the salesperson might test the 
product, deliver the product, teach the customer safety instructions and how to use the 
product, and handle orders of product accessories. 

Factor 4, information management (activities 45-47, 53) 
These activities are about communication. Feedback from customers, providing management 
with information, checking in with supervisors and providing technical information. 

Factor 5, servicing the account (activities 59-62) 
Includes inventory control and stocking shelves. This factor also includes two promotional 
activities: local advertising and handling point-of-purchase displays. These activities are 
typically performed at the customer's location. 

Factor 6, conferences/meetings (activities 68-73) 
This factor encompasses six activities. These are: attending conferences, working at 
conferences, setting up exhibitions and trade shows, attending sales meeting, attending 
training sessions, and filling out questionnaires. 

Factor 7, training/recruiting (activities 76-79) 
Activities belonging to this factor include looking for new salespeople, training new 
salespeople, traveling with trainees, and helping management plan sales activities. 

Factor 8, entertaining (activities 87-90) 
Encompasses activities that combine entertainment with selling to the customer. The activities 
are taking a client to dinner, take a client out for a drink, hosting a party for a client, and 
taking a client out to an event of some kind. 

Factor 9, out-of-town travel (activities 95-96) 
Consists of spending the night on the road and traveling out of town. 

Factor 10, working with distributors (activities 102, 103, 105) 
These activities are centered on middlemen. The activities are selling to or establishing 
relations with distributors and settling past-due accounts. 
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Industry activity differences 

The nature and scope of salespeople's work assignments vary widely across industries and 
among firms (Moncrief, 1986b). Moncrief (1986a) used the empirical data from the study 
presented above to analyze industry activity differences. The findings are analyzed using the 
ten groups (factors) of activities found in Moncrief's (1986b) study. In this study, Moncrief 
(1986a) concludes that a large number of activities are shared by almost all salespeople, while 
there are also a large number of activities that are relatively salesperson- or industry-specific. 
All manufacturing industries perform the factor referred to as "selling function". Working 
with orders is a factor that appears to be very industry-specific. Salespersons working in the 
apparel industry seem to be concerned with working with orders, while salespeople in the 
printing industry are not. Some industries are more technically oriented, which is reflected by 
the activities performed by salespersons in these industries. The apparel salespeople perform 
the activities in the factors travel and entertainment more frequently than most, while the 
office supply salespeople perform these activities rarely. A number of managerial decisions 
can be affected by the frequency and time spent on sales activities. Unfortunately, a number 
of problems can occur if the activities are not clearly specified. It is important for 
management to improve the efficiency of its sales force by emphasizing a detailed list of 
relevant sales activities (Moncrief, 1986a). 

Sales force automation and sales activities 

In a study of the acquisition and use of sales force automation (SFA), Rivers (1999) defines 
sales force automation as involving converting sales activities to electronic processes through 
the use of various combinations of hardware and software applications. 

Moncrief, Lamb and Mackay published a study about sales activities and laptop computers in 
1991. Moncrief et al. reported that 68 percent of the sales forces in the study were not using 
laptops or portables and that, consequently, 32 percent were. The most frequently mentioned 
reasons among organizations for providing the sales force with laptops were to improve sales 
presentations, to better manage customer files, to increase communication between the home 
office and the sales force, and to improve productivity (Moncrief et al., 1991). 

Sales forces using laptops were asked to identify whether they currently were performing, 
planning to perform or not planning to perform each of 14 selected activities (Table 2.2) using 
laptops (Moncrief et al., 1991). 
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Table 2.2 Activities Performed Using Laptop Computers 

Activities Currently perform (%) Planning to perform (%) Not planning to perform (%) 

Daily correspondence 70 25 5 
Expense reporting 25 31 44 
Sales call reporting 57 26 17 
Electronic mail 50 36 14 
Order entry 17 29 55 
Price quotations 28 40 32 
Customer information 58 36 6 
Preparing presentations 50 30 20 
Catalog retrieval 8 36 56 
Bid/proposal presentation 39 31 2 
Planning, scheduling 50 34 16 
Analyzing customer 
requirements 38 45 17 
Check order/delivery status 31 51 18 
Check inventory status 20 43 38 

Source: Moncrief et al., 1991,  p  283 

According to Moncrief et al. (1991), the most frequently mentioned activities when using 
laptops are daily correspondence, followed by customer information and sales-call reporting. 

Update of sales activities 

Both sales organizations and the way professional selling is conducted continue to evolve 
(Marshall et al., 1999). Due to technological development, sales activities in the past may not 
be representative of sales activities in the future (Moncrief, 1986b). In a study presented in 
1999, Marshall et al. present an update of sales activities. The objective of this study was to 
create a new and current list of sales activities, to compare the new list with Moncrief s 
activity list from 1986, and to discuss the resulting new sales activities. The sample was 
carefully selected to include salespeople representing a wide assortment of industries. While 
previous studies were limited to manufacturing companies only, this study also included some 
service companies. The respondents range from industries with highly technical products to 
less technical products such as food and industrial supplies (Marshall et al., 1999). 

In a comparison between this new list of sales activities and Moncrief s (1986b) list, only six 
of the previous activities that failed to be confirmed in this study. These activities were: test 
products (activity numbered 33 in Table 2.1), supervise installation (34), order accessories 
(39), look for new sales representatives (76), train new salespeople (77), and travel with 
trainees (78). This study found support for most of the activities already presented by 
Moncrief in 1986, at the same time as major new themes and trends in sales activities 
emerged. As Tables 2.3 and 2.4 indicate, there were a large number (49) of sales activities 
reported in this study that were not reported in the 1986 list from Moncrief. Marshall et al. 
(1999) observed a large number of new technological sales tools used in sales activities that 
were created as a result of new technology. The clearest common theme from the respondents 
was technological change as a driver of sales-activity change. The 49 new activities fell into 
five major categories: communication, sales, relationships, team-building/team-selling, and 
database management  (ibid.).  
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Table 2.3 Technology-Related Selling Activities 

Communication 	Sales 
	

Relationship 
	

Team 	Database 

Technology E-mail 	Set up appointments Web Page 	Conference 	Collect new info. 
calls 	 from database 

Dictaphone 	Script sales pitch 
from database 	 Enter info./data 

Internet 

	

	 on laptop 
Use software for 

Laptops- 	customer  back- 
CD  ROM 	ground 

Voice-mail 	Laptop for 
presentation 

Fax 
VCR for 

Cellular phone 	presentation 

Pager 	Provide technology 
ability to customer 

Web page 

Newsletters 

Audio-video 
Conference 

Source: Marshall et al., 1999,  p  93 

In Table 2.3, technology-related sales activities are listed and classified according to five 
categories. The strongest trend found was perhaps the change in communication-related 
technology. The use of a number of communication-oriented tools has emerged in selling. 
Even if not every salesperson in the study was using all the new tools, every salesperson did 
use several of the new tools within communication technology. Improvement in 
communication between the salespeople and customers is one of the very apparent trends of 
the 1990s. Today, a salesperson can take a virtual office on the road. The salesperson can 
instantly access the home office, customer organization, suppliers, or anyone else trying to 
reach the salesperson. The technology-related activities in the category called sales are closely 
related to the communication-technology category. In many ways, the activities contained in 
this category reflect the emergence of the communication devices available to salespeople. 
The respondents indicated that technology has had a major impact on the level and quality of 
information they are able to present and on the professionalism in advance preparation for 
sales calls. The next cell is relationships. A web page is seen as an important relationship-
building and maintenance tool. The only activity grouped under the cell team, was the 
conference call. Some of the respondents mentioned that conference calls have been 
invaluable for allowing teamwork on sales accounts. In the last category, database, the study 
revealed an activity called information management, which included gathering data and 
providing it to management or customers. The use of the laptop computer has changed the 
way this activity is performed. A trend frequently mentioned was the growing need for and 
use of better sales databases both for account management and managerial decision-making 
within a sales organization Marshall et al. (1999). 
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Table 2.4 Non-Technology-Related Selling Activities 

Communication 
	

Sales 
	

Relationship 
	

Team 	Database 

Non- 	Practice 
technology language skills 

Adaptive selling 

Conduct research at 
customer's business 

Avoid potential 
litigation 

Plan for multiple 
calls to close deal 

Sell value-added 
services 

Respond to referrals 

Write thank-yous 

Target key accounts 

Pick up sales 
supplies 

Consultative selling 

Listen 

Ask questions 

Read body language 

Sell unique 
competencies 

Bring in 
vendor/ alliance 

Develop 
relationship 

Hand-hold 
customer 

Write thank- 
yous 

Purchase dealers 

Call on CEOs 

Build rapport 
with buying 
center 

Network 

Build trust 

Train brokers 

Mentor 

Make sale and 
turn it over to 
someone else 

Coordinate with 
sales support 

Source: Marshall et al., 1999,  p  93 

In Table 2.4, non-technology-related sales activities are listed and classified according to the 
same five categories as in Table 2.3. In the first cell, communication, only one activity was 
listed: practicing language skills. This activity is found to reflect the diversity among both 
salespeople and customers. In practice, this activity could include any of the myriads of 
different self-training materials available today. The second category, sales, contains a lot of 
organizational and process-related activities not seen in the 1986 study by Moncrief. A lot of 
salespeople indicated the necessity of planning multiple calls in order to have any chance of 
obtaining a client's business. Each of the calls may have different purposes building towards a 
sales agreement. It was also indicated by the respondents that they were spending much more 
time at customers' places of business than before. Another theme was the importance of 
identifying and targeting key accounts and the need for salespeople to be mindful of avoiding 
potential lawsuits. In the relationship category, several new activities appeared. Several of the 
respondents indicated that they must now build relationships with customers and suppliers. 
Components of this relationship-building are shown in the activities listed under this category. 
Many of the activities brought up in this category had already appeared in Moncrief s list 
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from 1986 (for example; study client's need, help clients plan, tailor to customer's need, etc.). 
Changing patterns in the channels of distribution were also reflected in this category. The 
activities bringing vendors into an alliance and locating dealers that can be purchased, support 
the notion of changing relationship philosophies of sales organizations and also reflect the 
attitude of mergers, acquisitions, and alliances prevalent since the 1980s. There is an evolving 
interest in selling-teams, reflected by new activities in this category. Several respondents 
mentioned mentoring, since strong mentors are valuable for team performance. A number of 
respondents also indicated that accounts were no longer serviced by just one individual. 
Activities such as making a sale, turning it over to someone else, and coordinating with sales 
support personnel reflect both the specialization of individual team members and the 
dependency of the overall team for sales success (Marshall et al., 1999). 

This study makes it clear that only six of the old activities from 1986 no longer exist, while at 
least 49 new activities are now part of the sales job. Generally, salespeople have experienced 
rather substantial job enlargement. That is, the number of activities required for sales jobs has 
increased. Historically, job-enlargement models have not been successful models of 
organizational change. Consequently, sales organizations that are not sensitive to the resulting 
potential for employee dissatisfaction, misapplication of resources, unethical behavior and 
turnover are likely to be disappointed when examining the sales result (Marshall et al., 1999). 

Conceptual classification of sales positions 

A different way to classify sales positions based on a conceptual defmition was suggested by 
Darmon in 1998. Darmon's conceptualization was empirically validated using 25 sales and 
marketing managers. In classifying sales positions, Darmon (1998) started by identifying a 
small number of key dimensions in a sales position, on which positions are likely to vary 
substantially. According to Darmon (1998), a sales position may be conceptualized as the 
management of personal marketing relationships through effective information management. 
Instead of emphasizing sales activities, this conceptualization highlights a salesperson's 
mental processes involved in carrying the position effectively. This means that a given 
activity can involve different mental processes for different sales positions. A salesperson's 
mental process strongly depends on the relative importance of time management versus 
relationship management, size of the information load, and the extent and complexity of 
information processing  (ibid.).  

• Time management and relationship management 

Time management and relationship management are two essential mental processes, each 
resulting in a number of sales activities. Time management involves decisions on how to 
allocate time between selling and/or non-selling activities. Relationship management is linked 
to the quality of selling activities. A salesperson's position requires successful relationships 
with customers and prospects on the one hand and with the home organization on the other. 
Therefore, sales positions are likely to vary depending on the relative importance of time 
management versus relationship management (Darmon, 1998). 
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• Salesperson's information load 

To be efficient in time and relationship management, a salesperson must be able to manage 
information effectively. The size of the information load a salesperson needs to manage 
obviously depends on the sales position (Darmon, 1998). 

• Salesperson's information processing 

In order to use available information effectively, salespeople often need to process raw 
information mentally before they can use it. For example, they must process information on 
customer's needs in order to develop selling strategies. Obviously, information processing can 
be relatively simple and straightforward, but it can also become very complex (Darmon, 
1998). 

Table 2.5 presents a list of activities likely to be indicants of the importance of each 
dimension for a specific sales position. 
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Table 2.5 Indicants of the Relative Importance of Dimensions Characterizing a Sales Position 

1. Importance of time management relative to relationship management 

Plan selling activities and time allocations (prospects/customers, various accounts etc.). 
Plan daily routine, prepare visual displays, make deliveries. 
Travel (alone, with supervisors/trainees) in town, out of town. 

- 	Work after hours, out of home. 
Plan selling tours/routes/schedules. 

2. Size of the information load 

A. Information acquisition from own firm. 
- Obtain leads from the company. 
- 	Learn about new products. 
- Attend sales conferences, meetings, and training sessions. 
- 	Handle back orders, shipment problems, lost orders, delayed deliveries. 
- Follow up clients' orders.  

B. Information acquisition from the _field. 
- 	Find leads, find out clients' needs, listen to objections/questions, research client's background/potential. 
- 	Learn about competitive offers, sales trends, read trade publications. 
- 	Take inventory for client.  

C. Information provision to customers/prospects. 
- 	Make sales presentation, introduce new products, and demonstrate products. 
- 	Overcome objections, answer questions, make closure, and obtain orders. 
- 	Teach safety instructions, train customers, and provide technical information. 
- 	Help client plan and help client display products. 
- 	Report on order status, back orders, shipment problems, and follow up orders. 
- Entertain clients and enhance goodwill.  

D. Information provision to the firm. 
- 	Write up and expedite orders, order accessories, repair parts, and fill out credit forms. 
- Fill out sales activity reports, and expense accounts. 
- 	Transmit market intelligence and assist management surveys. 
- Train new salespeople. 
- 	Report to supervisors. 

3. Extent/Complexity of information processing required by the sales position 

Interpret and analyze information received (2A and 2B). 
Study clients'/prospects needs, prepare sales presentation/proposals to clients. 

- 	Coordination with existing lines, determine own price and legalities. 
- 	Forecast demand and study market trends. 
• Design sales plan and select selling strategies. 

Process information for time management and planning. 

Source: Darmon, 1998, p39 

According to Darmon (1998), any sales position can be characterized according to the three 
dimensions above. This list includes all typical selling activities used by Moncrief (1986b). It 
is important to note that sales positions vary on more aspects than the three dimensions 
described in Table 2.5. However, the three dimensions above reflect a number of different 
aspects. For example, type of product sold determines importance of time and relationship 
management, information load, and information processing. Another advantage of 
classification according to these dimensions is that they capture the commonalties but leave 
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out the specificities that can be observed across selling positions in various sales forces, even 
within the same industry  (ibid.).  

2.3 	Multiperson  Selling Effort 

Researchers have noted that selling activities often involve more than one single person 
(Moon & Armstrong, 1994). As  Persson  (1999) put it, industrial selling is cross-functional in 
nature and integrates activities from different functions in a firm. Several authors point to a 
trend towards team selling and that the model of the individual salesperson has become 
obsolete (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). According to Deeter-Schmelz and Ramsey (1995), our 
knowledge of the composition of teams is inadequate and there is a need to develop a clear 
understanding of who is on the teams and why those people are involved in team processes. 

In the literature, various authors discuss  multiperson  selling efforts using different concepts. 
Some of the concepts used are selling team, selling center, national account management and 
selling alliances. 

According to Blessington (1989), the selling team is a combination of sales and non-
salespeople and the team can include anyone in a firm, such as top executives, engineers, or 
product planners. In another article, Rapp (1989) claims that selling teams can be organized in 
a three-level hierarchy. The first level is a vertical structure consisting of the individual 
salesperson and one to three layers of sales management, including the national or executive 
sales manager. The second level is a horizontal structure. In this structure the team from level 
one works with key players from other departments. The third level involves selling-team 
members from level two matching up with their counterparts in the buying organization  
(ibid.).  Cespedes et al. (1989) discuss three teamwork situations. In the first situation, selling-
team members work exclusively towards certain national or international accounts. The 
second situation involves national account executives working together with the field-sales 
representatives. The third and final selling-team situation is when the efforts of district sales 
managers affect large accounts that cut across the boundaries of sales districts  (ibid.).  

Another concept used in literature about  multiperson  selling efforts is the selling center. 
According to Spekman and Johnston (1986), selling centers comprise the functional units that 
participate in the development and implementation of the seller's integrated marketing 
program. Following the lead of Hutt et al. (1985), Smith and Barclay (1990) conclude that a 
selling center contains the individuals who are directly involved in initiating and maintaining 
relationships with a specific customer. In Smith and Barclay's definition, a selling center can 
also include individuals outside the selling firm. According to Puri (1992) a selling center 
should correspond to the customer's buying center. The selling center is described as 
containing individuals from different functional units plus individuals from outside the selling 
firm  (ibid.).  

National Account Management (NAM) is a third concept used for describing a  multiperson  
selling effort. According to Moon and Armstrong (1994), NAM is an important stream in the 
literature that is clearly related to team selling. Shapiro and Moriarty (1980, 1984) describe a 
national account as a large or potentially large customer. The sellers who serve these national 
accounts use multi-level selling and are dependent on a high level of coordination  (ibid.).  
According to Barrett (1986), the NAM concept applies when the sales representative is 
supported by a team of specialists who interact with their counterparts in the buying 
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organization. Cardozo and Shipp (1987) describe NAM as involving sales, service and 
frequently technical personnel interacting with purchasing, manufacturing, marketing, 
engineering, and financial personnel in customer organizations  (ibid.).  Different concepts for 
NAM are used also in the literature. For example, Millman and Wilson (1996) discuss the key 
account and Churchill et al. (1997) use the concepts national and key account synonymously. 

Selling alliance is a relatively new concept for describing a  multiperson  selling effort, where 
sales organizations form alliances with other allied organizations to develop and maintain 
customer relationships (Smith & Barclay, 1997). According to Smith and Barclay (1999), 
these alliances can be described as interorganizational alliances formed to focus on joint 
selling. 

2.3.1 Frameworks for Understanding a  Multiperson  Selling Effort 

In an attempt to increase the understanding of a  multiperson  selling effort, Moon and 
Armstrong proposed an organizing framework for selling-teams in 1994. The authors define 
two types of selling teams, core selling teams and selling centers. The most important 
distinction between these two groups is that a core selling team is customer focused, with the 
primary goal of establishing and maintaining strong customer relationships. The selling 
center, on the other hand, is transaction-focused with the goal to successfully complete each 
specific sales opportunity that it has been formed to pursue. It is important to note that, in 
practice, there may be an overlap between the two teams and there is no clear-cut boundary 
between the two (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). 

Core Selling Team 
"The core selling team consists of selling-organization members assigned to a particular 
customer who are actively involved in the development or implementation of the sales 
strategy for that customer" (Moon & Armstrong, 1994, p21). The definition means that there 
are core selling teams for each buying organization served by a seller. Membership in a core 
selling team is stable and changes only if job assignment changes. Individual members are 
drawn from different organizational units within the selling firm, all assigned to the same 
customer. It is possible for individuals to be members of a core selling team without knowing 
about it, which might have interesting implications for core-team effectiveness. Individuals 
from different horizontal units and vertical levels can belong to multiple core teams. 
However, it would be practically feasible to actively involve two to three management levels 
in the development and implementation of a selling strategy for a given customer (Moon & 
Armstrong, 1994). 

Selling Center 
The selling center is conceptualized to be consistent with Johnston and Bonoma's (1981) 
notion of the buying center. Johnston and  Bonoma  defined the buying center as the members 
of an organization who become involved in the buying process for a particular product. The 
selling center consists of the individuals from the seller's side who are involved in a particular 
sales transaction and a selling center exists for every sales opportunity the seller is involved 
in. Members can be individuals from both inside the selling organization and from the 
outside. This selling center can, like the core selling team, vary in size depending on the 
complexity of the sale. In Moon and Armstrong's selling center, membership is defined by 
involvement in the sales transaction for a particular product. This involvement can be direct 
contact with the customer, providing information or advice to other members of the selling 
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center, and so on. In this definition the selling center is tactical by nature, responding to the 
specific need of buying centers during particular sales opportunities. This also means that 
individuals enter and leave the center as they fulfill their part of the selling process (Moon & 
Armstrong, 1994). 

The five dimensions of buying centers proposed by Johnston and  Bonoma  (1981) might be 
useful for characterizing selling centers, according to (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). These 
dimensions are vertical involvement, horizontal involvement, extensivity, connectedness, and 
centrality. Vertical involvement is the number of levels in the organization's authority 
hierarchy, represented in a selling center. Horizontal involvement is the number of different 
departments represented in a selling center. Extensivity is the number of individuals who are 
members of a selling center. Connectedness is the degree to which the members of a selling 
team have linked with each other by direct communication concerning the sales opportunity. 
Centrality is about each member of the selling center and the number of communication links 
that actually occur between each member and other selling team members divided by all 
possible communication links  (ibid).  However, a critical difference between buying centers 
and selling centers involves the individuals' willingness to participate in these groups. In a 
selling center, the participating individuals are less likely to gain from the participation than 
those individuals participating in a buying center (Moon & Gupta, 1997). 

In Table 2.6 the characteristics of the two groups, core selling team and selling center, are 
summarized. 

Table 2.6 Organizing Framework of Selling Teams 

Core Selling Team 
	

Selling Center 

Relatively permanent, customer-focused group 

Membership determined by job assignment to 
a specific buying organization 

One team per buying unit 

Membership relatively stable 

Characteristics of team depend on characteristics 
of buying organization 

Mission is strategic with respect to the buying 
organization 

Relatively temporary, transaction-focused group 

Membership determined by involvement in sales 
transaction for a particular product 

One selling center per sales opportunity 

Membership very fluid 

Characteristics of team depend on characteristics 
of sales opportunity 

Mission is tactical with respect to the sales 
opportunity 

Source: Moon & Armstrong, 1994,  p  23 

In Moon and Armstrong's (1994) terminology, the core team is basically responsible for 
initiating and coordinating the efforts of the selling center. Despite the fact that the core team 
focuses on the customer and the selling center focuses on the transaction, the activities of one 
group will affect the other, which means that the general relationships between these two 
groups are very important. There is a complex network of interaction and communication 
taking place within and between these two groups. It should be noted that Moon and 
Armstrong's result from their empirical study among selling team members partly deviated 
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from their suggested framework. In all of the three studied situations the core team member 
initiated rather than coordinated the selling center (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). 

The result from Moon and Armstrong's (1994) study showed that the selling-center members 
may play distinct roles, very much like the members in the buying center that have been found 
to serve as deciders, influencers, gatekeepers, users, and buyers by Robinson, Faris, and Wind 
in 1967. The following roles emerged from Moon and Armstrong's study: 

• Initiator 
This is the individual who first identifies a sales opportunity, contacts somebody else on 
the seller side and thereby trigger the formation of the selling center. 

• Coordinator 
In order to respond effectively to a selling opportunity, the role of coordinator was found 
to ensure that all selling center members work effectively together. 

• Resource 
These members have the task of providing information or expertise either to other selling- 
team members or directly to the customer. 

• Approver 
This role is about reviewing the work of others and approving or making suggestions for 
improvements. 

• Implementer 
The role as implementers was found among individuals who contribute to the achievement 
of selling objectives while carrying out their normal job assignments. 

In another attempt to understand a  multiperson  selling effort, Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey 
(1995) use the terms core selling team and extended selling team. The definitions of these 
terms are similar to the definitions of core selling teams and selling centers suggested by 
Moon and Armstrong (1994). 

Core Selling Team 
The core selling team can be defined as "a small, permanent team responsible for customer 
relationships, sales strategy, and sales transactions and comprised of selling organization 
members who possess complementary skills, who are committed to a common purpose, 
performance goals, and a selling approach for which they hold themselves mutually 
accountable" (Deeter-Schmeltz & Ramsey, 1995,  p  49). In order to complete specific sales 
transactions, the core team may have to access an extended sales team outside the core team  
(ibid.).  

Extended Selling Team 
The extended selling team can be defined as "those selling-organization members accessed by 
the core selling team, on a temporary basis, to meet customer needs during a specific 
transaction" (Deeter-Schmeltz & Ramsey, 1995,  p  49). Membership in the extended selling 
team is however limited to members of the selling organization, while Moon and Armstrong 
(1994) also include members from outside the selling organization in the selling center. 

Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey (1995) emphasize that their definition of the underlying 
concept, "team", is more narrow and focused than definitions used in other research. First, 
teams require complementary skills (technical expertise, problem-solving abilities and 
interpersonal skills). Second, the whole team must accept and pursue a common purpose with 
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a sense of urgency. Third, the team must be committed to more specific performance goals. 
Finally, the team is glued together by mutual accountability. Furthermore, it is noted that a 
more formal team structure is emerging in selling organizations than what has previously been 
described in the literature  (ibid.).  

According to Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey (1995), the primary functions of the selling team 
are both supported by and dependent on other functions within the organization. A successful 
accomplishment of one selling-team function is dependent on the other function, which means 
that selling-team functions are interdependent. The functions of a selling team are  (ibid.):  

• Coordination of team activity with the requirements of functional departments in the 
organization. 

• Coordination of team goals with the overall goals of the organization. 
• Maintaining current knowledge of customers/suppliers, the industry, and the environment. 
• Developing and maintaining a customer/supplier base and/or customer/supplier 

relationships. 
• Negotiating and selling /purchasing products at a specified quality and price level. 

When it comes to roles, the selling-team roles outlined in Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey's 
(1995) study are: 

• Core selling team 
- Selling-team leader 
- Seller 
- Internal coordinator (IC) 
- Customer-service representative (CSR) 

• Extended selling team 

The selling-team leader is responsible for all team actions. Within the team, the leader works 
directly with the customer-service representative (CSR), the internal coordinator (IC), and the 
seller. Outside the team, the leader may also work directly with the buyer and/or buying team 
leader in order to satisfy customer needs. He or she obtains information from management 
about, for example, team decisions, special customer discounts, and information that permits 
the alignment of team and organizational goals. The seller has the primary customer contact 
and obtains customer information that is distributed to the selling team. The seller is a key 
source when it comes to obtaining external information regarding the marketplace, 
competitors, etc. The IC is responsible for the extended selling team and works closely with 
the team leader, the seller, the CSR, and various functional departments. The CSR provides 
installation, maintenance, and other customer services. The CSR also interacts with different 
members of the selling and buying team. Finally, the extended selling team consists of 
functional experts with necessary technical knowledge needed by the selling team to meet 
specific customer needs (Deeter-Schmeltz & Ramsey, 1995). 

In a comparison between the work of Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey (1995) and Moon and 
Armstrong (1994) we can see that Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey (1995) are outlining different 
roles for the core selling team but not the extended selling team. Moon and Armstrong (1994), 
on the contrary, discuss different roles for the selling center but not for the core selling team. 
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2.4 The Sales Process 

The sales process described in textbooks consists of selling activities carried out by 
salespeople, and there are several different suggestions for how the sales process can be 
described (Churchill et al., 1997;  Persson,  1999). 

2.4.1 Relationship and Interaction Oriented Sales Process 

Wilson (1975) argues that exchange does not take place in a vacuum. It takes place as a part 
of a buyer-seller interaction process. It is likely that buyers and sellers involved in this process 
exchange not only products for money, but also attributes with both physical and 
psychological values. Wilson's sales process is basically concerned with the development of 
long-term relationships and there are two basic assumptions underlying this process. One is 
that the buyer is trying to secure a bundle of attributes, both tangible and psychological. The 
attributes may be related to the company, the product and the salesman. The other assumption 
is that the buyer-seller relationship is developed over a period of time  diring  which strong 
customer loyalties also are developed. This study is also limited to a retail setting. Further on, 
this model assumes that the buyer and seller come together in an extensive problem-solving 
situation. It should also be noted that Wilson's process recognizes the presence of the so-
called buying center, but once the buying center is recognized it will be ignored for the sake 
of simplicity. The stages in the process overlap each other, as a number of activities are 
conducted simultaneously. In order to move on to the more advanced stages of the process, 
the requirements of the basic stages must be met (Wilson, 1975). 

Wilson suggests a five-step sales process as in Figure 2.2. 

Source legitimization 

Information exchange — 
problem identification 

Attribute delineation 

Attribute value negotiation 

47 
Relationship maintenance 

Figure 2.2 Selling Process Suggested by Wilson (1975) 

Source legitimization 
Source legitimization is basically about establishing the salesman as a legitimate and credible 
partner in the dyadic interaction process. It is likely that this process of making the salesman 
credible continues through the early interactions of the dyad. 
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Information exchange — Problem identification 
In this stage, the salesperson is trying to determine the nature of the problem in order to 
suggest an attribute package that will result in a sale. Here, the salesperson is concerned with 
positioning the products and developing a strong bargaining base. 

Attribute delineation 
This stage is where the seller and buyer develop the bundle of attributes that will be 
exchanged. 

Attribute Value Negotiation 
In this stage, the buyer and seller will negotiate the attribute set and the exchange rate of each 
attribute, in something that can be viewed as a bargaining process. 

Relationship Maintenance 
In this final stage of the process, the seller-buyer interaction maintains and builds upon the 
seller-buyer relationship. The relationship may develop, which enables it to grow from a 
business relationship to a more personal business/friendship relationship. Some bargaining 
may occur in this stage, particularly if problems with performance attributes arise. 

2.4.2 Relationship Oriented Sales Process for the Task of One-time and Repetitive 
Selling 

In developing a strategic sales process, Shapiro and Posner (1976) are arguing that many 
companies are facing new kinds of selling situations in which they are selling equipment 
worth millions of dollars, which affects many parts of a customer company. There is a trend 
in salesmanship towards more complex and larger sales. This is because the one-of-a-kind 
non-repetitive sales, such as the sale of a company or a licensing arrangement, have become 
more important and that business has become larger. At the same time as the complexity and 
the risk involved has increased, so have the cost and intricacy of selling and servicing the 
account. Major sales, including both one-time sales and repetitive sales, need special 
handling. Strategic selling is a systematic approach that works for both one-time sales and 
repetitive sales. This process is effective because it emphasizes the two goals of both making 
the sale and developing the account relationship. In strategic selling the salesperson has two 
responsibilities. One is to accentuate the long-term advantages of the account relationship. 
The other responsibility is to help to build trust and credibility in himself and his company. 
Strategic selling is a sales process containing eight different steps (Figure 2.3)  (ibid.).  
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Opening the selling process 

Qualifying the prospect 

Developing the sales strategy 

Organizing the justification 

Making the presentation 

Coordinating resources & personnel 

Closing the sale 

Nurturing the account relationship 

Figure 2.3 Selling Process Suggested by Shapiro and Posner (1976) 

Opening the selling process 
Before opening the process a salesperson must prepare himself enough to be able to assess the 
likelihood of a sale and the appropriate person to contact initially. The "opening" is often 
done over the telephone with the objective to get the information needed to determine the 
most appropriate person or people to meet. 

Qualifting the prospect 
This stage is about determining if a sale can eventually be made or not. Questions that the 
salesperson should ask himself at this stage are for example: 

• Does this potential customer really have a need for my product? 
• Does top management recognize that need? Is it likely that I can educate them? 
• Is it possible for me to justify my product as a response to that need? 
• Is it possible for me to identify people who may affect the buying decision? 

All of these questions boil down to two important issues. Can my company be of service to 
their company and can I bring our two companies together? 

Developing the sales strategy 
Strategic selling requires so much information and so many influential people have to be 
affected in order to be able to successfully carry out the many sales activities. The salesperson 
needs a plan that enables him to make the sale and develop the account relationship. 
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"Strategic Sales Opportunity Profile" is a technique that will help the salesperson to map out 
his strategy and organize his efforts to ensure that all necessary activities have been covered. 
Basically, the technique is about listing the people contacted, information obtained, the 
salesperson's own activities, follow-up action, and results of the contact. This technique will 
not only improve the possibility of closing a sale but also allow the salesperson to make a 
better analysis of lost sales. The key to strategic selling is to develop relationships not only 
with the purchase agent or plant supervisor, but also with the customer's top management. 

Organizing the justification 
This stage is about assisting the customer in cost-justifying the purchase. In order to do so, 
each top executive must understand exactly how the purchase will affect his operation, 
budget, cash flow, and personal concerns. This stage is the best time to sell, because during 
this stage the decision-makers are most free to express what they want and implicitly say, 
"Here's how I want to be sold". 

Making the presentation 
This is the occasion where the salesperson should summarize all of the relevant information in 
the form of a proposal and usually the opportunity to ask for the order. In considering the 
sales presentation, the selling company should carefully pay attention to the factors, elements 
and order of presentation, location, timing and attendees. It is also important for the selling 
company to understand the importance of the personal involvement of their own top 
managers. 

Coordinating resources and personnel 
The salesperson is responsible for managing the resources of his company during the sales 
process. These resources may include financial, operations, non-sales marketing, and general 
management personnel and resources. 

Closing the sale 
The close of the sale is the first concrete evidence of the salesperson's success. Since the sales 
process is often very long — anywhere from six months to three years to close a sale — it is 
very important for the salesperson to get an agreement from the prospect up to every point of 
the sales cycle and to confirm each agreement reached so far. 

Nurturing the account relationship 
After closing the sale the salesperson effectively needs to control the account. Otherwise, 
there is a high risk that the account becomes unprofitable. The seller should continue as 
liaison between his company and his customer throughout delivery, installation, and usage. 
One way to do this is to develop a long-term account plan, including strategies for how to 
expand the account. 

2.43 Transaction Oriented Sales Process Involving the Buying Center 

Plank and Dempsey (1980) claim that a salesperson selling to organizations operates in a 
more complex environment than what is typically described in the selling literature. The 
models developed in the area of sales processes have been limited to simple persuasion 
situations. This model goes beyond traditional models by taking various members of the 
buying organization into account. When planning, executing, and controlling the selling effort 
there are two tasks or dimensions a salesperson must deal with. The first dimension involves 
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Dimension 2 — Organizational Buying 
Environment 

A. Buying group identification  
B. Influence pattern identification  
C. Organization factor identification  
D. Environmental factor identification 

Buyer-Seller 
dyad 

sales presentations and the second dimension involves the tasks of determining who the 
members of the buying group are and what influences their behavior. The two dimensions are 
not mutually exclusive; instead, they overlap  (ibid.).  Plank and Dempsey's process is to be 
considered as a transaction oriented process, as the emphasis is more on closing the sale than 
developing and maintaining relationships. Plank and Dempsey's sales model is shown in 
Figure 2.4. 

Dimension 1 — Selling 

A. Setting the stage 
- Mood, professionalism 
- Credibility 
- Communication level(s)  

B.  Determining buyers need 
- Organizational needs 
- Individual needs 
- Departmental needs  

C. Presentation 
- Develop interest 
- Demonstration 
- Handle objections, 

close or conclude  
D. Exit 

Figure 2.4 An Organizational Selling Model (Plank & Dempsey, 1980,  p  145) 

Dimension 1 

The authors claim that the sales presentation and the activities leading up to the presentation 
normally constitute the area of most concern for the salesperson. This model consists of four 
phases, and it is assumed that the stage of qualifying the prospect already has been completed. 

Setting the stage (A) is about developing an environment that promotes selling, which means 
creating an atmosphere of professionalism. Here, it is also important to note that the 
salesperson needs to develop different approaches in their communication with different 
members of the buying group, due to the members' heterogeneity. 

Determining buyer's needs  (B),  the next aspect of the first dimension, is about determining 
the needs of the buying organization. It is important for the salesperson to recognize the needs 
at different levels in the buying organization. There are not only organizational needs to 
satisfy but also departmental and individual needs. The salesperson needs to take all of these 
needs into consideration when making the sales presentation. 

Presentation  (C)  contains three interrelated stages. The salesperson first needs to get the 
attention and interest of the buyer. Secondly, the salesperson demonstrates and discusses the 
product from the perspective of the buyer's need in an attempt to move the buyer toward the 
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purchase. Finally, the salesperson has to handle clarifications and overcome any doubts that 
the buyer might have. Note that the sales presentation in this model is valid when the purchase 
decisions are made autonomously. The description of the sales presentation must be modified 
in order to deal with group or joint decision-making. 

Exit  (D),  the final part of the first dimension, is about making a well-timed and graceful exit 
for the salesperson. 

Dimension 2 

This dimension can be considered to be an extension of the preparation a salesperson does 
before the first contact with a customer. It is about making the presentation to the right people 
and other factors affecting organizations' buying decisions. Dimension 2 has four distinct but 
related tasks. 

Buying group identification (A) is the stage during which the salesperson should identify the 
members of the buying group, if such a group exists. 

Influence pattern identification  (B)  needs to be emphasized in situations where joint decision-
making is a reality, since influence and decision-making patterns will then vary. This task 
involves an attempt to ascertain the influence patterns involved in the purchase decision. 

Organization factor identification  (C)  is the third task of Dimension 2. This task is about 
identifying factors that may have an affect on the buying function. Many companies might, 
for example, have developed policies for the organizations that may have an effect on buying 
decisions. 

Environmental factor identification  (D)  is the last task and it is about identifying 
environmental constraints facing the buying firm. The factors included in this stage are for 
example political and legal, social and cultural, economic, and environmental, i.e., pollution, 
recycling, etc. 

2.4.4 Relationship Oriented Sales Process in an Existing Relationship  

Persson  (1999) studied the sales process as it exists in a relationship that is already in place. 
His study is about industrial selling of capital equipment to major customers.  Persson  (1999) 
concludes that the industrial selling process in this context is a complex ongoing process 
rather than a sequential one with a well-defined beginning and end. Furthermore, industrial 
selling is cross-functional in nature and integrates activities from different functions in a firm. 
The role of the salesperson in industrial selling is a combined one. He or she carries out 
technical activities, selling activities, and the overall coordination of the sales process.  
Persson  identifies a process with seven stages as shown in Figure 2.5. The ongoing sales 
process can develop in different directions. Two phases can be identified in the process; first, 
the relationship maintenance and proposal phase, and secondly, the offering and installation 
phase. The sales process does not necessarily go through both phases; it can be interrupted at 
several stages and go back to the relationship maintenance stage or some other stage. There 
are a number of possible loops for this sale process to follow. When the product sold is capital 
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Relationship maintenance II> Offering 

•  
Problem identification 

•  
Technical and commercial 
negotiation 

•  

Technical proposal 

V 

Instructions for production 

•  
Installation and service 

equipment, the sales process extends over both phases, but when the sale is less complex or 
when it is a straight re-buy situation, the process can be reduced to the second phase  (ibid.).  

Phase 1 	 Phase 2 

The Relationship Maintenance 	The Offering and Installation 
and Proposal Phase 	 Phase 

Figure 2.5 Selling Process Suggested by  Persson  (1999) 

Relationship maintenance 
Can also be called customer care and is about making sure that the product is giving the 
promised returns and finding ways to increase the returns by offering new solutions. At this 
stage of the process, the salesperson is communicating information about products and 
technology and collecting information on customer applications. This stage is concerned with 
mutual learning for both the seller and buyer, and this is when the salesperson meets with 
individuals in different functions in the customer firm. The salesperson is looking for 
complimentary orders and a new sale at this stage. 

Problem identification 
At this stage, the salesperson is trying to get as clear an understanding of the situation as 
possible and alternative ways to solve the problems discussed. The situation analysis can take 
place between the salesperson and several individuals from different functions in the selling 
company, which might add up to a specification of the problems. 
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Technical proposal 
At this stage, a solution to the specific problem is being formulated. Usually, the salesperson 
can formulate the solution by himself; but if the problem is more complex, this stage can 
involve other functional departments in the selling firm. 

Offering 
In the offering stage the salesperson and the buyer personnel agree on how to proceed. The 
final proposal is developed in a step-by-step process involving a lot of different people from 
different functional departments in the seller's firm. The proposal contains a detailed 
description of the product, assembly and installation procedure, and a complete set of 
instructions for production. 

Technical and commercial negotiation 
The salesperson or the selling team presents the proposal to the buying group. Negotiations 
are an essential part of this stage and can result in the proposal being changed several times as 
the sales process revolves around the stages technical proposal, offering and negotiation. This 
stage ends when the deal is closed and the order is obtained. 

Instructions for production 
This stage is initiated by the customer's order and it is about issuing or completing 
instructions for production, including lists of items and blueprints. During this stage, 
preparations are made for the installation at the customer's premises and the interaction 
between the salesperson and the customer continues. This interaction usually leads to minor 
changes in the solution. 

Installation 
When the product is a more complex system, a service unit usually performs this stage. This 
is the stage during which the customer's personnel are trained to handle the product. The 
salesperson may participate in this stage as a means of establishing necessary contacts with 
different individuals in the customer's organization. The sales process then shifts back to the 
relationship-maintenance stage once the application is installed and running. 

2.4.5 Summary of Sales Processes 

Considering the previous review on sales processes, it is evident that the four sales processes 
presented are developed from different starting points focusing on different issues. These 
differences can be described using six dimensions (Table 2.7). One dimension indicates 
whether a sales process is relationship or transaction oriented. The second dimension 
describes the differences according to what type of problem-solving situation a process is 
based upon. The type of customer concerned in the sales process is the third dimension, and 
the fourth dimension is the time perspective of a sales process. The fifth dimension is about 
sequences and whether each step in a sales process is performed sequentially or 
simultaneously. Finally, the sixth dimension covers additional issues that can be used in order 
to describe a sales process. 
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Table 2.7 Summary ofSales Processes 
Wilson (1975) Shapiro & 

Posner (1976) 
Plank &  
Dempsey (1980) 

Persson  (1999) 

Relationship/ 
transaction 
orientation 

Relationship Dual orientation, 
emphasizes both 
the closing of the 
sale and 
nurturing the 
account 

Transaction Relationship 

Problem solving 
situation 

Extensive 
problem solving 

Complex and 
large sales 

Complex Capital equipment 
to major customer 

Type 
of customer 

Retail Industrial Industrial Existing customer 
in an industrial 
setting 

Time 
perspective 

Long-term Long-term Short-term Long-term 

Sequence of 
stages in sales 
process 

Simultaneously Sequential Simultaneously Simultaneously 
and ongoing with 
a number of 
possible loops 

Additional 
issues 

Interaction 
focused 

Both one-time 
sales and 
repetitive sales 

Interaction 
approach through 
involvement of 
the buying 
organization 

Cross-functional 
Captures also the 
straight re-buy 
situation 

From the discussion above it can be concluded that the four sales processes are quite different 
from each other. It seems to be difficult to capture all six dimensions in Table 2.7 in one 
general sales process. If a sales process is described too generally, it will not capture the 
specificity required to manage each specific selling situation. On the other hand, if it is too 
specific, the literature will contain an endless number of selling processes that are not useful 
for anybody outside the context of those specific selling situations, due to their specificity. 

2.5 Conclusions from Previous Research on Selling 

Despite some research pointing towards selling activities involving more than one single 
person, we have observed that the dominant perspective of the traditional sales literature is the 
individual salesperson performing selling tasks at an individual customer level. In our 
literature review we have found arguments to support the contention that the existing 
knowledge on sales activities and the individuals performing these activities is inadequate and 
that it is important to develop an understanding of those who are involved in selling activities 
and what their roles are. 

The most extensive body of research on selling activities appears to be the 121 selling 
activities presented in Moncriers (1986b) study. Despite these 121 activities, we find 
previous research on selling activities to be somewhat limited, since it captures selling 
activities performed mainly by salespeople. The indications we have found suggest that there 
might be a number of different individuals involved in selling activities, and therefore the 
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previously captured 121 selling activities performed by salespeople might not be sufficient for 
describing selling activities at a company level. Therefore, it seems that the 121 selling 
activities presented by Moncrief (1986b) do not provide the best framework for researching 
selling activities in this study. On the other hand, the ten groups of selling activities  (p  20) in 
which Moncrief (1986b) is classifying selling activities, might be broad enough to use as a 
framework for analyzing findings limited not only to salespeople. 

When it comes to the individuals involved in selling activities, we have found several 
attempts to discuss a  multiperson  selling effort, so-called team selling. However, two of these 
attempts, Moon & Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmelz and Remsey (1995), represent more 
elaborated attempts to increase the understanding of situations where several individuals are 
involved in selling activities. In the research of Moon & Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-
Schmelz and Remsey (1995), different types of selling teams and different roles in those 
teams are discussed. Thus, the research of Moon & Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmelz 
and Remsey (1995) might serve as one of the frameworks for this study. 

When it comes to Section 2.4, Sales Processes, our review revealed that existing sales 
processes only implicitly discuss different individuals involved in performing selling 
activities. Since we have found indications that several individuals are involved in selling, the 
existing selling processes might lack an essential dimension in describing how selling is 
performed. Furthermore, we found that the four sales processes reviewed are quite different 
from each other, mainly describing four rather specific selling situations. Therefore, letting 
one or a few of the reviewed processes guide our study might not be a good way to research 
sales processes. Instead, a better way seems to be to use the selling activities and the 
individuals involved in selling activities as a way to identify and discuss selling processes. 

The situation of interest in this study is industrial selling in Swedish manufacturing SMEs. In 
the literature review in Chapter 2 we have been searching a number of databases with several 
different combination of words. Regardless of all the attempts, our search has not resulted in 
research regarding industrial selling in SMEs. Unfortunately most of the sales literature found 
did not explicitly discuss the size of the companies included in the studies. However, we find 
it reasonable to suggest that most of the research included in our review is developed from 
empirical studies including samples of large firms. How SMEs perform industrial selling still 
remains unanswered. 

After the literature review in Chapter 2, we are now ready to discuss the research problem, 
research questions, and conceptual framework for this study in Chapter 3. 
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3. 	RESEARCH PROBLEM, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK 

In Section 3.1 of this chapter, we are discussing and developing the research problem and 
research questions for this study. The research problem and research questions posed are 
further delimited in Section 3.2. Finally, in section 3.3 we discuss and develop the conceptual 
framework used for this study. 

In Chapter One we concluded industrial selling in SMEs to be an important area to study, 
resulting in a problem area formulated as: 

Industrial selling in Swedish manufacturing small and medium-sized enterprises 

After the literature review in Chapter Two we can now discuss and formulate our research 
problem. 

3.1 	Research Problem and Research Questions 

In Chapter Two, selling was found to be situation-specific (Moon & Armstrong, 1994;  
Persson,  1995). Depending on sales situation, the activities and individuals involved might 
differ, which makes it important to be aware of what situation(s) we are studying. When 
looking at sales situations, we can see that there are a number of different ways to classify 
sales situations, according to suggestions by different researchers. As presented in Chapter 
Two, one way of discussing sales situations according to selling task is suggested by Hutt et 
al. (1985); i.e., new selling task, modified selling task, and routine selling task. Type of 
product and customer is another way of discussing sales situations, suggested by Donaldsson 
(1998). One problem is that including too many sales situations will make our study very 
complex and too difficult to handle within the scope of this thesis. Without limiting ourselves 
to just one situation, we will include the three selling tasks of Hutt et al. (1985). The reason is 
that we believe that the concepts of Hutt et al. (1985) will indirectly capture several different 
sales situations, due to the definition of selling tasks. For example, a new selling task is 
characterized by extensive problem solving, requiring a lot of information, poorly defined 
decision rules, etc. With this definition, a new selling task might be found both when selling 
to a key customer but also when selling a complex product to a new customer. Thus, when we 
discuss selling situations we are continuously referring to new, modified and routine selling 
tasks. In respect of the discussion above, the research problem can be formulated thus: 

Research Problem 

How can industrial selling performed by Swedish manufacturing small and medium-sized 
enterprises in the different selling situations be characterized? 
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After formulating the research problem for this study, we can discuss and develop our 
research questions. Again, we have not been able to find previous research regarding selling 
in SMEs. What we did find was research describing marketing characteristics in SMEs, as 
discussed in Chapter One. Considering these characteristics, what are the selling activities 
performed by SMEs in the different selling situations referred to as new, modified and routine 
selling tasks? In this respect, we can formulate our first research question as: 

Research Question One 

How can the selling activities performed by Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the different 
selling situations be characterized? 

In the selling literature, several authors have noted that selling activities often involve more 
than one single person (Moon & Armstrong, 1994). These individuals work together in 
different ways, pursuing selling activities (Moon & Armstrong, 1994; Deeter-Schmelz & 
Ramsey, 1995). According to Deeter-Schmelz and Ramsey (1995), it is important to have a 
clear understanding of who is involved in selling activities and what they do. Still, knowledge 
about who is involved is inadequate  (ibid.).  In previous research we found that the specific 
management style in SMEs has an impact on marketing (Carson, 1990; Carson et al., 1995). 
According to Carson et al. (1995), the owner/manager is involved in all aspects of business 
including marketing, which results in a marketing style that can be described as reliant on 
intuition and common sense. Hultman (1999c) claims that SMEs normally contain very few 
specialist functions and, compared to large enterprises, SMEs divide tasks less strictly. 
According to Gunnarsson (1998), marketing activities in smaller firms are performed by many 
employees and contain all boundary-spanning activities in the firm. So, the literature review 
has reveled that selling activities often involve more than one person. What about selling 
activities in SMEs? Who is/are the individual(s) performing selling activities in SMEs in the 
different selling situations, and what are their roles? Are the owner/manager and other 
employees involved in selling activities? Thus, we can formulate our second research question 
as follows: 

Research Question Two 

How can the role(s) of the individual(s) involved in selling activities in Swedish 
manufacturing SMEs in the different selling situations be characterized? 

In the selling literature we have found four selling processes that describe selling activities as 
being combined in processes. As for the research we found on selling activities, the selling 
processes are very much focused on sales people performing selling activities. None of the 
reviewed processes explicitly discusses different individuals involved in selling activities and 
their roles. According to the sales literature, the sales process consists of selling activities 
carried out by sales people, despite other findings pointing toward a situation where selling 
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activities often involve more than one single person (Moon & Armstrong, 1994) and that, the 
individuals involved work together in selling activities (Moon & Armstrong, 1994; Deeter-
Schmelz & Ramsey, 1995). Since we don't know which selling activities SMEs perform and 
by whom the activities are performed, the process of selling in SMEs is unknown. 
Accordingly, we can formulate the third research question thus: 

Research Question Three 

How can the selling process (es) in Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the different  selling 
situations be described? 

According to Marshall and Rossman (1999), exploratory and descriptive research is a suitable 
strategy that builds rich descriptions when the phenomena under study are not well 
understood. Due to limited knowledge about selling in SMEs, we are adopting an exploratory 
and descriptive perspective on the three research questions. It is our ambition to begin to 
understand and describe how Swedish manufacturing SMEs perform industrial selling. 
However, our intention is not to quantitatively describe selling activities and the individuals 
performing these activities. Furthermore, we are not seeking to generalize our findings to all 
Swedish manufacturing SMEs. Using the term "Swedish manufacturing SMEs" in our 
research questions is a way to explain the setting within which this study is to be performed. 

3.2 Delimitations 

In Chapter One we discussed different defmitions of SMEs and we decided to follow the 
Commission of the European Communities (EC) (1996) numeric definition of SMEs based 
solely upon number of employees. This definition of SMEs includes enterprises with up to 
249 employees and covers a broad range of enterprises. Therefore, it is important to narrow 
our study down to a less heterogeneous group of SMEs. We find it reasonable to suggest that 
it is likely that selling in SMEs with few employees is less developed compared to selling in 
SMEs with more employees. Therefore, we will exclude the smallest enterprises called micro 
enterprises and limit our study to SMEs with 10-249 employees. 

According to Landström and Johannisson (1998), small business research in Europe is 
fragmentary and heterogeneous, due to differences in definitions and theoretical base. It also 
has to do with varying conditions across Europe  (ibid.).  In Chapter One we have focused our 
study on businesses in Sweden. A recent tendency in Sweden has been to emphasize the 
central role of regions as a driving force for the development of society  (Lundström  et al., 
1998). In order to create a persistent growth it is important that all parts of Sweden have the 
opportunity to develop (Ministry of Industry, Employment and Communications, 2000). Low 
growth in some regions of Sweden will affect the national growth and strong regions are 
therefore a condition for national growth. The national development is more and more 
considered to be dependent on how the regions perform (NUTEK, 2000), and therefore we 
will limit our study to one of the regions in Sweden. Due to access and practical reasons, we 
will focus on the northern part of Sweden. 
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As previously discussed in Chapter 2.1, some scholars criticize research for not focusing on 
the interaction between seller and buyer. However, it is our intention to study the research 
questions stated in this chapter from the perspective of the selling firm. One reason is that we 
believe interviewing the customers is not a good way to find the answers to our research 
questions. Another reason is that we believe interviewing the selling firm, although one-sided, 
will naturally reflect the customer's view through the respondent. In conclusion, we believe it 
is important to learn more about how selling is performed from the perspective of the selling 
firm in order to begin to describe and understand the phenomena of industrial selling in 
SMEs. 

3.3 Conceptual Framework 

"A conceptual framework explains, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to 
be studied - the key factors, constructs or variables — and the presumed relationship among 
them" (Miles & Huberman, 1994,  p.  18). Still, Miles and Huberman (1994) claim that a 
conceptual framework is best represented graphically. The conceptual framework will help 
the researcher to define who and what, will or will not be studied. The conceptual framework 
may precede or follow the formulation of research questions  (ibid.).  According to Potter 
(1996), no empirical research is possible without clarification of how the researcher is to 
decide what constitutes examples of the concepts to be studied (i.e., operationalization). 
Therefore we will define the concepts (conceptualization) used in our conceptual framework 
and discuss how to operationalize these concepts in this section. 

When developing our research problem and research questions we discussed three different 
selling situations called new, modified and routine selling tasks. These are all concepts we 
will include in our conceptual framework, and we will start by discussing how to 
conceptualize and operationalize these three concepts. After that, we will continue this section 
by discussing how to conceptualize and operationalize the research questions. 

Selling Situations 

When it comes to selling situations, there are three main concepts that must be conceptualized 
and operationalized. These are new selling task, modified selling task, and routine selling 
task. The conceptualization of the three selling situations is simply the definition of these 
situations, as suggested by Hutt et al. (1985) (Table 3.1). When it comes to the 
operationalization of these concepts, we will use a combination of other suggestions for how 
to classify sales situations. According to Doanldsson (1998), a selling situation can be 
classified according to standardized vs. complex products or existing vs. new customers. We 
find it reasonable to suggest that selling a complex product to a new customer is to be 
characterized by extensive problem solving and therefore to be classified as a new selling 
task. The selling of a standardized product to an existing customer is, on the other hand, to be 
characterized by routinized problem solving and therefore to be classified as a routine selling 
task. In between these two, there is the selling situation called "modified selling task", where 
the selling firm has information to draw upon, but the selling situation requires additional 
information. Whenever a company is selling either a complex product to an existing customer 
or a standardized product to a new customer, it will be considered a modified selling task. 
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Table 3.1 0 erationalization of Selling Situations 
Dimension Concept Conceptualization Operationalization 

Selling Situations 

New Selling Task New selling tasks are 
characterized by 
extensive problem 
solving requiring a lot 
of information, with 
poorly defined 
decision rules and a 
high uncertainty, 
where selling teams 
are used for 
coordination and 
control. 

Selling complex 
products to new 
customers 

Modified Selling Task Modified selling tasks 
are a limited problem- 
solving situation 
where the selling firm 
has information to 
draw upon, but the 
newness in the selling 
situation requires 
additional 
information. 

Selling complex 
products to existing 
customers or selling 
standardized products 
to new customers. 

Routine Selling Task Routine selling tasks 
are characterized by 
routinized problem 
solving. 

Selling standardized 
products to existing 
customers 

In order to define what is to be classified as a complex vs. a standardized product, we will rely 
on the SMEs included in our empirical study and what they choose to define as a complex 
versus a standardized product. The reason for this is that we believe it is the company's 
definition that is most likely to affect the way they perform selling. 

Research Question One 

The first research question in our study is focused on selling activities. From our literature 
review we could see that there were several attempts made to classify sales jobs and sales 
positions according to the selling activities performed. 

Moncrief developed the most extensive list of industrial sales activities in 1986. Moncrief s 
(1986b) list was accomplished both through literature and personal interviews and contains a 
total of 121 sales activities. The 121 activities were then used to obtain ten groups of activities 
based upon how often each activity was performed. As previously discussed, we are not 
seeking to quantitatively describe which selling activities Swedish manufacturing SMEs 
perform; instead, we want to begin to understand and characterize the selling activities. 
Therefore, we are not using the 121 activities found by Moncrief s (1986b) list to 
quantitatively study whether or not all of these activities are performed. Instead, we will use 
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the ten groups of selling activities suggested by Moncrief (1986b) (Table 3.2) in our 
conceptual framework. These ten groups will serve as our theoretical base for characterizing 
the selling activities performed by Swedish manufacturing SMEs. 

Table 3.2 Ten Groups of Selling Activities 

1. Selling function 
2. Working with orders 
3. Servicing the product 
4. Information management 
5. Servicing the account  

6. Conferences/meetings 
7. Training/recruiting 
8. Entertaining 
9. Out-of-town travel 
10. Working with distributors 

Source: Revised from Moncrief 1986b, pp 263 

After we have selected the ten groups of sales activities in our conceptual framework, we 
have to conceptualize and operationalize the concepts about selling activities (Table 3.3). 
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Table 3.3 0 erationalization of Selling Activities 

Dimension Concepts Conceptualization Operationalization 

Selling 
Activities 

Selling function 
Basic selling activities such as overcoming 
objections, planning, and making the sales 
presentation. 

The respondent's description 
of performed selling activities 
will be compared to the 
conceptualization of each the 
ten concepts. If and when the  
respondent's description 
matches a conceptualization, 
we have found an activity 
belonging to that specific 

Working with 
orders 

Activities related to this group include 
writing up the order, working with lost 
orders, handling shipment problems, 
expediting orders, and taking care of back 
orders. 

Servicing the 
product 

Activities indicating a relatively complex 
product that might require maintenance and 
installation. The activities are technical in 
nature, and typically the activities are about 
testing the product, delivering the product, 
teaching the customer safety instructions and 
how to use the product, and handling the 
order of product accessories. 

Information 
management 

Activities about communication, feedback 
from customers, providing management with 
information, checking in with supervisors and 
providing technical information, 

Servicing the 
account 

Includes inventory control and stocking 
shelves and also includes two promotional 
activities, local advertising and handling 
point-of-purchase displays. These activities 
are typically performed at the customer's 
location, 

Conferences/ 
meetings 

concept.  
These activities are: attending a conference, 
working at a conference, setting up 
exhibitions and trade shows, attending sales 
meeting, attending training sessions, and 
filling out questionnaires. 

Training/ 
recruiting 

Activities about looking for new salespeople, 
training new salespeople, traveling with 
trainees. 

Entertaining 

Contains activities that combine 
entertainment with selling to the customer. 
The activities are taking a client to dinner, 
taking a client out for a drink, hosting a party 
for a client, and taking a client to an event of 
some kind. 

Out-of-town 
travel 

Consists of activities related to spending the 
night on the road and traveling out of town. 

Working with 
distributors 

Activities centered around middlemen. The 
activities are selling to or establishing 
relations with distributors, and collecting past 
due accounts. 
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Research Question Two 

Research Question Two is about role(s) of the individual(s) involved in selling activities. In 
order to answer this research question, we are developing our conceptual framework using a 
combination of previous research. In our literature review we found two more elaborated 
attempts to develop a framework for the understanding of a  multiperson  selling effort (Section 
2.3.1). 

Moon and Armstrong (1994) define two types of selling teams: the core selling team and the 
selling center. Moon and Armstrong discuss the characteristics of these two groups and the 
distinct roles of the selling center members (Table 3.4), whereas the roles of the core selling 
team are not explicitly discussed. 

Table 3.4 Roles in the Selling Center 

• Initiator 
• Coordinator 
• Resource person 
• Approver 
• Implementer 

Source: Revised _from Moon and Armstrong, 1994, pp25 

Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey (1995) also define two types of selling team: the core selling 
team and the extended selling team. In Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey's (1995) framework the 
core selling team consists of the selling team leader, seller, internal coordinator (IC), and the 
customer service representative (CSR) (Table 3.5). The extended team consists of those 
selling organization members that are accessed by the core selling team to meet customer 
needs during a specific transaction. When it comes to the extended team, roles are not 
discussed. 

Table 3.5 Roles in the Core Selling Team 

• Selling team leader 
• Seller 
• Internal coordinator (IC) 
• Customer service representative CSR 

Source: Revised from Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey, 1995,  p  51 

Moon and Armstrong's (1994) and Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey's (1995) discussions of 
selling team are comparable. The core selling teams are similar to each other and the selling 
center and the extended selling team are also quite similar, and we will consider them 
synonymous. When discussing roles in selling teams, Moon and Armstrong (1994) are 
describing the roles of the selling center (Table 3.4), while Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey 
(1995) describe the roles of the core selling team (Table 3.5). In other words, if we combine 
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these two frameworks, we are better able to capture the roles of both the core selling team and 
the selling center. Therefore, we will use the roles from Moon and Armstrong's (1994) 
description of the selling center and Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey's (1995) description of the 
roles in the core selling team (Table 3.6). 

Table 3.6 Selling Team Roles _ 

SELLING TEAM 

Core selling team Selling center 

• Selling team leader • Initiator 
• Seller • Coordinator 
• Internal coordinator • Resource 
• Customer service representative • Approver 

• Implementer 

When it comes to defining the two teams, core selling team and selling center, we believe 
Moon and Armstrong are more explicitly discussing the characteristics of the two teams, and 
therefore we find their discussion to be more useful in defining these teams. Consequently, we 
will be using Moon and Armstrong's (1994) definition of a core selling team and a selling 
center in our conceptual framework. 

After combining the work from Moon and Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmeltz and 
Ramsey (1995) in Table 3.6, we are able to conceptualize and operationalize the main 
concepts (Table 3.7). 
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Table 3.7 0 erationalization of Selling Teams 

Dimensions Concepts Conceptualization Operationalization 

Core Sellin 
Team 	

g  

Selling team 
leader 

The individual responsible for all 
team action 

Detect the individual(s) responsible for 
team selling activities towards a particular 
customer 

Seller The seller is the primary customer 
contact and obtains customer 
information that is distributed to 
the selling team. 

Identify the individual(s) who are the 
primary contact for a particular customer 
and/or are employed as seller 

Internal 
coordinator 

Responsible for the selling center 
and works closely with the team 
leader, the seller, the CSR, and 
various functional departments 

Detect the individual(s) responsible for 
coordination of selling activities towards a 
particular customer 

Customer 
service 
representative 

Provides installation, maintenance, 
and other customer services. The 
customer service representative 
also interacts with different 
members of the selling and buying 
team 

Discover the individual(s) working with 
installation, maintenance, and other 
customer service activities towards a 
particular customer 

Selling 
Center 

Initiator This is the individual who first 
identifies a sales opportunity, 
contacts somebody else on the 
seller side and thereby triggers the 
formation of the selling center. 

Determine the individual(s) who first 
identifies(y) a sales opportunity 

Coordinator The role of the coordinator is to 
ensure that all selling center 
members work effectively 
together. 

Identification of the individual(s) working 
with coordination of selling activities in a 
particular sales transaction 

Resource Individuals with the task of 
providing information or expertise, 
either to other selling team 
members or directly to customer, 

Discover the individual(s) providing 
information or expertise, to other selling 
team members or to the customer during a 
particular sales transaction 

Approver Individuals who review the work 
of others, approve, or make 
suggestions for improvements, 

Detect the individual(s) approving the work 
of others, or making suggestions for 
improvements during a particular sales 
transaction 

Implementer The implementers are individuals 
contributing to the achievement of 
selling objectives while carrying 
out their normal job assignments. 

Identification of the individual(s) 
contributing to the achievement of selling 
objectives in a particular sales transaction 

Research Question Three 

The third and last research question addresses how selling process(es) can be described in 
different selling situations. As previously discussed, a selling process is described in the 
literature as combined selling activities. For the purpose of characterizing a selling process in 
our study we find this description of the selling process insufficient. The existing literature on 
selling processes does not explicitly discuss individuals other than the salesperson performing 
selling activities. Therefore, we wish to include other individual(s) than the salesperson in the 
conceptualization of the selling process (Table 3.8). 
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Table 3.8 0  erationalization  of  Sellin Process 

I
Dimension Concept Conceptualization Operationalization 

Selling Process Selling Process 

Consists of combined 
selling activities and the 
individual(s) performing 
the activities 

The respondent's description of 
selling activities and how these 
activities might be combined, 
and the individuals performing 
these activities 

Since the selling process is conceptualized as combined selling activities and the individual(s) 
performing the activities, the conceptualization and operationalization of the concepts in 
research question one (Table 3.3) and two (Table 3.7) will also be used indirectly for 
Research Question Three. Instead of conceptualizing and operationalizing the selling 
processes from our literature review, it is our intention to use the findings from Research 
Questions One and Two in order to see how the identified selling activities and individual(s) 
involved might be described in a process(es). 

In this chapter, we have developed the research questions and delimitations for this study. 
Furthermore, we have selected, conceptualized, and operationalized the concepts we are 
relying on in our conceptual framework. In Figure 3.1, we synthesize our discussion in this 
chapter in a graphical description of our conceptual framework. 
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ROUTINE SELLING TASK 

MODIFIED SELLING TASK 

NEW SELLING TASK 

1-> 
Selling Activities 

- Groups of Selling 
Activities 

Selling Team(s)  

- Core Selling Team 
- Selling Center 

Aeg  

Selling Process(es) 

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework 

In Section 3.3, we have developed our conceptual framework (Figure 3.1) and the 
conceptualization and operationalization of the main concepts in our conceptual framework. 
After this chapter, we can discuss the methodological issues for this study in Chapter Four. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

The first three chapters of this thesis have served the purpose of justifying and 
defining our research questions and it is the objective of our methodology chapter to 
discuss how those questions have been answered. Methodology can be divided into 
both methodologies and methods, according to Potter (1996). Methodologies can be 
defined as perspectives on research, and they determine a vision of what research is 
and in what way it should be done (strategy), whereas methods are the tactics used in 
order to reach the goals of the study  (ibid.).  Consequently, Chapter Four contains a 
discussion of the methodology used, and therefore the chapter is divided into the 
following four sections: 

I. Research approach. In the first section, we discuss the quantitative and 
qualitative research approach. 

2. Research strategy. This section discusses case studies as our choice of strategy 
for answering our research questions. 

3. Research methods. After selecting our research strategy, we will discuss our 
literature review and the sample selection for this study. Further, we will also 
describe our data collection methods and, finally, the way we have presented 
and analyzed the empirical data. 

4. Quality criteria. The last section provides an assessment of the quality criteria 
used for this study. 

Before going deeper into the methodological discussions in this chapter we would like 
to remind the reader of the research problem and research questions posed for this 
study. The research problem for this study is: 

How can industrial selling performed by Swedish manufacturing small and medium-
sized enterprises in the different selling situations be characterized? 

Following the research problem, the three research questions developed in Chapter 
Three were formulated as follows: 

RQ1 How can the selling activities performed by Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the 
different selling situations be characterized? 

RQ2 How can the role(s) of the individual(s) involved in selling activities in Swedish 
manufacturing SMEs in the different selling situations be characterized? 

RQ3 How can the selling process(es) in Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the different 
selling situations be described? 

4.1 Research Approach 

Basically, there are two research approaches available for researchers: the quantitative 
approach and the qualitative approach (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994a). According to Guba 
and Lincoln (1994), there has been an emphasis on quantification in research. 
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However, several researchers argue in favor of a qualitative research approach 
(Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Alvesson &  Sköldberg,  1994; Miles & Huberman, 1994; 
Potter, 1996 and Denzin & Lincoln, 1994b). As previously discussed in Section 3.1  (p  
45), we have adopted an exploratory and descriptive approach to our research 
problem and research questions. Thus, within the scope of this thesis, we have not 
been looking to empirically generalize our findings and quantitatively answer our 
research questions. According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994b), qualitative research 
does not emphasize measures in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. 
Consequently, we have adopted a qualitative approach for this study. 

4.2 Research Strategy 

Yin (1994) argues that there are several strategies available for doing social science 
research, among them, case study, experiments, surveys, histories, and the analysis of 
archival information. Adopting a qualitative research approach does not necessary 
mean that the researcher should adopt the case study strategy  (ibid.).  However, the 
research strategy used in this thesis is a case-study approach, and the reasons for this 
choice are further elaborated below. 

Yin (1994) claims that three conditions determine the choice of research strategy: 

1. The type of research questions posed 
2. The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events 
3. The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events 

When it comes to the type of research questions posed, Yin (1994) argues that case 
studies are the preferred strategy when "how" or "why" questions are being asked. 
The research questions we have posed in Chapter Three are all so-called "how" 
questions, on which we have adopted an exploratory and descriptive view. According 
to Yin (1994), for an exploratory study, any of five research strategies (case study, 
experiment, survey, history, and archival information) can be used. However, Chetty 
(1996) claims that case studies traditionally have been considered appropriate when it 
comes to exploratory research. 

Furthermore, case studies are suitable when the investigator has little control over 
events, and when the focus of the study is on a contemporary phenomenon within 
some real-life context (Yin, 1994). In this thesis, we have been studying selling in 
SMEs, containing events definitely beyond our control, and focusing contemporary 
phenomenon. Consequently, our study matches fairly well with the second and third 
condition for a case study set up by Yin (1994). 

The case study is a strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics within single 
settings (Eisenhardt, 1989). In a study of small and medium-sized firms, Chetty 
(1996) concludes, in agreement with Eisenhardt, that case studies allow the researcher 
to study a topic as a dynamic process rather than something static. Moreover, case 
studies are an ideal method for studying research topics where existing theory is 
inadequate  (ibid.),  which is the case when studying selling in SMEs. 
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The case study has, according to Yin (1994), long been considered a weak 
methodology, and researchers using this strategy have been regarded as having 
deviated from their academic disciplines. Yet, case studies have continued to be used 
in social science research, including thesis and dissertation research  (ibid.).  Especially 
within the paradigm of constructivism, case studies are considered to be a typical 
strategy according to Denzin and Lincoln (1994b). 

Due to the research problem and research question posed in our study and the 
discussion above, we have chosen case studies as the suitable research strategy. 

For case studies, there are four major types of relevant designs, divided in two pairs of 
categories, according to Yin (1994). The first pair consists of single-case and 
multiple-case designs. The second pair of categories is based upon the unit or units of 
analysis, distinguishes between holistic and embedded designs and can occur in 
combination with either of the first pair  (ibid.).  

Multiple-case design has certain advantages over single-case design, according to Yin 
(1994). The results from a multiple-case design are considered to be more robust, 
since they are more convincing. Unfortunately, the multiple-case design also has 
some disadvantages compared to the single-case design. Time and resources are 
issues that speak in favor of the single-case design, which is often used when the 
study is about an unusual case, a critical case, or a revelatory case (Yin, 1994). Due to 
the fact that this study is not addressing any unique case and that we have had the 
time and resources to include multiple cases, we have chose the multiple-case design. 

The second pair of categories, holistic and embedded design, is based on the unit of 
analysis. According to Yin (1994) and Miles & Huberman (1994), the case in a study 
is the researcher's unit of analysis and it should be related to the purpose of a study. 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), a case can be defined as a phenomenon of 
some sort occurring in a bounded context. Qualitative researchers often struggle with 
the questions of what the unit of analysis (case) is  (ibid.).  Yin (1994) argues that the 
same case can sometimes involve more than one unit of analysis, which he refers to as 
an embedded case study design. An embedded case study contains both a main unit of 
analysis and sub units of analysis. The main unit of analysis is likely to be related to 
the main study question, which for this study is the same as our research problem.  
(ibid.).  When attention is given to embedded units within the main unit, Yin (1994) 
talks about sub units or embedded sub units. Based on the research problem posed for 
this study, our main unit of analysis is, industrial selling in small and medium-sized 
companies. However, in our research questions, attention has been given to three sub-
units of analysis, selling activities, role(s) of the individual(s) involved in selling 
activities, and selling process (es). Thus, we have demonstrated that our study contains 
a main unit of analysis and embedded sub units of analysis, displayed in Figure 4.1 
below. Therefore, the embedded case study is considered to be the most appropriate 
design for this study. 
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Main-Unit of Analysis 

Industrial selling in small and medium-sized companies. 

Sub-Units of Analysis 

Selling process(es) within a company 

Sub-Units of Analysis 

Individuals involved in selling activities 
within a company 

Sub-Units of Analysis 

Selling activities within a company 

Figure 4.1 Units of Analysis 

However, when adopting the embedded case study design it is important to note that 
the researcher should focus not only on the sub-unit level, but also return to the main 
unit of analysis when analyzing and concluding the research (Yin, 1994). 

4.3 Research Methods 

After discussing research perspectives and what perspectives we have adopted, in this 
section we will discuss the tactics we have used in order to answer our research 
questions. 

4.3.1 Literature study 

A thoughtful and insightful literature review can help the researcher to build a logical 
framework for the research, in the context of related studies (Marshall & Rossman, 
1999). When a researcher is using the multiple case study design, Yin (1994) argues 
the importance of a rich theoretical framework, later becoming the vehicle for 
generalizing to new cases. The literature review serves four broad functions, 
according to Marshall and Rossman (1999). First, the literature review demonstrates 
the underlying assumptions behind the research questions. Second, it demonstrates the 
researcher's knowledge within the area. Third, the review shows that the proposed 
study will fill a gap in previous research. Finally, the review refines and redefines the 
research questions by embedding them in larger empirical traditions  (ibid.).  
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The literature review we have performed in this study is based upon related literature 
on selling (Chapters One and Two) and SMEs (Chapter One). The literature was 
found through an extensive search in several databases, including a number of 
different terms combined in different ways (Appendix 1). Our literature review 
revealed a lack of knowledge when it comes to selling in SMEs. Furthermore, the 
literature review provided us with a base for developing our research questions. 

4.3.2 Sample Selection 

The issue of sampling, under the qualitative approach, is concerned with gaining 
access to relevant evidence about the phenomenon under study (Potter, 1996). The 
key words in this concern are: access, reflecting a practical concern, and relevance, 
which reflects a validity concern. When it comes to sampling, the issue is why the 
researcher has selected a specific sample  (ibid.).  Potter (1996) argues that there are 
two primary reasons. First, the researcher might be interested in efficiency, and 
therefore chooses a convenience sample (or purposive sample). Secondly, the 
researcher might be guided by some formal purpose, such as representativeness, 
finding a critical case, finding a typical case, or looking for a set of cases that 
maximizes variation  (ibid.).  As referred to in Potter (1996), Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
claim that the most often used argument for sampling is the one of convenience. 

Due to access and practical reasons, we have focused our study on the northern part of 
Sweden and consequently selected our cases from that region. As previously 
discussed, we have chosen to include only manufacturing SMEs with 10-249 
employees in this study. Due to the claimed heterogeneity among SMEs, we have 
further divided SMEs with 10-249 employees into two different size classes, namely 
small (10-49 employees) and medium-sized (50-249) firms, and selected two cases 
from each size class. The next step in our sampling was to select the individual 
companies representing our four cases. In line with the advice provided by an expert 
in industry, four cases were selected. The selection criteria used for selecting the cases 
reflects an access and relevance concern, and an ambition to perform the study in two 
industries. Getting access to relevant information about selling is of major importance 
in answering our research questions and has therefore been the criteria used in our 
selection of cases. The expert providing us with advice about selecting our samples 
also helped us with information about who to contact in each of the four companies. 
In one of the companies, the expert made the first contact with the company, when 
presenting this study to the CEO. The outcome of our selection has resulted in two 
companies (one small and one medium-sized) from the engineering industry and two 
companies (one small and one medium-sized) from the electronics industry. 

In order to meet the requirements of the selected companies, we have not been able to 
disclose the names of the companies, for reasons of confidentiality. Instead, the two 
companies in the engineering industry were named  Engi  One (small firm) and  Engi  
Two (medium-sized firm). In the electronics industry the companies were named 
Electro One (small firm) and Electro Two (medium-sized firm). 
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4.3.3 Data Collection 

There are several methods available for collecting data in qualitative research, 
according to Potter (1996). Three available methods are: document examination, 
interviewing, and observation  (ibid.).  Marshall and Rossman (1999) discuss four 
typical data gathering methods for qualitative researchers; namely, participation in the 
setting, direct observation, in-depth interviewing, and analyzing documents and 
material culture. Yin (1994) discusses six sources of evidence useful in case studies: 
documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
observations, and physical artifacts  (ibid.).  

Although a number of different methods are suggested, most researchers seem to 
agree that researchers should strive for as many data collection methods as possible 
(Baptista, 2001). As we can see from the methods suggested by the different 
researchers above, three methods suggested by all of them are: documents, interviews, 
and observations. For this study we have used two of the suggested data collection 
methods. Personal interviews were used as the main collection method. According to 
Marshall and Rossman (1999), the qualitative researcher relies heavily on interviews 
for collecting data. In addition to personal interviews, we have also used documents as 
a source of evidence for this study. According to Yin (1994), documents are likely to 
be relevant to every case study topic and can take many forms. Examples of 
documents used for this study are internal documents, organizational charts, 
brochures, and web pages. 

As discussed above, our main data collection method was personal interviews. 
However, interviews can take several forms (Yin, 1994). Most often, when 
conducting case studies, interviews are of an open-ended nature. The open-ended 
interview is rather unstructured, leaving the possibility to the respondent to respond 
freely and provide various insights. A second type of interview is the focused 
interview, where the researcher is more likely to follow a specific set of questions and 
thereby confirm certain facts. A third type of interview entails even more structured 
questions, in form of a formal survey  (ibid.).  According to Marshall and Rossman 
(1999,  p  108), "typically, qualitative in-depth interviews are much more like 
conversations than formal events with predetermined response categories. The 
researcher explores a few general topics to help uncover the participant's views but 
otherwise respects how the participant frames and structures the responses". 

As discussed in Chapter Three, we have adopted an explorative and descriptive 
perspective on our research questions. Therefore, we chose not to develop a list of 
detailed and structured questions building on details from our theoretical framework 
in Chapter Three. Instead, we have developed our interview guide so as to explore and 
describe the overall concepts or topics from our theoretical framework, resulting in 
questions being more of an open-ended and unstructured nature (Appendix 2). The 
interview guide was pre-tested among researchers at  Luleå  University of Technology 
and also with one individual in industry. All personal interviews conducted for this 
study were performed in Swedish. 

The next step in collecting our data was to decide whom to interview at the four 
companies. The first contact we made with the companies was by telephone. In three 
of the cases we chose to first contact and interview the CEO. The reason for starting 
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with the CEO was that our literature review indicated that top managers might be 
involved in selling and therefore also be the best ones to provide us with a good 
overall view of selling and names of other individuals to interview. In addition, 
starting with the CEO also gave us legitimacy to perform additional interviews in the 
companies. In the fourth case, we chose to first interview one of the owners instead of 
the CEO, due to the fact that we happened to know this owner personally and the fact 
that the CEO was hired recently and we therefore expected the owner to be more 
knowledgeable about selling in the company. After the first interviews, we used the 
CEOs and the owner, in one of the cases, to help us select additional individuals to 
interview, who then in turn were also asked about additional persons to interview. 
This technique for generating samples is referred to as the snowball technique by 
Potter (1996). The respondents interviewed as a result of the snowball technique and 
the dates for the interviews are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Res ondents Interviewed in this Study 

Case Study One:  Engi  One Date 

1.  Production manager 14th  of February, 2001 
2.  Chief executive officer 28th  of February, 2001 
3.  System salesperson/purchasing manager 13th  of March, 2001 

Case Study Two:  Engi  Two Date 

1.  Chief executive officer 25th  of June, 2001 
2.  Division manager 28th  of June, 2001 
3.  Business developer 28th  of June, 2001 
4.  Service manager 2nd  of July, 2001 
5.  Sales person 2nd  of July, 2001 
6.  Technical manager 26th  of July, 2001 

Case Stud> Three: Electro One Date 

1. Chief executive officer 20 of February, 2001 
2. Development manager 28th  of February, 2001 
3. Owner and board member 22' of March, 2001 
4. Sales person 22nd  of March, 2001 

Case Study Four: Electro Two Date 

1. Chief executive officer 19th  of June, 2001 
2. Marketing manager 29th  of June, 2001 
3. Technical manager 29th  of June, 2001 
4. Order planner 23rd  of August, 2001 
5. Purchasing manager 23' of August, 2001 
6. Quality manager 23rd  of August, 2001 

The interviews were all performed at the premises of each of the four companies. 
When it comes to the length of the interviews, each lasted between one and two hours. 
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During all 19 interviews, we used a tape recorder as one way of taking field notes. In 
addition, we also took notes in order to better capture and understand the information 
provided by the respondent. For example, a couple of times, the respondents started to 
draw figures on a white board, which we obviously had to note in order to capture for 
study purposes. While presenting the data, we used the telephone on several occasions 
to clarify and complement the data received. The interviews were all conducted in 
Swedish and then translated into English when presenting the data. 

4.3.4 Presentation and Analysis of Empirical Findings 

According to Yin (1994), there are a wide variety of methods available for data 
analysis. Still, researchers have provided little guidance about how to analyze 
qualitative evidence Potter (1996). "Analyzing case study evidence is especially 
difficult, because the strategies and techniques have not been well defined in the past" 
(Yin, 1994,  p  102). Every study should start with a general analytical strategy 
describing what to analyze and why (Yin, 1994). Yin is proposing two general 
strategies, where the goal is to treat the evidence fairly, to produce compelling 
analytic conclusions and to rule out alternative interpretations. The first and most 
preferred general strategy is called relying on theoretical propositions. The theoretical 
propositions have shaped the research questions and data collection plan and would 
therefore have given priority to the relevant analytical strategies. The second general 
strategy is called developing a case description, meaning that the researcher should 
develop a descriptive framework for organizing the case study, instead of relying on 
the theoretical propositions  (ibid.).  However, developing a case description is a less 
preferable strategy, according to Yin (1994). In this study, we have relied on 
theoretical propositions in determining what to analyze and why. 

The research questions and analytical plan for this study have been specified and 
narrowed down from theoretical propositions presented in our literature review and 
theoretical framework, a procedure referred to as data reduction by Miles and 
Huberman (1994). It is important to note that our work with data reduction has also 
continued after the data was collected, both in our presentation of the empirical 
evidence and in the analysis. A second important type of analysis activities in 
qualitative analysis is data display, which involves the organization of information so 
that it permits conclusions and action  (ibid.).  In order to display data in this study, we 
have presented our empirical data mainly in accordance with the selling situations 
referred to as new, modified and routine selling tasks, included in our conceptual 
framework (table 3.1,  p  47). Furthermore, we have used both tables and figures to 
display the analysis and findings from our empirical evidence. Thirdly, Miles and 
Huberman (1994) discuss analysis activities called conclusion drawing and 
verification. Even from the start of data collection, a qualitative researcher starts to 
decide what things mean  (ibid.).  When presenting the empirical evidence in this 
study, we have consequently tried to write down ideas about analysis and conclusions 
emerging during this early phase. These ideas were then refined if necessary and 
sometimes changed during analysis of the evidence. This way of analyzing the 
evidence has resulted in ideas that have remained the same from data presentation 
through analysis finally becoming conclusions. It has also been the case that early 
ideas was refined or changed in our conclusions, and sometimes the ideas were 
rejected in favor of other conclusions. 
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Cross-Case Analysis: 

(both at the sub-units and 
main-unit of analysis) 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 
(main-unit of analysis) 

RESEARCH QUESTION 1 
(sub-unit of analysis) 

Within-Case 
Analysis: 

- Case One 
- Case Two 
- Case Three 
- Case Four 

RESEARCH QUESTION 2 
(sub-unit of analysis) 

RESEARCH QUESTION 3 
(sub-unit of analysis) 

Findings and Conclusions: 

(both at the sub-units and main-unit of 
analysis) 

This study has been conducted in the form of a multiple-case study design with 
embedded unit of analysis, as previously discussed. The analysis process is displayed 
in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2 The Analytical Process for this Study 

After the empirical evidence for each case was presented, a within-case analysis of 
each research question (sub-unit of analysis) and the research problem (main unit of 
analysis) was performed. In addition to the within-case analysis, we also performed a 
cross-case analysis both at the sub-unit and main unit of analysis. This way of 
performing the analytical process is supported by Yin (1994), who claims that an 
analysis of the sub-units should first be conducted within each case, followed by a 
comparison between the cases (i.e., cross-case analysis). Yin also emphasizes the 
importance of including an analysis at the main-unit level. The results from the 
within-case analysis and the cross-case analysis have then been used to discuss and 
present the findings and conclusions from this study. 
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4.4 	Quality Criteria 

Potter (1996) argues that there is a variety of thinking about quality criteria in 
qualitative research. In order to increase the quality of this study, a number of 
measures have been taken. According to Baptista (2001), scholars are proposing 
tactics that should be used by researchers in order to abide by quality criteria. Yin 
(1994) discusses four tests, commonly used to establish the quality of any empirical 
social research, called construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and 
reliability (Table 4.2). Yin's tests have been the four quality criteria used for this 
study. 

Table 4.2 Case Study Tactics for Four  Desi n  Tests 
Tests Case Studs' Tactic Phase in Research in which 

Tactic Occur 
Construct Validity Use multiple sources of 

evidence 

Establish chain of evidence 

Have key informants review 
draft case study report 

Data collection 

Data collection 

Composition 

Internal Validity Do pattern-matching 

Do explanation-building 

Do time-series analysis 

Data analysis 

Data analysis 

Data analysis 
External Validity Use replication logic in multiple- 

case studies 
Research design 

Reliability Use case study protocol 

Develop case study data base 

Data collection 

Data collection 

Source: Yin, 1994,  p  33 

Construct validity is about establishing correct operational measures for the concepts 
being studied (Yin, 1994). In order to increase the construct validity for this study, we 
have used personal interviews and documents. The main data collection method used 
was personal interviews that were complemented by the use of different kinds of 
internal documents and web pages. We would also like to address the fact that, for all 
cases, we used several personal interviews (19 interviews were performed), adding to 
the sources used for obtaining evidence. In addition, from the beginning, this work 
has continuously been discussed and evaluated by peers at several internal meetings at  
Luleå  University of Technology as a way to further enhance the construct validity. 

When it comes to internal validity, Yin (1994) claims that this criterion is not for 
exploratory or descriptive studies, and will therefore not be discussed. 

External validity means that the researcher is trying to establish the domain to which a 
study's findings can be generalized (Yin, 1994). As previously discussed in Chapter 
Three, our research problem and research questions are formulated as if we are 
searching for answers to questions about how Swedish SMEs perform selling. Again, 
our intention is not to generalize our findings to all Swedish SMEs. These terms are 
used in order to clarify the setting in which this study has been performed. Instead, we 
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have been looking to possibly generalize our findings to theory, through a thoroughly 
developed conceptual framework that has contributed to strengthening the external 
validity of this study. This type of generalization to theory is recognized by several 
scholars (Yin, 1994; Marshall & Rossman, 1999; Miles & Huberman, 1994). In order 
to enhance the external validity further we have used multiple-case studies. 

Reliability means that the operations of the study can be repeated with the same 
results, according to Yin (1994). Furthermore, Yin argues that reliability is an issue of 
minimizing errors and biases in a study. As discussed under construct validity, this 
study has been discussed and evaluated by peers on several occasions. This has not 
only helped to improve the construct validity, but also the reliability of this study. 
Furthermore, the interview guide used has been tested both among peers and one 
individual outside of academia. During all interviews, we have used a tape recorder 
and taken notes in order to document the evidence from our cases. Probing was used 
to follow up our questions and issues raised by respondents during the interviews. 
After listening to the tapes and documenting the findings, we have on several 
occasions contacted respondents via telephone to discuss and clarify different issues. 
Furthermore, we have interviewed between three and six respondents in our cases, 
which has also been a way for us to ensure accurate and consistent evidence. In order 
to facilitate repetition of this study it has been our ambition throughout the whole 
study to present how each step has been performed, including our interview guide, 
presented in Appendix 2. 

4.5 Summary 

In Figure 4.3 below, we outline the methodological choices we have made for this 
study. 
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Research Problem: 
How can industrial selling performed by Swedish manufacturing 

small and medium sized enterprises in the different selling 
situations be characterized? 

vlv  
Research 

Approach: 

The Qualitative 
Research 
Approach 

Research Methods: 

• Literature Study 
• Sample Selection 
• Data Collection 

- personal interviews 
- documents 

• Presentation and 
Analysis of Empirical 
Findings 
- within-case analysis 
- cross-case analysis 

Research 
Strategy: 

• Multiple- 
Case Studies 

• Embedded 
Design 

   

  

1 

  

    

Quality Criteria: 

- Construct Validity - External Validity - Reliability 

Figure 4.3 Our View of the Methodological Paths and Choices for this Study 
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CASE STUDY FOUR (Electro Two) 

CASE STUDY THREE (Electro One) 

Makeedeäffleedfize.  

CASE STUDY TWO  (Engi  Two) 

CASE STUDY ONE  (Engi  One) 

1. Background information about the company 

2. Data presentation regarding our research questions 

Routine Selling Task 

Modified Selling Task 

New Selling Task 

- Selling activities 
- Roles of the individualis involved 
- Sales  Processfes  

	

5. 	EMPIRICAL CASE STUDIES OF SELLING 

In this chapter, we will present the empirical data from our four case studies, previously 
selected in Chapter Four, methodology. 

	

5.1 	Introduction 

This chapter is divided into four main sections according to our case studies. In the 
presentation of our empirical data, we will not be using the real names of the companies 
representing our cases, for reasons of confidentiality. The companies representing our first 
and second cases are both operating in the engineering industry and will be called  Engi  One 
and  Engi  Two. The companies in the third and fourth cases are operating in the electronic 
industry and will be referred to as Electro One and Electro Two. Furthermore, in accordance 
with the wishes of some of the companies, some of the cases will be presented in a way that 
will prevent possible identification of the individual company through the content of the case 
presentations. This means that, in some of the cases where the products might disclose the 
name of the company, the specific products will not be exposed. Presentation of each case 
will begin with background information about the company and the industry in which the 
company operates. Thereafter we present the data collected from each company according to 
our research questions (Figure 5.1). 

Figure 5.1 Presentations of Empirical Data 
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The data regarding our research questions will be presented with respect to the three selling 
situations; i.e., new selling task, modified selling task, and routine selling task, discussed in 
Chapter Three. Further, in each of the three selling tasks the presentation will be divided in 
accordance to the operationalization of the selling tasks. From Chapter Three, we can see that 
a new selling task is found if a company is selling complex products to new customers. A 
modified selling task is found if a company is selling either complex products to existing 
customers or standardized products to new customers. Finally, a routine selling task is found 
if a company is selling standardized products to existing customers. 

5.2 	Case Study One — Selling in  Engi  One 

As previously discussed in our methodological chapter, our first case study is in a small firm 
and includes information gathered through internal documents and three personal interviews. 
The interviews were conducted with the production manager, the CEO, and finally also the 
systems salesperson/purchasing manager (SP). 

5.2.1 Background Information  

Engi  One is a company operating in the engineering industry, manufacturing and selling 
products in steel and metal to business customers.  Engi  One works with welding, and during 
the '90s, the company invested in two welding robots in order to improve production 
efficiency. Two owners, who also are brothers, control  Engi  One, and they are both working 
in the company. One of the owners is production manager and the other owner is a systems 
salesperson and purchasing manager (SP).  Engi  One is controlled through a parent company, 
in which the brothers each own a 50% interest.  

Engi  One was founded in 1963; at which time it performed maintenance, repairs and 
reconstruction work for two major customers. In connection with the work performed for 
these two customers,  Engi  One got the idea to develop a mobile vertically adjustable working 
platform. This platform was later equipped with lights, which turned out to be a functionally 
much better solution as compared to the first working platform developed. In time, this 
working platform was developed into an adjustable light mast. In 1976, the two present 
owners came into the picture and the light mast was then renamed. In the early '80s,  Engi  
One's operations comprised 90% manufacturing of light masts and 10% subcontract work for 
other companies  (Engi  One's  Homepage,  2001-04-20).  

Engi  One's total revenue has in the last three years developed from  SEK  12 million in 1998,  
SEK  22 million in 1999, to  SEK  26 million in 2000. The company's revenue in 2000 was 
accomplished with 22 employees. The objective for  Engi  One is  SEK  100 million in revenue 
by 2003. 

Products 

Presently, the company manufactures approximately 1000 different products per year. The 
production manager differentiates between the company's own products (light masts) and 
products manufactured on contract to other companies. The subcontract products are 
manufactured either by  Engi  One or by sub-suppliers to  Engi  One based upon drawings 
provided by the customers. Examples of subcontractor products are telecommunication masts 
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and a number of different holds.  Engi  One's most important own product is a mobile light 
mast intended for the construction industry. When it comes to products manufactured on 
contract, the most important products are telecommunication masts, representing 50% of the 
company's revenue. 

Markets  

Engi  One's geographical markets are Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and Germany, of 
which Sweden is clearly the largest market. According to the production manager, their 
customers can be described as construction companies, rental companies (companies who 
offer construction equipment for rental use) and other companies ordering different kinds of 
subcontract products.  Engi  One has two major customers, together buying approximately 95% 
of the different types of products manufactured by  Engi  One.  Engi  One's production manager 
claims that the company has no competitors in Sweden when it comes to light masts. 
However, in the case of this product,  Engi  One does have competitors in rest of Europe. When 
it comes to subcontractor products,  Engi  One is competing with other engineering companies 
in all geographical markets. 

Organization 

The organization of  Engi  One's operations can be described in a functional structure (Figure 
5.2). 

           

       

CEO 

  

           

  

Quality Manager 

       

         

           

           

           

  

Finance 
Manager 

  

Production 
Manager 

Systems salesperson/ 
Purchasing Manager 

           

           

           

  

Production 
Planning 
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Store 
Manager 

Shop floor 
Personnel 

Figure 5.2  Engi  One's Organizational Chart 
Source: Internal Documents from  Engi  One, 2001 

The CEO was recruited externally in 2000. Subordinates to the CEO are the finance manager, 
the production manager (owner), and the systems salesperson/purchasing manager (owner). 
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At the third organizational level, subordinates to the production manager are the production 
planning manager, store manager and finally production personnel on the shop floor. The 
CEO is also the quality manager. The board of  Engi  One consists of the CEO, production 
manager, and systems salesperson/purchasing manager. According to the CEO, one additional 
member will soon be appointed to the board. 

In selling the companies own products (light masts) retailers are used. In Norway, three 
retailers sell the masts. In Finland and Denmark, one retailer represents  Engi  One when it 
comes to the light masts. In Sweden, the company uses a combination of retailers (five 
retailers actively operating) and their own selling function. The Swedish market is not divided 
between  Engi  One and their retailers. Both  Engi  One and the retailers have the right to sell the 
light masts to any customer within Sweden.  Engi  One sells the subcontract products directly 
to customers. 

Competitive Advantages 

According to our three respondents,  Engi  One's competitive advantages are to be found in a 
long experience from serial production, which helps the company to reduce production costs 
to a minimum. Flexibility and adaptation are other issues mentioned as competitive 
advantages for  Engi  One, as well as logistics, transportation, human-resources development, 
proximity to customers, and finally their ability to listen to their customers. 

5.2.2 Data Regarding the Research Questions 

In classifying  Engi  One's products according to whether they are complex or standardized, we 
found that the light masts were considered to be standardized, while the subcontractor 
products where considered to be complex. Therefore, a new selling task is found when  Engi  
One is selling subcontractor products to new customers and a modified selling task is found 
when the company is selling either subcontractor products to existing customers or light masts 
to new customers. Finally, a routine selling task in  Engi  One is found when the company is 
selling light masts to existing customers. 

New Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to New Customers) 

In order to find new customers for the subcontractor products,  Engi  One has no systematic 
way of tracking down potential customers, according to the production manager. According to 
the SP, it is rather a shame that they do so little when it comes to creating new customers. So 
far, the company has not been forced to work that hard to find new customers, since there 
have always been sufficient inquires. Still,  Engi  One has very few customers of importance; 
perhaps 3 to 5 customers when it comes to subcontractor products. Previously,  Engi  One tried 
to search for new customers more informally. This search has been done rather randomly, 
where they have sometimes more or less stumbled on new customers. It has simply been 
about being observant in spotting new sales opportunities. Sometimes, the company might 
spot some interesting details in other products, then try to find out which company currently 
delivers those specific details. According to the production manager, it is information like 
this that might subsequently result in new customers. Finding new customers is a task for the 
CEO, who has the responsibility to develop a list of potential customers for  Engi  One. From 
that list, it is the responsibility of the CEO to judge which potential customers they should 
approach and how they should be approached. In the future, activities in relation to new 
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customers will therefore be more systematic, structured and active. After the CEO makes an 
initial contact with a potential customer, the SP and production manager have a more 
prominent role in the selling activities.  

Engi  One claims it is important to be alert and to market in order to find new customers. 
Selling is, according to the CEO, about having the antenna up and to be active in seeking for 
business opportunities. It is also about inviting customers to  Engi  One and showing them 
what is available and how the company works. When inviting customers, they try to inform 
their own personnel about who is coming and why they are there. In addition to showing the 
potential customers their facilities, they also take them to some of  Engi  One's sub-suppliers, 
who in turn might be potential suppliers in projects represented by a specific customer. The 
SP continues by saying that after meeting with and discussing with a potential customer for, 
say four hours, they might find themselves in a rather informal conversation with the potential 
customer. With this informal approach, an open and easy relationship can be established 
quickly, according to the SP, which in turn will lead to the right types of questions being 
asked by  Engi  One and the potential customer. The SP believes that this is an effective sort of 
informal technique as compared to more traditional formal business techniques. Often, the 
production manager, CEO and the systems salesperson/purchasing manager all participate 
when potential customers visit the company and even its sub-suppliers. The CEO claims that 
it is important to be very alert when a contact with a new customer is finally made.  Engi  One 
needs to be on top of each contact and be able to fulfil the commitments they make in all their 
customer contacts. 

New customers come to  Engi  One both as a result of  Engi  One's own contacts and through 
inquires from companies who have heard about  Engi  One. For example, a company in  
Västerbotten  contacted them and told them that they had heard about  Engi  One. Sometimes,  
Engi  One uses references in order to find new customers. The SP in  Engi  One is involved in 
the search for new customers when it comes to subcontractor products. Presently, the SP 
travels around, visiting suppliers to  Engi  One or just companies of interest. The purpose of 
these trips is to observe, to learn and to find business opportunities. During these trips, the SP 
might see that a company is manufacturing a component inefficiently. He might ask the 
company if  Engi  One might be given the opportunity to calculate and bid for the manufacture 
of that specific component. Normally, the companies the SP visits have something that is 
unique, or something that they are good at. Most often, he has no previous knowledge of the 
company. According to the SP, it is their network that makes it possible for them to fmd these 
interesting companies. The SP believes that travelling around is an effective way of getting 
new customers. However, he believes that  Engi  One could be better at taking advantage of the 
opportunities that arise during these trips. 

When it comes to subcontractor products and when  Engi  One receives a large inquiry from a 
new customer, requiring  Engi  One to guarantee quality, handling of large production 
quantities, delivery times, logistics and so on, the selling activities become more complex. 
Then, the CEO describes for the potential customer what  Engi  One does and he also tries to 
find out which industry the potential customer is operating in, and what it is they want. In a 
case like this, the production manager, CEO and the systems salesperson/purchasing manager 
all meet to discuss the inquiry. This discussion is about whether the inquiry matches what  
Engi  One should be working with or not. Questions they ask themselves might be, for 
example ; Is this something we should do? Should we spend time and resources on this? Is 
this something that we can do? When discussing the inquiry, a lot of effort goes into 
qualifying the customer, which is the first thing they do. In order to qualify the customer, they 
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use different criteria. These criteria are about how well the requested product matches  Engi  
One's production facilities, and if they have the competence needed. If not, they sometimes 
try to change the product so that it will fit their resources. However, sometimes they are 
forced to decide not to manufacture the requested product themselves. After establishing that 
they cannot manufacture a product, they ask themselves, "who can do it?" If they manage to 
find a supplier who can and will manufacture the products,  Engi  One and this supplier will 
cooperate as partners for that specific inquiry. Despite the cooperation with the supplier, it is 
still  Engi  One who maintains the customer contact. The production manager says that it is 
their policy to never leave the customer; instead, they always try to help the customer to solve 
their problem. 

In the initial stage of the contact with a potential buyer, they try to phone the buyer a few 
times in order to ask questions and develop a relationship.  Engi  One also tries to provide the 
customer with a few ideas originating from the previous discussion of the inquiry with the 
production manager, CEO, and systems salesperson/purchasing manager. In a case like this, 
the CEO of  Engi  One is mainly responsible for initiating and developing the relationship with 
the potential customer. After the CEO has established the first contact with the customer, the 
production manager gets involved again. In the case of a large inquiry, the selling activities 
often also include suggestions for product changes. The production manager at  Engi  One 
reviews the inquiry and tries to come up with ideas on how to make the product cheaper to 
manufacture. These ideas include everything from minor changes in details to large 
fundamental changes in the product. To come up with these ideas,  Engi  One might perform 
welding tests, for example, in order to find out how the optimal product might look. 
Sometimes, the production manager and the CEO might discuss design issues with the aim of 
finding a reason for contacting the buyer again. According to the production manager it is 
very important to maintain a continuous communication with the potential buyer. They do not 
want a situation where they simply respond to an inquiry. The production manager claims that 
it is important to keep the communication alive, and make it more of a dialogue with the 
customer. Sometimes,  Engi  One also visits the potential customer to submit a price indication. 

When  Engi  One finally prepares their bids, they send the potential customer two bids. One of 
the bids contains all suggested changes, where they specify costs savings related to the 
suggested changes. The other bid is based exactly on the potential customer's original inquiry. 
The production manager emphasizes that it is very important to always give the potential 
customer a bid that exactly matches the inquiry. According to the production manager, when 
the inquiry is large and complex, as in this example, all three (production manager, CEO, and 
systems salesperson/purchasing manager) are involved in selling. If a request becomes an 
order and the customer is happy with  Engi  One's performance, they might also get the 
opportunity to produce an extra component for that customer. According to the CEO, in this 
way,  Engi  One gradually might be able to increase their sales to each specific customer. 

In creating a relationship and dialogue with a new customer, several people at  Engi  One are 
involved: the production manager, the SP and the CEO. The SP believes that it is important to 
involve several people, because that improves the chances of creating a better relationship. 
Another important reason for involving three people is to demonstrate commitment to the 
customer.  Engi  One is then putting all their resources into the customer's project. 
When  Engi  One develops a relationship with a potential customer, purely formal negotiations 
seem to no longer exist. The SP says that this is due to the fact that they are trying to approach 
the customer through an open and honest dialogue. For  Engi  One, it is not easy to say when 
they are negotiating; instead, the relationship is developing. Of course, at some point they 
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have to submit a bid, which is always necessary with a new customer. After the bid, the 
customer may respond favorably and say that they are happy with what  Engi  One can deliver, 
but they want to discuss the price, since they might have another supplier with a lower offer. 
What is good about  Engi  One's approach is that they have already started a dialogue with the 
potential customer, which makes it much easier to discuss price. When a potential customer 
has comments on the price,  Engi  One usually replies that they know other suppliers' offers 
will never work in the long run.  Engi  One has the material prices and knows whether it is 
possible to manufacture at a given price. Furthermore, they invite the potential customer to a 
visit to  Engi  One, where they let them see how the prices have been calculated. If a customer 
finds that  Engi  One has calculation errors,  Engi  One lowers the price. So far, the SP cannot 
recall any potential customer who has actually wanted to see their calculations.  Engi  One also 
tells the customer that nobody can sell these products at a loss in the long run. If  Engi  One 
does that, the only thing that will happen is that they will be gone within a year. The SP 
claims that this is how the company closed a deal with one of their most important customers 
for subcontractor products.  Engi  One's view is that it is no secret that they are looking to 
make a profit and that they are trying to establish a broad and serious dialogue with a potential 
customer. According to the SP, they want the customers to feel that the price is correct and 
that they are not trying to cheat them. More often than not, the CEO handles these kinds of 
discussions, which occur both over the telephone and during personal meetings. The CEO 
might also handle some of the technical discussions at this point, and sometimes the SP 
prepares technical material for these meetings. 

Representatives of  Engi  One's bank have also participated in meetings with potential 
customers. For example, they now have a very big order in the pipeline, and if this order 
progresses,  Engi  One is planning to involve the bank, and the material supplier at an early 
stage. The role of the bank is, according to the SP, to ensure that  Engi  One is able to fulfil 
their commitments, even though they are a small company. The SP claims that the bank is 
sometimes needed, due to the small size of  Engi  One. The role of the supplier is to assure the 
potential customer that  Engi  One has access to sufficient material in time and they are also 
present to testify to the quality of the material.  Engi  One has an unusual relation with one of 
its main suppliers. During the '90s,  Engi  One posted a loss for several year running. During 
these years, this particular supplier was always willing to deal with  Engi  One. This has led to 
a situation where, now when everything is pointing upwards, they have become an important 
customer to this supplier. 

Sometimes, other individuals outside  Engi  One's organization also participate in their selling. 
For example, one person at IUC (Industrial Development Centre) in  Skellefteå  is well 
acquainted with  Engi  One. If this person comes across a project that he knows would suit  
Engi  One, he recommends  Engi  One to the potential customer. The relation between  Engi  
One and this person has developed through different projects run by IUC in which  Engi  One 
has participated. An external salesperson could also be involved in a development project that 
involves finding a new supplier for a company. In this case, that individual might recommend  
Engi  One to the company involved in the project. 

When selling subcontractor products, potential customers might ask about environmental and 
quality issues. They might want to know if  Engi  One will be accredited in the future or not. 
According to the CEO, the planning for different certificates is also a form of selling, since a 
company without these certificates not will be selected as a supplier. What is important when 
using arguments like future accreditation is to actually fulfill these promises. 
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Furthermore, the CEO tells the potential customer about the existence of the company's web 
page. For example, if somebody phones and wants to know more about  Engi  One, the CEO 
might give them the web address. 

Modified Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers and Standardized 
Products to New Customers) 

Complex Products to Existing Customers 

When it comes to subcontractor products,  Engi  One is a systems supplier for one of their main 
customers. The main customer, a large company with broad international operations, 
purchases approximately 80% of the products manufactured by  Engi  One. Being a systems 
supplier means that  Engi  One takes care of and delivers all products that this particular 
customer purchases for use in their own product. In this situation,  Engi  One is competing with 
external suppliers. It is the responsibility of the SP to find the best possible product for this 
particular customer, no matter if that means buying the product from external suppliers 
instead of manufacturing the product themselves. It is important for  Engi  One to find good 
sub-suppliers in order to provide their customer with competitive products. In a case like this, 
the SP emphasizes the importance of trust between  Engi  One and their suppliers. The 
suppliers need to know that if they are capable of delivering a more competitive product than 
what  Engi  One can, they will get the order. In the future,  Engi  One will divide the company 
into two organizations; one a production company and the other a sales organization. This 
means that in future, customers will place their orders with the sales company, who will in 
turn purchase these products either from  Engi  One's production company or from external 
suppliers. 

Trust in the relationships towards the existing customers is something that is expressed as 
very important in  Engi  One. For example, when it comes to the important customer 
mentioned above,  Engi  One has the authority to adjust prices when considered necessary. 
According to the SP, what really builds trust is when a customer sees that  Engi  One 
sometimes actually lowers prices on their own initiative. The SP claims that, when it comes to 
this important customer,  Engi  One deal with "everybody except the CEO". He continues by 
saying that, actually, the CEO is also involved, indirectly. The individuals  Engi  One deals 
with within the customer company have all visited  Engi  One several times. At the time of the 
interview, the SP stated that they (the CEO, Production Manager, and SP) were actually about 
to visit this particular customer and have a meeting with their purchasers. At this meeting the 
purchasers would have the opportunity to complain, and tell  Engi  One what they believe is 
not functioning in their relationship. The issues raised by the individuals at these types of 
meetings are something that  Engi  One uses in its efforts to solve the problems within the next 
organizational level of the customer company. According to the SP,  Engi  One actually 
initiates a lot of the activities directed towards this main customer. He continues by saying, it 
feels very good that it is possible for  Engi  One to work with a large company like this and 
actually provide them with ideas and be a part of their development. The dialogue that  Engi  
One has with this customer is very much an informal discussion. The SP says that during the 
discussions with the customer both parties ask such questions as: "How should we do this?" 
and "Is this the way we feel about it?" When it comes to satisfying this customer, it is very 
much a matter of being reliable in terms of logistics, lead times, and deliveries. Customer 
satisfaction is also about delivering the product when the customer wants it, not whether the 
product costs 100 or 20 kronor. When it comes to the main customer, it is never a question of 
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bidding, claims the SP. Instead, this customer usually has price lists, and  Engi  One can adjust 
the old prices if necessary. 

If the important customer from the example above has ordered a product and wants a change 
made in that product, the customer initiates changes. Sometimes,  Engi  One also suggests 
changes, though this is something that does not work very well today, according to the SP. 
The managers of this customer company want  Engi  One to initiate changes in their products, 
but when these changes reach the customer's design department, the changes go no further. 
The individuals working there claim that it is too much work, since they have to change the 
drawings, or the design requires another component, and so on. The SP says that this problem 
within the customer's own organization seems to be very difficult to solve. There is always a 
desire on the part of this customer that  Engi  One should also be engaged in more regular 
product development. The problem for  Engi  One is that they do not have the time or the right 
competence and equipment, since they are not running a design department. When  Engi  One 
does engage in product changes, it is the production manager who is involved in efforts to 
improve the product for the customer. These activities are often about changes related to cost 
reductions. 

Normally this important customer sends a drawing for each order. However,  Engi  One is 
trying more and more to influence the order; meaning they also need to access all the 
customers' drawings in a way that was not considered necessary before. For example, 
sometimes there are errors in drawings sent to  Engi  One, which means that they have to 
correct the drawings and send a divergence report to the customer. 

Another activity that  Engi  One engages in when it comes to their most important customer is 
storing of products, which also includes storing of sub-supplier products. This is a result of  
Engi  One's development of the way they deliver products to this customer. Earlier, if the 
customer asked for 20 pieces of a product,  Engi  One delivered that specific number of pieces. 
The pieces were then used by the customer in a lot of different orders. Today,  Engi  One 
delivers products derived from their customers order, meaning that they deliver products 
destined to be used in a specific order by the customer. Actually,  Engi  One now gets an order 
list from the customer showing all the details needed. According to the SP, in an ideal 
situation,  Engi  One should have the order list as soon as the customer gets their order, which 
would help  Engi  One to plan production. Presently,  Engi  One gets the list at a maximum of 
four weeks before delivery. In some cases, the order has been with the customer for at least 
two months, and the SP sees no reason why this list should not be available for  Engi  One at 
the same time the customer gets it. If this were the case,  Engi  One would be able to deliver 
from stock with only two days notice. 

The SP at  Engi  One has initiated a project towards the same important customer as above, 
whereby this customer is supposed to also buy services from  Engi  One. The project involves  
Engi  One placing orders concerning one of the customer's main products to sub-suppliers. 
The SP has long been searching for sub-suppliers in the east, which has been a deliberate 
strategy. The problem has been that there are always too many middlemen surrounding the 
sub-suppliers. Finally, the SP has managed to find a sub-supplier who can help  Engi  One to 
solve their customer's problem. The contact with the supplier was actually initiated during a 
coffee break. The SP claims that it doesn't matter how much you travel — meeting the right 
contact is often a coincidence, as in this project. The next step in this project is for the 
customer to send their production equipment, now used in Sweden, to the country where  Engi  
One has their contact. In this case, the project involves relocation of an entire production line. 
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The purpose of this for  Engi  One is to have an opportunity to manufacture at least part of the 
production demanded by the customer. If  Engi  One can manage to develop superior 
performance in welding, they are able to compete with sub-suppliers in the east for at least a 
portion of a large order, the SP claims. The implication is that  Engi  One can actually sell a 
very large order, choose to manufacture portions of that order in their own company and use 
sub-suppliers in the east for the rest of the order. The alternative, according to the SP, is that 
everything goes east and that  Engi  One does not have the opportunity to manufacture 
anything. The labour union representatives at  Engi  One's customer company are not at all 
happy with this project, since they feel production will be lost to other countries. What makes 
a project like this possible is trust and a close relationship with the customer, according to the 
SP. 

In relation to this, the SP emphasizes the importance of the dialogue they have with their 
important customer. When they started cooperating with this customer, they almost did not 
dare to visit the company at all. They did not know who the managers were. The relation to 
this customer started with the fact that they were delivering products of a high standard. The 
customer noticed the quality of the products right from the beginning. Contrary to other 
suppliers,  Engi  One almost thought it was fun when the customer's quality controller visited 
them.  Engi  Ones reputation grew out of a very good relation and a good dialogue between  
Engi  One and the quality function at the customer company, according to the SP. After quality 
control, the reputation spread even further in the customer's organization. The SP says that 
what is good for the customer is also good for  Engi  One.  

Engi  One often gets together with customers to talk and socialize over lunch or coffee at  Engi  
One's premises. They also invite salespeople and purchasing personnel to their production 
facilities to show them the facilities and what they can do. Individuals from  Engi  One present 
during these gatherings are the production manager, the CEO and the SP. 

According to the CEO, it is important for  Engi  One to monitor the external environment in 
order to be aware of what is going on in the market. For example, when it comes to  Engi  
One's second biggest customer, they have no written contract, which makes it a little bit more 
difficult to know when things are about to happen with that customer. Therefore, it is 
important for  Engi  One to simply try to put their ear to the ground and listen, to read the 
papers and phone people to find out what they believe. 

Standardized Products to New Customers 

When it comes to new customers for the light masts, so far,  Engi  One has not been forced to 
work that hard to find new customers, since there have always been sufficient inquires. As for 
subcontractor products,  Engi  One is planning to become more active and systematic in the 
search for new customers. The CEO has the task of mapping potential customers, judging 
which ones should be approached and how. The CEO's role is to find new customers, whereas 
the SP and the production manager will have a more prominent role after the first contact has 
been made. 

So far, the efforts directed towards new customers for light masts have centered around 
responses to inquiries. The requests from new customers are directed to the CEO. These 
requests can be about product sheets, technical descriptions, price lists, and so on. According 
to the CEO, it is then important, of course, to make sure that the potential customer gets the 
requested information as soon as possible and to follow up the request. Activities involved in 
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following up a request can be about discussing special solutions with the customer in order to 
make them interested and possibly taking the first step towards developing a relationship. On 
occasion, the CEO has tried to offer the customer the product free of delivery charges if the 
order exceeds a certain number of light masts. 

According to the SP,  Engi  One does not do much when it comes to selling light masts; they 
just manufacture them and sell them whenever they receive a request. In this respect,  Engi  
One is doing poorly. However, this is something that is about to change. The company is 
presently discussing light masts and how to sell them. Now is the right time to do something 
about them, since  Engi  One now has the money to put more effort into these products.  

Engi  One also uses sales letters to sell light masts to new customers as well as to existing 
customers. 

When selling light masts to a new customer, the CEO tries to create a platform, making sure 
that  Engi  One holds internal meetings and that they meet with the potential customer. 
According to the CEO, they might have lunch together or the customer might visit  Engi  One. 
If an inquiry develops and becomes more serious and the potential customer has come closer 
to a deal, there are more people involved than just the CEO. In that case, both the production 
manager and the systems salesperson/purchasing manager will have a more obvious role, due 
to their experiences. 

The CEO mentions the example of an inquiry for light masts by a company from Iceland. The 
company wanted to become the general agent for Iceland. In this case, it was the CEO alone 
who was in contact with the Icelandic company. The company, a large and well established 
firm in Island, sent their banking information and other details to the CEO, who then began to 
learn more about the demographics and economic situation in the country. 

References are another way of selling to new customers that  Engi  One sometimes uses. The 
CEO also cites the use of the Internet as another type of activity that might help  Engi  One to 
find new customers. For example, if somebody phones and wants to know more about  Engi  
One, the CEO might refer the potential customer to the company's web page. 

Routine Selling Task (Selling Standardized Products to Existing Customers) 

In selling light masts to existing customers,  Engi  One uses retailers. According to the CEO,  
Engi  One only works with selling activities directed towards end customers in Sweden, at the 
same time as they are using retailers. The CEO means that the choice of whether or not they 
to sell directly to the end customer is somewhat randomly decided, and perhaps  Engi  One 
should develop some clear guidelines for how to handle this issue. One problem with selling 
light masts through retailers is that once  Engi  One has started to work with a retailer, they are 
stuck with them. Their retailers normally want to have exclusive rights in selling  Engi  One's 
light masts, which might not be in  Engi  One's best interests. 

A number of different activities are used in the selling of light masts. In the case of pre-
manufactured light masts, sending sales letters to existing customers is one activity. In order 
to address sales letters,  Engi  One uses its own administrative register, and the CEO handles 
the letters. Sales letters are also used for the purpose of selling spare parts for the light masts. 
According to the production manager, only the CEO is involved in selling spare parts, and he 
handles the orders himself.  Engi  One is now trying to develop a system whereby it should be 
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possible for their existing customers to order spare parts directly over the Internet. With this 
system, the intention is that the customers should be able to use  Engi  One's homepage and log 
in to a site where they can order spare parts. For spare parts, selling is always directed to 
existing customers and products are sold directly from stock. 

Selling light masts involves providing retailers with brochures, product sheets and price lists, 
and staying in close contact with them, so as to respond quickly to their requests. The CEO 
tries to maintain close contact with retailers and he is also the one who more or less single-
handedly takes care of orders from existing customers. The company web page is also 
mentioned by the CEO as a future way for retailers to order spare parts for light masts. He 
believes that a web page is an elegant way of avoiding the use of brochures. 

The production manager says that  Engi  One has also educated customers about their light 
masts and spare parts, even though this took place a couple of years ago. In order to do this,  
Engi  One invited the customers to different locations for the purpose of educating them and to 
develop relationship. The people they invited to these meetings were purchasing staff at the 
retailers. According to the production manager, this has been a very efficient selling activity. 

According to the production manager,  Engi  One has developed the relationships with their 
retailers in a way that makes it possible for them to deliver light masts directly to the end 
customers. This is the most effective way, since  Engi  One stores light masts for their retailers.  

Engi  One often gets together with customers to talk and socialize over lunch or coffee at  Engi  
One's premises. They also invite salespeople and purchasing personnel to their production 
facilities to show them the facilities and what they can do. As for sub contractor products, the 
individuals from  Engi  One present during these gatherings are the production manager, the 
CEO and the SP. 

Trade fair participation is another activity used by  Engi  One in selling light masts. When 
participating in trade fairs,  Engi  One cooperates with their retailers, and it is the production 
manager, CEO, and systems salesperson/purchasing manager who are involved. 

The CEO has visited most of their retailers, except for the Finish one, with whom the CEO 
claims he maintains a very good relationship using only the telephone. The purpose of visits 
by retailers has been for the CEO to present himself and the company, to learn more about the 
retailers and how they work, and to develop their relations. The CEO claims that these are 
important activities for selecting which retailers to use in future. 

According to the CEO, the rental market for products in the construction industry seems to be 
growing globally. One of the CEO's ideas is to try to convince one important customer to 
expand their assortment of  Engi  One's light masts as rental products, maybe even with their 
customer's brand name on the light masts. The CEO has tried to develop contacts and 
relationships for this purpose, but has still not been successful. 

The CEO is also developing the idea of using product development as an important selling 
activity. The light masts have looked the same for about 20 years and it is important to make 
some changes, so that the customer feels that, in some respect, it is a new mast. These changes 
might include new colors, new material, new features, etc. The CEO continues by stating that 
it is important to add value. In relation to this, there may be other uses for the light masts that  
Engi  One does not presently know about. 
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When  Engi  One is selling products, each specific order most often ends with the sale.  Engi  
One is rarely involved in after-sales service, according to the CEO; they simply deliver the 
products. 

The process of selling light masts and spare parts can be described in a number of different 
ways. A typical order may be for one, two or three masts. For example,  Engi  One first 
receives a fax or a telephone inquiry from a customer who wants to purchase some masts. The 
next step is registration of the order, which means that the order is registered in the 
administrative system and an order confirmation is printed. After registration, the order is 
handed over for delivery, and sometimes, delivery is followed up to ensure that the customer 
has received the masts. Then, an invoice is sent. 

5.2.3 Summary of Case Study One  

Engi  One is a small company in the engineering industry, representing the first case in our 
study. The company differentiates mainly between two types of products: their own products 
(light masts) and subcontractor products. When it comes to geographical markets,  Engi  One is 
operating in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, and Germany, of which Sweden is the most 
important market. The company uses a combination of retailers and their own selling function 
to sell their products.  

Engi  One performs selling in all of the three selling situations called new selling task, 
modified selling task and routine selling task. In  Engi  One, the sale of subcontractor products 
to new customers constitutes a new selling task; a modified selling task is when the company 
is selling either subcontractor products to existing customers or light masts to new customers. 
Finally, the sale of light masts to existing customers constitutes a routine selling task in  Engi  
One. 

In a new selling task,  Engi  One works rather haphazardly in relation to new customers. New 
customers are gained through customer inquiries and the limited contacts the company has 
with potential customers. When  Engi  One starts developing a contact with a potential 
customer, they typically engage in activities such as inviting the potential customers to their 
company in order to show them their facilities and potential sub-suppliers. The company also 
tries to qualify both the potential customer and the potential order. The selling activities in 
this situation often involve design issues. During a new selling task, it is common that the 
production manager, the systems salesperson/purchasing manager (SP) and the CEO 
participate. Sometimes,  Engi  One's bank and key supplier are involved. 

When it comes to a modified selling task and selling subcontractor products to an existing 
customer,  Engi  One is heavily and deeply involved in their main customer's operations. For 
this customer,  Engi  One is engaged in developing the products purchased by the customer, but 
also in finding sub-suppliers. A mutual trust is said to be very important in the relationship 
with this particular customer. Even in this situation, the production manager, SP and CEO are 
involved in selling. In the other modified selling task situation, light masts to new customers, 
the CEO has a central role in finding new customers. So far, the activities have centered 
mainly on responses to inquiries. 

In the third situation, the routine selling task,  Engi  One uses several retailers. In Sweden, in 
addition to retailers, the company is also selling directly to end customers, competing with 
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their own retailers. Sales letters are used in this situation, as are brochures, product sheets and 
price lists directed towards existing customers. Here, the CEO is the individual who is most 
involved. 

5.3 	Case Study Two — Selling in  Engi  Two 

A medium-sized firm in the engineering industry represents the second case in this study. 
Information about this case was gathered through six personal interviews and internal 
documents from  Engi  Two. The interviews were conducted with the CEO, a division 
manager, a business developer, a service manager, a technical manager and a salesperson. 

5.3.1 Background Information  

Engi  Two was founded in 1977 by one of the present owners. The founder is presently 
working as the manager for a research and development (R&D) company wholly owned by  
Engi  Two. The first product sold by  Engi  Two was a heightening leg for furniture, which is 
still included in  Engi  Two's product range.  Engi  Two's big breakthrough came in 1981 with a 
patient lift that enabled the company to expand into one of the world's leading manufacturers 
of assistive devices for lifting and transferring disabled people.  

Engi  Two owns a group of companies, two of which are production companies, one is an 
R&D company and three are sales companies. The  Engi  Two group of companies develops, 
manufactures and markets patient lifts and accessories. Today, one family owns and controls  
Engi  Two through a holding company. 

In 2000, the  Engi  Two group of companies had a total of approximately 140 employees. In 
the  Engi  Two parent company, 54 people were employed last year (2000). Turnover has 
grown from  SEK  85 million in 1998, to 130 million in 1999 and 170 million in 2000. 

Products 

The main products sold by  Engi  Two are mobile lifts and stationary lifts. In addition to these 
products the company also sells a number of different accessories used together with the lifts. 
The mobile lifts are used to assist in lifting and moving patients in different locations. These 
products are available in different models that meet different customer needs. Mobile lifts 
normally vary in price between  SEK  10,000 and 15,000. The stationary lifts are installed in 
care facilities and are used for lifting and moving patients in fixed locations. In order to move 
patients, these lifts employ rail or traverse systems, sometimes with several lift motors. 
Usually, the rail or traverse systems are mounted on the ceiling in the customer's facilities. 
When it comes to the stationary lifts, prices vary so much that it is impossible to give a 
general price level. In order for the customer to use the lifts in an efficient way, different 
accessories are also added. The accessories include slings, sling bars, scales, springs, lift 
straps, etc. The accessories are often used to adapt the products to specific needs of 
individuals handled with the lifts. 
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Markets  

Engi  Two operates in more than 25 different countries throughout the world. The customers to  
Engi  Two are general agents, retailers and users. Outside of Sweden,  Engi  Two only sells to 
general agents, while they sell to several different types of customers in Sweden. Two types 
of customer in Sweden are county councils and municipalities, who supply different users 
with patient lifts, for example hospitals and eldercare facilities. A lot of the hospitals in 
Sweden, for example, rent patient lifts from the county councils to whom  Engi  Two sells their 
products.  Engi  Two sometimes sells directly to individual users, for example hospitals. This 
means that the customer is not always the user and sometimes the user and customer are the 
same organization. Another emerging type of customer are construction companies, who, 
more and more often, are responsible for equipping the rooms they are building with patient 
lifts.  

Engi  Two faces different types of competition in various countries. Worldwide,  Engi  Two has 
the third largest market share when it comes to lifts. However, the world's biggest company 
when it comes to lifts is not at all represented in Scandinavia, where  Engi  Two is the market 
leader. Besides a few large multinational companies,  Engi  Two is also competing with a 
number of companies operating in their respective domestic markets. For example, in 
Germany, two large companies operate only in Germany. In Denmark, there are several 
manufacturers of patient lifts, making Denmark one of the countries with the greatest number 
of patient-lift manufacturers. 

Organization 

As previously mentioned,  Engi  Two owns a group of companies, pictured in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Company Structure in  Engi  Two 
Source: Interviews in  Engi  Two, 2001 

The two production companies and the R&D company are owned by  Engi  Two and located in 
Sweden. The R&D company is responsible for research and development used by  Engi  Two 
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and the two production companies produce the products sold by  Engi  Two. In addition to the 
products manufactured by these production companies,  Engi  Two also buys products from 
external suppliers to be used in their end products. The three sales companies are also owned 
by  Engi  Two, but they are all located abroad. One of the sales companies is located in Berlin 
and functions as  Engi  Two's general agent for the German market. The second sales company 
is located to Manchester and is their general agent for England, Scotland, and Northern 
Ireland. Finally, the third sales company, in Boston, is their general agent for the USA and 
Canada. Independent general agents serve the rest of the geographical markets in which  Engi  
Two is operating. According to the CEO,  Engi  Two is considering their own sales companies 
as agents exactly in the same way as the independent agents. Therefore, when studying  Engi  
Two, we will view the sales companies owned by  Engi  Two as customers equal to other 
general agents throughout the world. In addition, when looking at how  Engi  Two, the 
production companies and R&D company cooperate, we can see that their operations are 
heavily intertwined. According to the CEO, they have chosen to divide the operations in 
different companies in order to create more distinct and efficient units to run. In this study, we 
will therefore consider  Engi  Two as an organization consisting of the parent company, the two 
production companies and the R&D company. 

The organizational structure of the parent company is pictured in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4  Engi  Two Organizational Chart 
Source: Internal Documents from  Engi  Two, 2001 

The CEO of  Engi  Two, recruited to the company externally in 1997, also has the role of sales 
manager. Marketing is a department managed by the spouse of the founder of  Engi  Two, and 
she has also the role of product manager for slings. The marketing manager is, thus, also one 
of the owners. Logistics is a function where orders, purchasing and deliveries are handled. 
The technical department was set up recently and the manager of this department is also 
functioning as product manager for lifts. When it comes to international markets and general 
agents, the sales department is responsible for these customers. The board in  Engi  Two 
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consists of the CEO, the founder of the company (owner), marketing manager (owner) and a 
former accountant. 

In addition to the organizational chart describing the parent company, the sales function in  
Engi  Two is structured according to Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5  Engi  Two's Sales Organization 
Source: Internal Documents from  Engi  Two, 2001 

The main responsibilities of the sales division are: 

• Contacts and sales to distributors (general agents) 
• Development of new business concepts 
• Support at trade fairs, special offers to distributors (general agents), sales inquires, 

other customer activities, etc. 
• To be an external business link from  Engi  Two 
• To provide internal support in the form of a staff cafeteria, reception desk and cleaning 

Head of sales, as discussed earlier, is the CEO, who is actively involved in sales on the 
international markets. He is also responsible for planning sales. "It is still from sales that we 
are making a living," according to the CEO, which is why he has chosen to be in charge of the 
sales function. Technical sales are handled by an individual who is mainly involved in selling 
the so-called stationary lifts, products requiring installations of various kinds, on the 
international markets. The technical salesperson sometimes also helps Sweden Division when 
it comes to stationary lifts. Support is a function for providing support services both to the 
sales function and internal services for  Engi  Two. Business development is a function 
represented by one individual who mainly works with  Engi  Two's international markets. 

Sweden Division is the function in  Engi  Two that sells to and services the Swedish market. 
Sweden Division is responsible for planning sales in Sweden and is organized in geographical 
sales districts according to the population in different areas. Sweden Division has offices in 
Stockholm,  Örebro,  Jönköping  and Lund. In each district, salespeople and service technicians 
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serve the customers. In some districts, the service technicians are external individuals hired by 
Sweden Division. 

In addition to the formal organizational charts in  Engi  Two, the CEO is running three 
different groups in order to control and direct the overall operations of  Engi  Two. One of the 
groups is the management group, which consists of the CEO/sales manager, logistics 
manager, technical manager, quality/environment manager, and the financial/personnel/IT 
manager. The management group meets continuously, discussing important overall matters in  
Engi  Two. A second group run by the CEO is called the product group. This group consists of 
the CEO and two product managers, one from each production company. Furthermore, the 
head of the R&D company, who is also an owner of  Engi  Two, is a part of this group. This 
group mainly focuses on product and production matters. The third group, in which the CEO, 
the three managers from the sales companies in Germany, England, and USA, and the 
manager for Sweden Division participate, is called the market group. 

Competitive Advantages 

According to the CEO,  Engi  Two has three major competitive advantages. One of the 
advantages is the Swedish healthcare system, which is highly respected internationally and as 
such a great asset for  Engi  Two. A second advantage is their flexibility to adjust products 
according to individual needs, and a third advantage is their availability to their customers. By 
availability, the CEO means their stocks and the fact that their customers do not have to wait 
for products once they have decided to buy. Other advantages mentioned are their expertise 
within the area of patient lifts and their focus on this area as well as the fact that the sales 
personnel have a background in this industry. Salespeople employed by  Engi  Two are 
physiotherapists or occupational therapists, with a thorough knowledge of how the products 
are best used; therefore, they are considered to be a competitive advantage. These competitive 
advantages combine to form what  Engi  Two refers to as its philosophy, or the way they run 
their operations. Commitment to this philosophy is something that  Engi  Two also requires of 
its general agents. 

5.3.2 Data Regarding the Research Questions 

In order to classify  Engi  Two's products as either complex or standardized, we found that all 
products are to be considered complex. The mobile lift itself is basically the same to all 
customers, whereas the accessories sold together with the lift are adapted to fit each customer. 
The mobile lifts are therefore considered to be a complex product. When it comes to the 
stationary lifts, they are all different from one another, due to specific installations and 
accessories for each customer. Therefore, the stationary lifts are also considered to be 
complex. The basis for classifying the products is whether the product is customized or not. 

Consequently, selling both mobile and stationary lifts to a new customer constitutes a new 
selling task in  Engi  Two. The sale of mobile and stationary lifts to an existing customer is a 
modified selling task. However, in  Engi  Two there are no routine selling tasks to be found, 
since the company is not selling standardized products. 

When collecting the data from  Engi  Two, it was found that selling was performed quite 
differently depending on whether the company was selling on the Swedish or the international 
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markets. Therefore, the presentation of selling in the two selling situations new and modified 
selling task will be divided into two sections, the international and the Swedish market. 

New Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to New Customers) 

International markets 

When it comes to finding new agents, the sales department's view on how selling is 
performed is pictured in internal documents (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6 Selling to New General Agents in  Engi  Two 
Source: Internal Documents and Interviews from  Engi  Two, 2001 
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The first step in the sales process presented by  Engi  Two is when the company receives an 
inquiry from a potential customer. Inquiries can be generated via trade fairs, in which the 
CEO, the technical salesperson and the business developer participate; they may come from 
existing customers; or, since  Engi  Two is a well-known company, they may come from 
potential new customers who contact  Engi  Two directly. The website also generates a lot of 
inquires, as do worldwide advertising campaigns. According to the business developer,  Engi  
Two, a number of interested potential agents contact the company on their own initiative. The 
CEO claims that the most important thing in the beginning of a relationship is to be able to get 
the customers to adopt  Engi  Two's "thinking" or philosophy. 

After receiving an inquiry, they perform an investigation of the potential agent, using a 
checklist developed by  Engi  Two. The checklist contains the following information: 

• Information about the potential customer (agent) 
- Year of establishment and organization 
- Revenue 
- Line of operations, markets, customers 
- Sales competence 
- Population of country, square kilometers (country), language 
- Customer certification 

• Economic and political situation in the country 
- Trade cycle (high or low) 
- Unemployment rate 
- Political conditions 

• Healthcare system 
- Economic system for healthcare (Private, Government, Insurance) 
- System elderly care 

• Bank certificate 
• Competitive situation 
• Success strategies 

- Why should  Engi  Two choose this potential customer as an agent? 
- The potential agent's sales plans/ideas 

• Possible export requirements for the specific country 

This checklist is then used to evaluate the potential customer and either approve or not 
approve the customer. When it comes to evaluating a potential agent, the business developer 
claims that what is of most importance is the way the agent works in relation to his customers 
and how well he performs the sales function. According to the business developer, they ask 
themselves questions like, "What are the agent's profile and competence? Does it match  Engi  
Two's profile and competence? Does the potential agent have sales representation in the 
whole country?" She continues by stating that it is also important that the potential agent fits  
Engi  Two's philosophy. The evaluation usually also includes a visit to the potential agent. If 
the agent is approved,  Engi  Two will sign a test contract, usually for one year. This contract 
usually determines discount levels and also includes a price list. Each agent's discount is 
calculated from a previously estimated sales budget. The individuals working with the 
evaluation of potential agents are the CEO, the technical salesperson and the business 
developer, who collaborate in performing the evaluation. These people are heavily involved in 
working towards the potential agents throughout the whole sales process. Formally, the CEO 
signs all contracts for  Engi  Two. 
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The next step in the sales process is planning and start, which is about creating a start package 
for the customer. According to the business developer, the start package is a suggestion from  
Engi  Two as to which and how many products are suitable for the potential agent to start with. 
These suggestions are based upon each potential agent and their specific conditions, including 
a market evaluation, mainly performed by the CEO, the technical salesperson or the business 
developer. Included in the start package is also information on how to order and who the 
contact person for orders is (someone at the logistics department), and also information about 
delivery times. The package also includes product training programs, performed in the 
potential agent's country or at  Engi  Two. In this step the potential agent is called an export 
customer, and the company makes a checklist for each new export customer. The checklist is 
a document containing address information, different contact persons, currency for price lists, 
discounts, payment terms, VAT number, bank information, language in the directions for use, 
voltage of electrical outlets, and so on. 

Running support is about providing the potential agent with new products, product and price 
lists, participation in trade fairs, information material about  Engi  Two, training, and so on. 

The next step, referred to by  Engi  Two as follow-up, is when an additional package including 
more training is delivered, as well as an evaluation of sales statistics. The individual at the 
sales function responsible for support is usually the person who compiles sales statistics. 

After this step, running support is performed again until the end of the first year, when the 
main follow-up occurs. This follow-up concerns sales statistics, making new prognoses and 
an evaluation of the potential agent's performance, resulting in approval or rejection of the 
agent. 

If the agent is approved, the next step is to sign a contract or to extend the test contract. This 
step results in a sales budget and a market plan for the agent. After this, the sales process 
makes a loop back to running support again. As previously mentioned, the CEO signs the 
contracts. 

Throughout this process, different individuals are involved in support. People from the 
financial depat 	talent are involved, providing prognosis, statistics, and budgets. The marketing 
department is involved, providing documentation, training material, and promotional material. 
The two product managers provide support when it comes to products. A so-called product 
group, including the marketing manager, representatives of the sales department, technical 
department, purchasing department and the production companies, is also involved in product 
support. The logistics department processes the orders and handles deliveries. For product 
development, the R&D company is involved, and finally the quality/environment department 
provides support by doing internal audits and quality follow-ups. The technical manager, who 
answers technical questions from the general agents, for example, provides technical support 
during this process. When  Engi  Two invites a potential agent to their company, the technical 
manager also participates by presenting technical product features. 

Sometimes, people outside the company are involved in selling to potential agents, according 
to the business developer. For example, one of  Engi  Two's customers is a role model.  Engi  
Two once invited the responsible person from this customer company to attend a trade fair 
together with  Engi  Two. At the fair, the customer was involved in informing a potential 
customer about their experience of  Engi  Two and their products. According to the business 
developer, the customers involved as in the example above, are usually very positive about 
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that experience and consider this an opportunity to market themselves and the way their 
company works. 

Swedish market 

When it comes to new customers in Sweden,  Engi  Two's Sweden Division is responsible for 
selling. 

The traditional segments in Sweden do not contain any new customers anymore. New 
customers are therefore about working towards new segments, for example construction 
companies, individual hospitals and nursing homes. According to the division manager, what 
they do is that they invite construction companies and architects to  Engi  Two or to a suitable 
sales office to discuss products and installation issues. These meetings often conclude with a 
dinner together with these companies. The salespeople, the division manager and the technical 
salesperson are the individuals who approach new customers. Sometimes, a new user, for 
example a hospital, might phone service people at Sweden Division directly, instead of calling 
the county council, from whom they are suppose to rent the products. In a case like this,  Engi  
Two always asks the county council if it is all right for them to deal directly with the user, 
since this might be an opportunity for them to establish a new contact. Training is an activity 
that is considered to be very important in  Engi  Two, where the company is trying to get the 
customer to "think  Engi  Two", according to the division manager. When  Engi  Two does 
training for existing customers, new users are also frequently invited to the training sessions. 
These users are found both through the county councils registers and through existing users 
and their contacts. 

When a customer places an order, the order might be directed to the salesperson or the head of 
the division, or the order might simply be in the form of a letter sent to  Engi  Two. The 
division manager, not the salespeople, signs orders. As the head of Sweden Division chose to 
formulate it, "I don't think any of our salespeople have ever signed an order". Actually, the 
salesperson is not involved at all in the administrative tasks of order processing. Instead, one 
person in the division is responsible for coordinating deliveries to specific customers in 
Sweden. This person is responsible for each order, he ensures that material is booked for each 
order, that there is an installation technician booked when the products are delivered and that 
delivery times are met. This person also purchases products needed from sub-suppliers for 
each specific order. After an order has been delivered, the salesperson usually contacts the 
customer again and provides more information about the product. 

Sweden Division, with its own service department, is also very interested in selling a service 
agreement to the customer in addition to the lifts. The manager for this division claims that, 
for  Engi  Two, selling services is a good opportunity for additional sales. These service 
agreements are sold both by the salespeople and the service technicians. The selling of service 
agreements is facilitated by the Swedish authorities, which require annual inspections of 
patient lifts. Sweden Division knows from experience that once a customer buys a service 
agreement, additional sales often result. Since the division also has external service 
technicians in some sales districts, external individuals are also involved in service activities 
directed towards the customer. Some of these external service technicians are also involved in 
selling lifts, and they then receive a bonus from  Engi  Two. 
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Modified Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers) 

International markets  

Engi  Two tries to work continuously with the existing agents in order to support them. 
According to the CEO, it is very important that installation and technical support function 
well after an order is made, and therefore they try to maintain ongoing contact with their 
customers. Their view on how the company performs long-term selling towards existing 
agents is found in internal documents at  Engi  Two, as pictured in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 Selling to Existing General Agents in  Engi  Two 
Source: Internal Documents and Interviews from  Engi  Two, 2001 
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Running support is about providing the potential agent with new products, product and price 
lists, participation in trade fairs, information material about  Engi  Two, training, and so on. 
Trade fairs are used as a selling activity, whereby existing customers visit  Engi  Two at their 
stands just to meet and talk. The individuals from  Engi  Two who participate in trade fairs 
vary, depending on the needs of the general agents and in which country the fair is held. 
These tasks are therefore shared by the CEO, the technical salesperson and the business 
developer. 

The next step, referred to by  Engi  Two as follow-up, is when an additional package including 
more training is delivered, as well as an evaluation of sales statistics. The individual at the 
sales function responsible for support is usually the person who compiles sales statistics. 

After this step, running support is performed again until a main follow-up occurs after 
approximately one year. This follow-up concerns sales statistics, making new prognoses and 
an evaluation of the potential agent's performance, resulting in a renewed and revised 
contract. 

When it comes to general agents, the sales department at  Engi  Two is responsible for 
contracts, running support, follow-up, prognoses, and training. The CEO and the business 
developer mainly handle contracts and negotiations with specific customers. In addition to 
these people, the technical salesperson is also heavily involved in contacts with specific 
customers. In order to manage all responsibilities in relation to agents, the sales department 
sometimes uses salespeople from Sweden Division as well. One example is when sales people 
from Sweden Division were used to train the agent in Italy. 

Throughout this process, different individuals are involved in support. People from the 
financial department are involved, providing prognosis, statistics, and budgets. The marketing 
department is involved, providing documentation, training material, and promotional material. 
The two product managers provide support when it comes to products. A so-called product 
group, including the marketing manager, representatives of the sales department, technical 
department, purchasing department and the production companies, is also involved in product 
support. The logistics department processes the orders and handles deliveries. For product 
development, the R&D company is involved, and finally the quality/environment department 
provides support by doing internal audits and quality follow-ups. The technical manager, who 
answers technical questions from the general agents, for example, provides technical support 
during the process. 

In contrast to the selling process in Figure 5.7, a single purchase is a rather simple process in 
which the sales department rarely is involved, according to the business developer. The prices 
and most of the administrative issues are fixed in previously signed contracts. The agent has a 
contact at the logistics department who handles each specific order. The logistics department 
simply receives and processes the order, which is subsequently put together and delivered 
according to the specific agent's contract. Information about what products to produce and 
how many, is then provided to the production company once a week by the logistics 
department. Worth noting is that if a single order involves something other than what is 
specified in a signed contract, the sales department gets involved. If, for example, an existing 
customer asks for a special discount, the CEO handles the issue. It may also be the case that 
either the technical salesperson or the business developer gets involved if an unusual request 
involves something other than price. Similarly, according to the CEO, if  Engi  Two gets a 
request from a customer who wants something other than a standard product, the salesperson 
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takes this request to the responsible product manager. If the request is about accessories, the 
marketing manager is the responsible product manager, and if it is about either mobile or 
stationary lifts, the technical manager is responsible. The CEO claims that the product 
manager sometimes has to call upon the R&D company in order to find out if the product 
requested can be manufactured and what it will cost. Sometimes, existing customers contact 
both the technical manager and the head of the R&D company (owner of  Engi  Two) directly. 
The owner is such a well-known person in this industry that a lot of old customers choose to 
contact him directly. When a customer contacts the technical manager, it is the person 
responsible for technical matters at the customer company who makes the contact. Usually, 
these contacts are about deficiencies in product documentation, for example, service manuals 
that are not correct or installation manuals that are incomplete. The contacts with the technical 
manager can also be about warranty issues. 

As in selling to new customers, it is very important to be able to get the existing customers to 
adopt  Engi  Two's philosophy, according to the CEO. The customer and  Engi  Two have to be 
able to understand each other and the way both parties function.  Engi  Two is trying to spread 
their "way of thinking" to their customers, which enables them to use mainly the same 
approach towards all customers, instead of adapting to each customer. In order to spread this 
thinking,  Engi  Two invites all general agents once a year to discuss the philosophy and future 
development of  Engi  Two. Examples of discussion matters include future products that the 
R&D company is currently working with, recently launched products, or different ideas that  
Engi  Two is pursuing. The CEO claims that they also use this opportunity to listen to the 
agents and their problems and to give the agents a chance to meet other agents. Individuals 
from  Engi  Two participating in these meetings are people from the sales department, the 
CEO, the technical salesperson, the individual responsible for support and the business 
developer. In addition to these individuals, the two owners (the head of the R&D company 
and the marketing manager) participate in these meetings. Another forum in which  Engi  Two 
spreads its philosophy is in the so-called market group, where the CEO meets with three of 
their general agents (their own sales companies) and Sweden Division in order to discuss and 
develop global sales strategies. The CEO also claims that the technical manager has a network 
of contacts among the general agents' technical representatives. The technical manager also 
tries to get these individuals to visit  Engi  Two once a year for the purpose of discussing and 
solving technical problems. The technical manager refers to these discussions as 
education/training. 

Since  Engi  Two has agents all over the world, it is not possible to visit all of them every year. 
Instead, they have produced a CD with information about new products. The film shows the 
agents how the new products are made, how they are assembled, and how they are supposed 
to be used. The actors in the film are the technical salesperson and the business developer at 
the sales department. This film is then distributed to all agents together with brochures and 
price lists and the price lists are updated once a year in four different currencies. 

In addition,  Engi  Two also produces newsletters in different languages, which the agents use 
when informing their customers about  Engi  Two. The marketing department at  Engi  Two 
produces the film, brochures and information materials. An important purpose of this 
information is to help the agents launch new products. According to the business developer, a 
lot of the communication with agents is via e-mail and telephone. Most of the agents have 
their own websites. 
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Coordination towards existing general agents is performed by the individual responsible for 
the support function (Figure 5.5) at the sales department, and it is this person's task to 
distribute information, schedule meetings, and so on. 

Swedish market 

When it comes to selling to customers in Sweden, Sweden Division is responsible. The 
division has its own sales organization, as previously discussed. 

When an existing customer in Sweden is buying, they might phone a salesperson and discuss 
what they need in the way of help for planning a stationary lift system, or they might send a 
drawing as a way to order a product from  Engi  Two. When buying, the contacts are most 
often directed to salespeople, the head of the division or the technical salesperson in the sales 
department at  Engi  Two. If the customer has not included enough information, the 
salesperson might visit the customer in order to take necessary measurements and to find out 
what the facilities where the stationary lifts are suppose to be used look like. If for some 
reason the salespeople cannot do this themselves, they ask the service technician to help them. 
According to the service manager, a service technician, while servicing an existing product, is 
sometimes approached by a customer who might want to purchase a stationary lift. The 
service technician will then write down the specifications needed and hand them over to the 
salesperson. After this, the salesperson will provide either the technical salesperson or the 
division manager with a specification from which they will write an offer. In the case of 
stationary lifts,  Engi  Two always writes an offer. Generally, when the products sold are 
stationary lifts, the salesperson takes care of the users of the lifts, while the technical 
salesperson or the division manager handles discussions with construction companies, since 
these types of customers require another type of information. 

If an inquiry from a customer is about something special that the salesperson cannot handle 
himself, he will contact someone at the R&D company or the marketing manager (who is also 
the product manager for accessories), depending on the product. If the customer's inquiry is 
about slings, the salesperson makes a drawing of the product requested and sends it to the 
product manager. If she approves the product, they will then develop and manufacture that 
specific product. When the product is ready, the salesperson visits the customer and 
demonstrates the product. When a customer asks for a special product, an order is actually 
placed without any knowledge of the final price, just a price estimate. 

When an existing customer places an order, the procedure is basically the same as when a new 
customer places an order. The order might be directed to the salesperson, the head of the 
division, or it may simply be in the form of a letter sent to  Engi  Two. In this case, the division 
manager, not the salesperson, signs the order. The administration of orders from existing 
customers is also handled by the individual at Sweden Division who is responsible for 
coordinating deliveries within Sweden. 

As in selling to new customers, service agreements are also seen as an opportunity for 
additional sales to existing customers. These service agreements are sold both by the 
salespeople and the service technicians. 

If  Engi  Two is not getting orders from existing customers that, the salesperson claims that he 
will still contact the customer and inform them about accessories, trying to sell at least these 
products. 
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When it comes to warranty issues, the service manager claims that  Engi  Two has customers 
who take care of warranty issues themselves. What happens is simply that the customer 
informs Sweden Division that they are taking care of a technical problem related to the 
warranty. Then, it is up to the salesperson to decide whether it is a warranty issue or not. 

The existing customers in Sweden are regularly invited to  Engi  Two or to some of the sales 
offices located in Sweden. Once a year,  Engi  Two participates in a trade fair to which they 
always invite customers, at which time they also take them out for lunch or dinner. In addition 
to this, they send flowers to customers at Christmas as a way of maintaining the relationship 
with the customer. The head of Sweden Division regularly visits the largest and most 
important customers. During these visits, he has the opportunity to meet with personnel who 
work with  Engi  Two's products, as well as customer-company managers. According to the 
division manager, it is not important where they meet the customer; instead, useful dialogue it 
is what really matters. 

Training, in the view of the division manager, is "perhaps the most essential sales activity". 
The training concerns products and how they can and should be used. As one of the 
salespeople expressed it this way; "we want to be able to get the customers to think  Engi  
Two". An important issue in training is to let the individuals participate in practical testing 
and try the products. Some of the contracts the company has with their customers include 
training, while  Engi  Two also conducts training education towards customers on their own 
initiative. The salespeople, who usually visit the customer for this purpose, lead these training 
sessions. Training is a very good way to generate requests, mainly from existing customers, 
according to the division manager. According to one of the salespeople, they try to offer 
training programs to customers every one to one and a half years. The reason is that the 
individuals using  Engi  Two's products are regularly replaced, and therefore it is necessary to 
constantly train users. According to the salesperson, the customers (in this case the county 
councils) sometimes phone to suggest that it might be time for a training course, due to the 
fact that there are several new people who need training. Then, the salesperson designs a 
program and sends it to the county council who then distribute it to the users. Often, it is the 
salesperson that books a place and time for the course, which is often located outside the 
customers' facilities. Training programs offered by  Engi  Two are mainly directed towards 
users of their products, for example hospitals. Lately, they have also engaged in training 
together with three other companies working in the area of patient handling, with good 
results, according to the salesperson. These programs have a common theme among the 
participating companies, and they have also been able to charge the customers for these 
training services. When it comes to stationary lifts, the service technician or the technical 
salesperson has also been involved in training programs directed towards both construction 
companies and architects. These programs are usually a good way of triggering an order from 
an existing customer.  

Engi  Two does perform many activities directed towards the county councils. The salesperson 
claims that they visit these customers perhaps twice a year, while they maintain telephone 
contact once or twice a month. When the county councils contact  Engi  Two, it is usually 
because they need help in solving a lifting problem. The salesperson also visits the users in 
order to find out exactly what they need. This usually involves trying out the product on the 
patient in question. These visits are performed together with a person from the county council, 
since they are often the ones ordering the products from  Engi  Two. 
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Existing customers very rarely require price negotiations, since they are most often working 
according to the terms of a previous agreement. Sometimes, single customers ask for more 
discounts, but the salesperson has to work within certain limits. If a request for a discount 
exceeds these limits, the division manager takes over the discussions. 

According to the manager for Sweden Division, there are basically six major activities when it 
comes to selling to both existing and new customers in Sweden. These six activities are: 
product demonstration, trying out products, product training, planning/design, telephone 
support, and order processing. Demonstrating products is about showing lifts and slings to 
customers who need those products. Trying out products means testing slings in the field to 
see what the customer needs and that the products are working properly. Training involves 
activities whereby  Engi  Two trains customers on how the products function, which 
accessories can be used and in what way they can be used. Planning/design is a necessary 
activity when selling stationary lifts and it concerns the work needed in order to properly 
install these lifts in different facilitates. This may involve finding out what the facilities look 
like, measuring the facilities, finding out what materials there are in ceilings, and drawing up 
a solution on how to adapt the installation to the specific facility. When it comes to telephone 
support, it may be a matter of answering questions on how to use a product and how to install 
or assemble a product. Finally, the last activity is processing orders from existing customers. 

5.3.3 Summary of Case Study Two 

The second case in this study is represented by  Engi  Two, which is a medium-sized company 
in the engineering industry. The main products sold by the company are mobile and stationary 
lifts. The company sells its products in more than 25 countries throughout the world. 
Internationally,  Engi  Two sells through general agents, while in Sweden the company sells 
directly to county councils and municipalities, for example. 

The products sold by  Engi  Two are all to be considered as complex, and therefore the 
company is performing selling in the selling situations called new selling task and modified 
selling task. When the company sells products to a new customer, a new selling task is 
discerned, while selling directed towards an existing customer is classified as a modified 
selling task. In both selling situations, we find that selling is performed quite differently, 
depending on whether the company is selling on the international market or on the Swedish 
market. Thus, the presentation of the two selling situations were further divided to account for 
differences in selling on the international and Swedish markets. 

In a new selling task, when selling internationally,  Engi  Two tries to get the potential 
customer to adopt their way of thinking; for example, by inviting the potential customer to 
visit the company.  Engi  Two does not spend much time in finding new general agents. 
According to the company, there are sufficient inquiries from prospective agents. The 
company spends a lot of time evaluating the potential customers and trying to adapt the 
customer to  Engi  Two's way of working. Several individuals from different functions in  Engi  
Two are involved in selling efforts directed towards potential customers. Sweden Division is 
responsible for the selling on the Swedish market. In Sweden, the traditional segments do not 
contain any new customers. Instead, selling to new customers in Sweden involves finding new 
segments like construction companies, individual hospitals and nursing homes. Here, selling 
activities are centered on inviting the potential customer to the company to discuss products. 
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In the situation called modified selling task, when  Engi  Two is selling internationally, the 
company is continuously trying to stay in contact with the existing customer in order to 
support and help the customer.  Engi  Two also tries to get the existing customer to adopt their 
way of thinking. In this situation, several individuals from different functions are involved in 
selling. Sweden Division is responsible for selling to existing customers on the Swedish 
market. The existing customers in Sweden are regularly invited to  Engi  Two or some sales 
office. Training is seen as perhaps the most important selling activity, and is performed by the 
salespeople. Other activities salespeople are engaged in are product demonstration, trying out 
products, planning and design, telephone support and order processing. 

5.4 	Case Study Three — Selling in Electro One 

The third case in this study is a small firm operating in the electronics industry and includes 
information gathered through four personal interviews and internal documents from Electro 
One. The interviews were conducted with the CEO, the development manager, a salesperson, 
and one of the owners, who is also a board member. 

5.4.1 Background Information 

Electro One was founded in 1970. The company is owned by a total of 13 part owners, of 
which the largest owns a 24% share and the second largest a 19% share. The rest of the shares 
are spread among the other 11 part owners. 

Electro One develops and manufactures electronic automation and control systems for both 
large and small applications that enable energy and cost savings. They offer a wide assortment 
of products that can be adapted to the customers' specific needs. From the beginning, they 
operated mainly as a subcontractor serving large firms that marketed and sold Electro One's 
products. However, this was a situation they where not happy with, according to the CEO. 
The sales volumes did not reach the levels expected; therefore, they are now developing and 
manufacturing their own products as well as manufacturing products as a subcontractor. Their 
objective is to be more involved in the marketing and selling of their products and to be able 
to strengthen their brand name. 

Electro One's annual turnover during the last three years has been approximately  SEK  15 
million and 18 people were employed during 2000. 

Products 

Electro One is currently pursuing four business areas. One of the areas is energy, which was 
also the company's first business area. The products in this business area are for automatic 
control of heating in small houses, apartment blocks, commercial and industrial buildings. 
These products are connected through the existing electrical heating system, which makes it 
possible to control the indoor climate with low energy costs. A second business area is 
communication and control, where the products are for remote control of various functions. 
These products are suitable in the area of power distribution, control of engines, sending 
messages to electronic billboards, etc. Medical is the third business area in Electro One and 
products in this area are equipment used for blood donation and ultrasound welders for 
sealing blood bags. The fourth business area in Electro One is measurement. Products in this 
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area are equipment for measurement of energy and cost distribution in industry and property 
management. Other products manufactured in this area are measurement systems for analysis 
of pump and fan system performance. Electro One's philosophy is to work closely with the 
customer from idea to finished product. The company offers customers a total concept 
including product specification, hardware and software, testing, documentation, assistance 
with approvals, after-sales services, and also training of customer personnel. The majority of 
physical products sold by Electro One vary in price between approximately 4,000 and 10,000 
Swedish kronor. 

Electro One is continuously working to find new and effective solutions in developing their 
products. Furthermore, they are working with a network of partners in order to be able to 
venture into areas beyond their own expertise. 

Spare parts are not a big item for Electro One. There are some customers who demand some 
key components in order to secure their own production in the case of a product failure, but 
on the whole, few spare parts are sold. 

Markets 

Electro One's geographical market is Sweden, but their products are also sold in other 
countries via retailers. When it comes to the business area referred to as energy, Electro One 
sells products both through retailers and directly to other customers. The second business area 
is communication and control, and the products manufactured in this area are sold to public 
works departments, power distributors and sign-makers, for example. These products are sold 
directly by Electro One to end customers and to customers building these products into their 
own products. In the business area called medical, Electro One cooperates with one major 
customer, who is responsible for marketing and exporting Electro One's products under the 
customer's name. Electro One's task in this cooperation is to give the end customers technical 
support and to develop new products. In the fourth business area, measurement, Electro One 
sells products both through retailers and directly to end customers. Examples of customers are 
process industries, consulting engineers, and owners of commercial, residential, and industrial 
buildings. 

When it comes to competitors, Electro One faces a number of different competitors, some of 
which are large multinational companies. 

Organization 

Electro One is organized according to a functional structure, as pictured in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 Electro One's Organizational Chart 
Source: Internal Documents from Electro One, 2001 

The CEO in Electro One is also one of the owners of the company. Apart from being the 
CEO, the CEO has also other management roles. He is responsible for quality, marketing, and 
finance/administration. Production/Purchasing is a function managed by one person who is 
also one of the owners. The development department is also managed by one of the part 
owners and two of the part owners also work in this department. The management group 
consists of six people from different positions in Electro One. The members are the CEO, the 
development manager, the two owners who work in the development department, the 
production/purchasing (PP) manager and one of the salespeople. The work of the quality 
function is organized such that there is a quality briefing once a year in a management group 
meeting. In addition to this, there are five quality meetings per year in connection with 
internal quality audits. 

The board of Electro One consists of five people. Together, they represent considerable 
experience when it comes to business administration, marketing and leadership. The chairman 
has a degree in business administration and several years of experience from leading positions 
in a number of companies. The rest of the board members are engineers who together have an 
extensive experience from a number of different companies and different industries. 

The marketing department consists of the CEO and two salespeople. One of the salespeople is 
located in northern Sweden while the other is located in southern Sweden. The CEO claims to 
put as much time as possible into customer activities. 

Competitive Advantages 

According to the development manager, Electro One has a high level of technical knowledge, 
they are good at product development and maintain high product quality. The CEO 
emphasizes the company's cooperation between development and production as a competitive 
advantage, which makes it possible to develop and deliver products in a relatively short time. 
In some areas, the CEO also considers a low price to be an important advantage for Electro 
One. The large owner (a board member) has a somewhat different perspective when it comes 
to Electro One's competitive advantages. He believes that the biggest advantage for the 
company is their skillful technicians, which he also considers to be a disadvantage, since he 
believes Electro One is too technology-oriented. 
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5.4.2 Data Regarding the Research Questions 

In classifying Electro One's products according to whether they are complex or standardized, 
we could see that the products in the business areas called energy may be considered 
standardized. On the other hand, products in the business areas called communication and 
control, medical, and measurement are to be considered complex. The main criterion for this 
classification is whether the product is customized, in that a customized product is considered 
to be complex. Thus, a new selling task is seen in cases where the company is selling products 
in the business areas called communication and control, medical, and measurement to new 
customers. A modified selling task is discerned in cases where the company is selling either 
products in the business areas communication and control, medical, or measurement to 
existing customers or products in the business area called energy to new customers. Finally, a 
routine selling task is seen where the company is selling their products in the business area 
called energy to existing customers. However, when it comes to complex products, Electro 
One prioritizes selling in the two business areas called medical and measurement. Therefore, 
the area called communication and control will be excluded from this study. 

According to the CEO, they are developing a marketing plan for each business area that is 
based on available resources. From these marketing plans they prioritize activities according 
to overall goals and strategies. The individuals mainly involved in planning the overall sales 
activities in Electro One are the CEO, the large owner and also the two salespeople; but, for 
the business area called measurement, individuals from the development department also are 
involved, due to their technical skills when it comes to this very complex product and its 
applications. In addition, each of the salespeople and the CEO has their own existing and 
potential customers who they are responsible for and follow up. 

Generally, Electro One has an objective to build relations with customers in such a way that 
they add value in the form of expertise, which helps them to handle their customers in a better 
way. This is a way for Electro One to compete with values other than just price. 

New Selling Task (Selling Complex products to New Customers) 

When it comes to selling complex products to new customers, our presentation of data will 
only concern the business area called measurement, due to the fact that the products in the 
business area called medical are only sold through one customer. In the medical area, Electro 
One does not sell to new customers. 

According to the CEO and internal documents at Electro One, the company tries to follow a 
process developed by the CEO, the two salespeople, and the large owner and board member 
when selling to both existing and new customers (Figure 5.9). Generally, in the measurement 
area, selling to new customers and selling to existing customers are quite similar, which 
means that the selling process pictured in Figure 5.9 is also valid when selling to existing 
customers. 
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Figure 5.9 Selling in Electro One 
Source: Internal Documents and Interviews in Electro One, 2001 

Electro One is using both general efforts in the form of advertising, web pages, and trade fairs 
and what they refer to as prioritized contacts according to plan, in order to generate questions 
and inquiries from potential customers. The plan for prioritized contacts is a form of market 
segmentation used by Electro One when selling to both new and existing customers. When 
selling to new customers, Electro One uses a list of references. This list includes telephone 
numbers to existing customers that a new potential customer is allowed to contact. According 
to the CEO, this is especially important when the product involves new technology. 

Questions and inquiries are usually directed towards one of the two salespeople or the CEO 
and can be a result of both the general efforts and the goal-oriented activities. Electro One 
tries to avoid a first contact between customers and individuals other than salespeople, since 
they prefer the customers to contact the salespeople or the CEO first. The reason is that this 
will make it easier for them to better evaluate which customers to prioritize, which is the 
second step in their sales process called "evaluation according to plan". Generally, when it 
comes to new customers, the role of the salespeople increases in importance. 

In order to evaluate customers, Electro One looks at the size of the order and potential 
volumes. Furthermore, they evaluate the competition, an estimate of time horizon before a 
potential order, and which product adaptations are required. According to the CEO, they ask 
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themselves questions like, "How much does it cost to adapt the product to the customer's 
requirements? Is the customer prepared to pay for this? Is this possible to do? Do we have the 
competence, or do we need to acquire additional competence?" The individuals involved in 
the evaluation are the salespeople and the CEO. When the customer requires large or complex 
adaptations of the product, the development manager and the PP manager also get involved. 
This is because, when it comes to adapting their product to customer needs, they have to 
know whether the adaptations are possible and how much this will cost. Once the 
development department gets involved with a customer, they usually stay involved throughout 
the process, according to the development manager. He also claims that the development 
department establishes product specifications in cooperation with the customer. In order to 
establish the product specifications, it is very important that Electro One talks to the right 
people at the customer company; otherwise, they will have trouble developing the product 
required by the customer. The PP manager is also involved, due to the fact that they must also 
evaluate purchases necessary for this specific order. In addition, they also try to involve the 
large owner and board member in the evaluation of the customer as often as possible. 
According to the development manager, Electro One is active in creating a network of 
competence outside their company. If they get a request requiring competence that Electro 
One does not have, they try to use their network in order to add this competence to that 
specific order. This also means that these external individuals sometimes participate in 
customer meetings. According to one of the salespeople, he often gets questions from 
customers that he cannot answer. He will then phone someone at the development department 
in order to discuss and find an answer to the question. If it is very complex question, the 
salesperson sometimes directs the potential customer directly to the development department 
in order to best serve the customer's interests. 

The third step in Electro One's process, called offer and sample, is the step at which Electro 
One provides a customer with a formal offer and often also a sample of the product. 
According to the CEO, it is common that the customers first order a couple of products in 
order to evaluate them before they place the "real" order. This is due to the fact that the 
technology in this product is so new that the customer often wants to test it in advance. When 
a request results in a project where development is necessary, it is often people in the 
development department who have the most contact with the customer, and it is one of these 
individuals who is responsible for the specific project. After Electro One has provided the 
customer with the sample, it is the responsible salesperson or the CEO who has the task of 
monitoring how this sample is working out, which is the fourth step in the process. 
Monitoring the sample means that the responsible salesperson tries to stay in contact with the 
customer to see what is happening, to solve problems and answers questions, if necessary. In 
order to perform this monitoring, the salesperson uses a computerized sales support system in 
which he can see all customers, what activities he is supposed to perform and when he is 
supposed to perform them. 

If everything works out, Electro One will be able to close the "real" order with the customer 
in the last step. Usually, it is the salesperson who performs the negotiations with the customer. 
Sometimes, the salesperson discusses the order with the CEO, and together they decide the 
terms for that specific order. The salesperson is a part of the whole sales process and is kept 
informed of what is happening, even when his role becomes more passive once the 
development department gets involved. After selling a product to a new customer, Electro 
One usually gets involved in some customer training, so that the customer can perform 
necessary installations themselves. Training is usually performed by the development 
department, and is often a part of what the new customers are buying from Electro One. When 
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it comes to more simple information to the new customers, the salesperson might also be 
involved. Electro One also engages in technical support and adaptation of the products when 
it comes to new customers. 

According to the CEO, this process is something that they are trying to implement and use 
when it comes to most of their products and business areas. 

The sales process discussed above has a lot to do with getting inquiries from potential 
customers. According to the salesperson, it is common to search the Internet and yellow pages 
with the purpose of finding companies matching the features of their product. This search 
usually results in a list of potential companies, from which the salesperson will then pick the 
most interesting companies. The individuals at potential customer companies that the sales 
person is mostly seeking to contact are technical people that see the possibilities with Electro 
One's products. Sometimes, if the salesperson has had previous contact with a manager, the 
salesperson will use this contact in order to get to the most suitable individual or individuals. 
If he has not had any previous contact, he will simply have to start by asking the switchboard 
operator whom to contact. After finding out who to contact, the salesperson then often sends 
some written information to the potential customer or contacts them over the phone asking 
them if they are interested in hearing more about new technology, which they very often are. 
If the potential customer has access to the Internet, the salesperson can actually demonstrate 
the product over the telephone by directing the customer to the right web page, where the 
customer himself can monitor the functions measured and displayed by Electro One's 
product. Usually, the potential customers are impressed with these possibilities demonstrated 
over the phone and over the Internet. The salesperson will then try to arrange a visit with the 
potential customer in order to further demonstrate the product and how it can be used. During 
this visit, the salesperson will sometimes take the potential customer out for lunch or dinner. 
These types of sales efforts are directed towards both end customers, electrical engineering 
consultants who prescribe different products, and also electrical installation companies that 
can work as retailers towards real estate owners. 

Other ways to find new customers for the measurement product can be in the form of trade 
fairs where the salesperson demonstrates the product for potential customers. During the 
demonstrations, the salesperson might ask the individuals listening to the demonstration what 
industry the are in, to get to know a little bit more about these individuals. The purpose of 
trade fair participation is to attract the customers' interest, distribute information and business 
cards and to ask the most interesting potential customers if it is all right to contact them later 
on for a more thorough demonstration. 

Modified Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers or Standardized 
Products to New Customers) 

Complex Products to Existing Customers 

The CEO, one of the large owners, and the two salespeople have been discussing how to 
prioritize and how to use their time in the most efficient way when selling to existing 
customers. The question is, what does Electro One have to do in order to keep existing 
customers? 

As previously discussed, Electro One is focusing their selling efforts on the two business 
areas called measurement and medical. Therefore, these two areas represent Electro One's 
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selling when it comes to complex products. The reason for dividing our presentation of data 
between these two business areas is that Electro One's selling efforts differ quite substantially 
between the two areas. 

The Measurement Business Area 

In selling their most complex product, Electro One is trying to be "out there", according to the 
CEO. This is because this is a new type of product and they are trying to "claim a territory" 
before competitors develop the same type of products. The CEO claims that they are presently 
the only company offering this type of solution. In order to "claim a territory" they are trying 
to contact existing customers and give them ideas on how to use their products. Contacts with 
existing customers might also include taking them out for lunch or dinner. The individuals 
involved in contacting existing customers are the CEO, the large owner and board member, 
and the two salespeople. When Electro One is out meeting with their customers, customers 
sometimes express their wish to change the function of the product according to their specific 
needs. In these cases, the development manager also becomes involved, since he is the one 
responsible for developing the product, and it can also mean that programmers from the 
development department become involved. Electro One has also been trying to find new uses 
for their most complex product and tried to make an assessment of the potential volumes with 
some specific customers. Other activities in selling this complex product are aimed towards 
consultants, who sometimes recommend the products to the end customers. 

According to the CEO and internal documents at Electro One, they are trying to follow the 
same process as when selling to new customers (Figure 5.9). 

For existing customers, Electro One also uses both general efforts in the form of advertising, 
web pages, and trade fairs and what they refer to as prioritized contacts according to plan, in 
order to generate questions and inquiries from existing customers. In their priority of existing 
customers, they divide the market into seven segments, where the potential sales for each 
customer are one of the determinants for classification of the customer. In order to further 
characterize each segment, Electro One also describes the discount for each segment, 
application of the product in each segment, and finally what the competition is like in each 
segment. From this segmentation, Electro One then prioritizes which specific customers to 
contact. 

When it comes to questions and inquiries, the same patterns are mainly followed as when 
selling to new customers. However, in the case of existing customers, the customers 
sometimes contact the development manager or somebody else at the development 
department directly in order to discuss product changes. The development manager says that 
if they are working with a development project, for example, they may initiate a contact with 
an existing customer themselves in order to test new ideas. Electro One tries to avoid contacts 
between the existing customer and individuals other than salespeople. 

In order to evaluate customers, Electro One uses the same criteria for both new and existing 
customers. The individuals involved in the evaluation are the same as when selling to new 
customers. 

The activities performed in the rest of the process (Figure 5.9) are basically the same for both 
new and existing customers and will therefore not be repeated here. 
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The Medical Business Area 

When it comes to the medical business area, it is the production/purchasing (PP) manager and 
development manager who mainly are in contact with their retailer, while the CEO is also 
involved in price negotiations that occur once a year with this retailer. When it comes to 
calculating prices, the CEO and the PP are involved. If there is any form of development 
project, the CEO also discusses the matter with the development manager. In the medical 
business area, Electro One does not have direct a lot of sales effort towards their retailer and 
none of their salespeople are involved with this customer. This customer is mainly taken care 
of by the PP and the development manager. What sometimes happens is that the retailer might 
call the development manager to discuss a future product and approximately how much the 
product will cost to manufacture. After an initiative like this, the PP, the development 
manager and the CEO will sit down together and calculate the cost of developing a product in 
accordance with the customer's wishes and how much it will cost to manufacture such a 
product. The calculated price will then be given to the customer. Electro One has an 
agreement with their retailer in the medical business area to store the products for them. 
According to the CEO, selling in this business area is very much a matter of taking care of the 
customer, being able to deliver good products, and listening to the customer. For this 
customer, besides the development manager, other people from that department are involved. 
One person working in the development department is mainly responsible for serving this 
particular customer, and he is often in contact with this customer. Last year, the development 
manager visited several countries together with a contact person from this retailer to help 
present new products to the end customers abroad. When the development manager makes 
this type of trip, the retailer assumes his own costs for traveling and expenses. Another 
activity that Electro One performs towards their retailer in the medical business area is 
training end customers' service people. Training these people is the task of both the 
development manager and the PP, where the objective is to teach them how to perform 
service themselves. Another purpose of training service people is to create a relation between 
the end customers and people at Electro One, so that the end customers have someone that 
they can discuss problems with. For the products in the medical business area, Electro One 
tries to be in close contact with their large retailer. In order to stay in close contact with the 
retailer, Electro One stores the products for this customer. Electro One delivers every two 
weeks to this retailer, and the amount varies depending on how many orders the retailer has 
from the end customers. 

Electro One tries to have their customers to visit them in order to discuss technical problems, 
for example. During these visits, they might also take the customer out for lunch or dinner. 
For Electro One, having this retailer visit them as often as they would like is problematic, 
since it entails travel costs. For the same amount of money, this customer can travel to end 
customers in other countries and perhaps increase sales, instead of visiting Electro One. 
Sometimes they travel half way each in order to discuss problems and possible improvements. 
When meeting with customers, the individuals involved are the CEO, people from the 
development department and people from the production/purchasing department. For 
example, when an end customer in the medical business area purchases a new product from 
the retailer, individuals from the production department at Electro One might be sent to the 
end customer to start up the new product and to train the end customer's employees to operate 
the product. According to the CEO, this is something that is common for a lot of products, not 
only medical products. When visiting end customers, the company also tries to determine if 
anything else can be done, or if complementary products can be sold, for example. 
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After Electro One has delivered an order, activities involve technical support and adaptation 
of the product, according to the development manager. He continues by stating that the more 
complex the products are, the more they are involved in technical support. When it comes to 
these activities, the customer usually decides which individual from Electro One they want to 
be in contact with. Technical support most often involves responding to telephone inquiries, 
though it is sometimes necessary to visit the customer. The company also engages in customer 
training, which can take place both at the premises of the customer or at Electro One. The 
development department performs training, if it is of a more technical nature. When the 
training concerns common functions, it may be done by the salesperson. 

For every product Electro One develops and manufactures, every step of the manufacturing 
process is documented, which is something that they do in all business areas. 

Standardized Products to New Customers 

When it comes to the energy business area, with products classified as standardized products, 
Electro One does not perform many activities in relation to new customers. Previously, they 
have tried to develop new customers in this area, but their experience is that it has not been 
worth the money invested. Many of the products in this area are consumer products, and 
according to the CEO, the consumer segment has been very expensive to target. Sales efforts 
in this business area are focused instead on maintaining existing customers. 

Routine Selling Task (Selling Standardized Products to Existing Customers) 

When it comes to the energy business area, Electro One tries to work in a close relationship 
with one of their major customer's (retailer) in order to listen and learn about this customer's 
needs and wants. Electro One might take the customer out for lunch or dinner. For example, 
the CEO and one of the salespeople visited one of these customers in order to determine 
whether there was room for improvement or if there was something that this particular 
customer wanted to change. Another purpose is to find out more about the customer's plans 
for their future and if they will have any needs that Electro One might be able to help them 
with. One of the development engineers does the design work for the major customers in this 
business area. What often happens is that the individual responsible for the customer's 
development phones the development engineer at Electro One and discusses what it is they 
wish to change in the product. These two will then discuss and formulate specifications that 
need to be changed, after which the engineer will be able to calculate and present a price to 
the customer. 

Selling in this situation is about advertising and developing information material as a way to 
support the retailers. These activities can also be about helping the retailers with information 
towards the end customers. In selling these products, the CEO, one of the salespeople, the PP, 
and some of the individuals in the development department are all involved in relations with 
installation people at the retailers. For example, electrical installation firms used by Electro 
One might ask the development department how to install the product in some specific 
environment. Electro One has also been engaged in training a retailer's personnel in selling. 
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5.4.3 Summary of Case Study Three 

Electro One, a small company in the electronics industry, represents the third case in our 
study. The company is pursuing four business areas, of which three are investigated in this 
study. These areas are energy, medical, and measurement. Electro One's geographical market 
is Sweden. In the energy business area, the company sells both through retailers and directly 
to other customers. In the medical area, the company has one large customer (retailer) and in 
the measurement business area,  Engi  Two sells both through retailers and directly to end 
customers. 

Selling in Electro One is performed in the selling situations called new selling task, modified 
selling task and routine selling task. A new selling task in Electro One is seen in cases where 
the company sells products in the measurement area to new customers (in the medical area the 
company does not sell to new customers at all). A modified selling task occurs where the 
company is selling products in the areas medical and measurement to existing customers, or 
products in the energy area to new customers. Finally, a routine selling task in Electro One is 
discerned when the company is selling energy products to existing customers. 

In the selling situation called new selling task, inquiries are usually directed to salespeople. 
Electro One tries to direct inquiries from new customers through salespeople. Furthermore, 
the company tries to evaluate potential customers, typically involving the salespeople and the 
CEO. If an inquiry is more complex, the development manager or the production/purchasing 
manager (PP) also become involved. After selling to a new customer, the development 
department usually becomes involved in training the customer about the product and how to 
install it. 

In the modified selling task, when the company is selling products in the measurement area, 
Electro One tries to contact existing customers in order to give them ideas about how the 
products can be used. The CEO, principal owner (who is also a board member) and the 
salespeople usually handle these contacts. When it comes to existing customers, customers 
frequently contact somebody at the development department directly, instead of contacting 
one of the salespeople. In the medical business area, it is the PP and the development manager 
who are mainly in contact with their only customer (retailer). When it comes to the annual 
price negotiations with this particular customer, it is the CEO who is involved. In the medical 
area, the development manager or the PP visit end customers together with the retailer. When 
it comes to potential customers in the energy area, Electro One does not perform many 
activities at all. 

Finally, in a routine selling task in the energy area, Electro One focuses on their relationship 
with one of their major customers (retailer) when selling their products. Other activities 
involve supporting retailers by providing them with information materials and sometimes also 
training the retailers. 

5.5 	Case Study Four — Selling in Electro Two 

A medium-sized company in the electronics industry is representing the fourth case in this 
study. The information in this case was collected through six personal interviews and internal 
documents from Electro Two. The interviews were conducted with the managing director, the 
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marketing manager, the technical manager, the quality manager, the purchasing manager and 
one of the order planners. 

5.5.1 Background Information 

Electro Two was founded in 1973 and has been wholly owned by an investment company 
since the late 1980s. Electro Two is operating in the area of contractual manufacturing of 
electronics-based products, which means that they do not have any of their own products. 
Electro Two's vision is to be able to improve their own and their customers' competitiveness 
through effective logistics, modern production technology and reliable production. 

In 1998, Electro Two had a turnover of approximately  SEK  170 million, including a business 
area called "own products", which was winded up the same year. In both 1999 and 2000, 
turnover was approximately  SEK  190 million. According to internal documents, the number 
of people employed during 2000 was 186. 

Products 

Electro Two is currently pursuing one business area, which is called contractual 
manufacturing of electronic based products. All products manufactured and sold are adapted 
according to customer specifications and Electro Two is starting their part of the work mainly 
after that the customer already has constructed the product. Previously, Electro Two has not 
been offering their customers construction services, which is about to change. Since Electro 
Two more and more has become involved in construction issues together with customers, they 
are now starting to offer also construction services to their customers. 

Sixty percent of the products manufactured by Electro Two are end products and 40 percent 
are printed circuits used by the customers in their products. Electro Two knows little about 
customers' finished products. When it comes to the end products, most of the materials used 
in these products are purchased by Electro Two from suppliers. As for the suppliers that 
Electro Two cooperates with, the MD prefers to talk about co-suppliers instead of sub-
suppliers, due to their mutual dependency and close cooperation. Examples of products they 
manufacture are mobile fax machines, conference telephones, printed circuit cards, safety 
alarms, components used in fork lifts, portable PCs, etc. The prices of these products vary in 
range from a few Swedish kronor to tens of thousands. 

Markets 

Electro Two operates on the Swedish market, meaning that the customers Electro Two are 
sells to and signs deals with are always located in Sweden. However, some of the customers 
use their products in other countries; therefore, Electro Two sometimes delivers sold products 
abroad directly to where they are to be used. The company sells to a total of approximately 30 
customers, 10 of which account for about 90% of sales. Electro Two has divided their 
customers into three almost equally large segments. The telecom segment accounts for 34% 
of their annual turnover, the industrial segment 31%, and the security/alarm segment accounts 
for 35 %. 

Electro Two divides its competitors into three classes. First there are competitors with a 
revenue significantly exceeding one billion  SEK;  secondly, competitors with a revenue of 
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approximately one billion  SEK,  and finally what the MD refers to as the  C-teams,  with sales 
in the range  SEK  50 to 300 million. According to the MD, five of the largest competitors have 
been established in Sweden during the last three years, which has drastically changed the 
market for contractual manufacturing of electronics-based products in Sweden. 

Organization 

The formal organization in Electro Two can be described as a functional structure (Figure 
5.10). 

Figure 5.10 Electro Two's Organizational Chart 
Source: Internal Documents from Electro Two, 2001 

Aside from the role of managing director (MD), the MD is also responsible for some of the 
company's customers and as such also a part of the functions performed by the marketing 
depaitment. Including the MD, five people perform the tasks of the marketing department. 
These responsibilities are marketing management, market communication, key accounts, sales 
and quotations. Marketing management responsibilities are about marketing planning, sales 
budgets, and business development. Market communication includes sales materials, trade 
fairs, advertising, etc. Key accounts include responsibilities for important customers, which at 
present are two major companies. One of these large customers is the responsibility of the 
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MD and the other large customer is the responsibility of the marketing manager. Key account 
responsibilities include both selling of existing products as well as selling new products to the 
same customer. Electro Two's sales operations are divided into two geographical regions in 
Sweden, south and north, where one salesperson is responsible for each region. Each 
salesperson is responsible for existing and potential customers in their respective region with 
the exception of a number of defined customers who are the responsibility of the MD and the 
marketing manager. Quotations concern pricing of existing products to existing customers and 
writing offers for new products to existing customers. 

Production is partly organized in eleven production groups, called self-managing groups and 
production with foremen. Self-managing groups are formed to serve one to three specific 
customers and these groups are responsible for "their" customers and will follow these 
customers through the entire production process. This means that if the production process 
requires equipment available only outside of the self-managed group (still within Electro 
Two), it is individuals from the responsible self-managed group that perform the necessary 
operations, utilizing equipment from other groups. Each self-managed group is physically 
located together in the production plant and the members of the groups manage their 
operation jointly. The other type pf production group, so-called production with foremen, is 
supervised by a group leader. For each production group, Electro Two monitors monthly 
income. Five so-called order planners, who are each responsible for approximately 5-6 
customers, plan the production in Electro Two. These order planners work with orders for 
customers with whom Electro Two already has agreements. 

The board of Electro Two consists of five people. The chairman and one other board member 
are representing the owner. Other members of the board are the MD, and two people 
representing the employees. 

Competitive Advantages 

The MD in Electro Two claims that the costs for manufacturing the products in this industry 
are basically the same all over the world. Instead, Electro Two has to compete with something 
other than price. According to the MD, Electro Two's most important competitive advantage 
is what he refers to as their business system. The business system is computerized and 
contains a quality system, follow-up system, administrative system, and so on. In detail, this 
means that they continuously follow up each product with for example error statistics and 
delivery accuracy. They are also continuously measuring customer attitudes as a way of 
monitoring customer relations. It is extremely important that this internal business system is 
updated and available to everybody in the organization. According to the MD, this is what can 
enable Electro Two to develop trust with their customers and thereby give the company a 
competitive advantage. The marketing manager claims that the main strengths of Electro Two 
are commitment from their personnel, strong ownership, a skillful technical department and 
flexibility, which makes the company easy to deal with for the customer. The order planner 
feels that Electro Two's experience and trust on the market are great advantages. 

Electro Two is certified according to ISO 14000, which according to the MD is very 
important in marketing the company to potential customers. 
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5.5.2 Data Regarding the Research Questions 

As previously mentioned, the company does not have any of its own products. Instead, all 
products manufactured by Electro Two are products developed for specific customers and 
therefore to be classified as complex, according to the company. In Electro Two, we therefore 
see a new selling task in cases where the company is selling to new customers and a modified 
selling task when they are selling to existing customers. 

Modified Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to New Customers) 

It is also possible to picture Electro Two's views on how selling to new customers is 
performed from internal documents and personal interviews (Figure 5.11). 

New customer 
selling 

Project Phase 

Administration 

Figure 5.11 Selling to New Customers 
Source: Internal Documents and Interviews in Electro Two, 2001 

The first phase means that the marketing department is responsible for bringing in orders 
from new customers. According to the MD, the salesperson's task is to be "a falcon" and find 
new customers and projects. 

A lot of Electro Two's sales efforts are invested in personal visits. During 2001, the objective 
was to visit 250 potential customers. The MD claims that trade fairs are used to select and to 
come in contact with potential customers. Other sources for finding leads can be their own 
purchasing department, which can sometimes provide the marketing department with tips. 
However, selling can also involve more general marketing activities, such as advertising, that 
also can generate inquiries to some extent. 

It is the salespeople at the marketing department, together with the MD, who are responsible 
for qualifying a potential customer. When qualifying a potential customer, Electro Two 
considers their solidity and how well the potential customer fits with what Electro Two can 
offer. A rule of thumb is that each potential customer should generate revenue of at least  SEK  
4 million within three years. Furthermore, no customer should account for less than 1% of 
Electro Two's total sales. The marketing manager notes that it is important for Electro Two to 
be able to also exclude customers who do not meet with these requirements. After they have 
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found and selected interesting potential customers, they use personal visits where they 
normally meet with a purchaser or the purchasing manager. According to the marketing 
manager, it is difficult to meet with other individuals, due to lack of contacts at this stage. 
Initially, Electro Two uses overheads to present and describe how the company works. A lot 
of these initial contacts are about showing the potential customer how Electro Two can handle 
deviations, and basically what their business system looks like. In convincing the customer, 
they might also show the level of qualification among staff at Electro Two, as well as their 
quality certificates, which the MD considers to be very important. Furthermore, the MD 
claims that it is important to be able to communicate what Electro Two stands for. It is 
important to develop trust with the customer, so that they know that, when trouble occurs, 
they will not be left alone and that Electro Two also has the ability to solve problems. Besides 
the salespeople, the MD, and sometimes the technical manager and the quality manager also 
are involved in visiting potential customers. Meeting with a potential customer does not 
always take place at the customer's premises. Sometimes, potential customers visit Electro 
Two. During these visits, the potential customer usually meets with the MD, the purchasing 
manager, the quality manager, the production manager, the technical manager and 
salespeople. When the customer visits Electro Two, they usually have a purchaser and some 
technicians with them, but the customer's quality people may also be involved. Normally, the 
marketing department and the responsible salespeople manage customer visits during the first 
phase, and they judge which additional individuals from Electro Two should be involved in 
meetings with the customer. 

After meeting a potential customer, Electro Two also has internal meetings to discuss the list 
of customers they already have visited. This results in many of the potential customers being 
excluded, since they have been judged to be of little interest for Electro Two. The reasons for 
excluding a potential customer may depend on information gathered from the news media, 
tips from the purchasing department, information from meetings with customers at trade fairs, 
and so on. 

Another aspect of qualifying a potential customer is when the company is discussing and 
judging whether or not Electro Two should produce the product requested by a potential 
customer. For this purpose, Electro Two uses a so-called "offer council". This council is made 
up by the salesperson responsible for the specific customer, the purchasing manager and the 
technical manager. 

In order for the salesperson to develop a formal offer for presentation to a new customer, they 
involve a component engineer and a test engineer from technique department. The formal 
offer is more important and developed when it comes to a new customer than compared to 
when selling to existing customers. At some point when contacts have developed, 
negotiations occur between the potential customer and Electro Two. The salespeople usually 
handle these negotiations and when it comes to large potential customers, the MD is also 
involved. According to the marketing manager, Electro Two does not involve lawyers in these 
negotiations. Usually, it is one of the salespeople who has the responsible for a new customer 
during the first phase. However, the marketing manager himself is sometimes responsible for 
a new customer. 

When the first phase is over, the order is handed over to the engineering department in the 
second phase, when a project manager is appointed for each specific product, which means 
that it is the project manager rather than the technical manager who is involved in the project 
from now on. The project manager's task is to coordinate contacts between the customer and 
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Electro Two in this phase. He is also responsible for answering all questions that need to be 
addressed before a product finally goes into production in the third phase. The project 
manager is responsible for developing the product from the specifications sold by the 
salespeople until the product is ready for production. In the second phase, he must also 
specify which products and materials are to be included in the final product, make sure that 
necessary drawings are developed, and determine how the product should be tested. The 
purchasing and production departments also become involved in this phase. The purchasing 
department is involved in selecting suppliers and negotiating prices for the necessary 
materials and components, i.e., establishing terms with each specific supplier. The purchasing 
manager claims that the purchaser involved in a specific product might suggest changes to the 
project manager. According to the marketing manager, the role of the purchasing department 
increases in importance where large customers are concerned, i.e., where the volumes that 
needs to be purchased increases. Purchasing activities are considered to be very important 
sales activities in Electro Two, due to the fact that a large part of their end products are 
purchased externally, according to the MD. Another reason is that electronic components are 
bought from a regular market and a so-called spot market. On the regular market, the prices 
are low, but delivery times are relatively long compared to the spot market. This means that 
well-planned purchasing activities are crucial in this industry, according to the purchasing 
manager. From the production department, it is the order planner who is involved, monitoring 
what happens in this phase from a production perspective. A distinction between the 
responsibilities of the salesperson and the project manager in this phase is that the salesperson 
is responsible for the customer, while the project manager is responsible for a specific 
product. During this phase, there are usually several meetings between the engineering 
department at both Electro Two and the customer. When all parties involved in phase two 
consider themselves to be ready, it is the task of the salesperson to compile and summarize the 
result of the work in phase two and to show what implications that work has for the 
previously signed agreement. As a result of phase two, additional negotiations might occur, 
which might lead to changes in previous agreements. The second phase ends when the basis 
for production is developed and the first test delivery is made and approved. After this phase, 
the task of the project manager is over and the project manager is no longer a part of the 
project. 

The actual manufacturing of products is performed in the third phase, called administration. 
Here, the product is manufactured, tested and distributed to the new customer. In this phase 
the product is handed over to a production group who will take care of the production. For 
each customer, Electro Two designates a production group consisting of an order planner and 
a production technician, whose daily behavior is very important for the relations to the 
customer. Informally, a test engineer, who sometimes handles product tests, is also involved 
in this phase. Normally, it is the order planner who handles day-to-day contacts with the 
customer, and if there are any problems, it is the order planner who handles them. Customer 
complaints are also handled in the third phase. In the production department, Electro Two has 
an administrator who handles complaints administratively. Each production group judges 
what is to be done about the complaints. However, where complaints are concerned, it is 
usually the order planner who handles the communication with the customer. 

If anything happens in the administration phase that might eventually lead to product changes, 
the engineering department handles those changes. 

When it comes to external individuals involved in sales activities, they might be some of the 
company's sub-suppliers and sub-supplier personnel who are responsible for customer 
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contacts. Since purchasing activities are considered to be important selling activities, it is 
natural that these sub-suppliers get involved in the selling activities performed by Electro 
Two. Other external individuals involved may be existing customers and their personnel who 
are in contact with Electro Two. These customers, who might in turn be customers to another 
of Electro Two's potential customers, might then be a good reference for Electro Two. 

Through all phases, it is the salespeople who have the commercial responsibility for a 
customer, despite the fact that other departments are more involved during phases two and 
three. The salespeople can be considered project managers for offers in Electro Two, which 
contain activities that occurs rather often in both the first and second phases (Figure 5.11). 
According to he marketing manager, most often, what they deliver at the end is something 
different from what they agreed upon in the first phase. These changes in specifications lead 
to negotiations where the responsible salesperson is involved in additional commercial 
discussions. According to the marketing manager, this is a rather difficult situation, since the 
salesperson might have been disconnected from that specific customer during the project 
phase, and suddenly he is expected to participate in new commercial discussions. Usually, a 
lot of commercial questions remain to be dealt with during the project phase; for example, 
delivery issues, price issues, and so on. The salesperson has the authority to sign offers. 
However, the calculations underlying the offers have to be approved by the MD or the 
marketing manager. 

An agreement between Electro Two and a new customer is usually valid for one to two years, 
after which the agreement is extended if both parties are satisfied. The time perspective when 
selling to a potential customer, from the first contact to signing an agreement, might be 
approximately one year. 

Modified Selling Task (Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers) 

From internal documents and personal interviews, Electro Two's view of how selling to 
existing customers is performed is represented in (Figure 5.12). 

New product 
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Figure 5.12 Selling to Existing Customers 
Source: Internal Documents and Interviews in Electro Two, 2001 
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In the first phase, the marketing department is responsible for the selling of new products to 
existing customers. According to the MD, personal visits to existing customers are very 
important for Electro Two. The goal is to increase sales to the existing customers and to visit 
100 existing customer per year. The marketing manager claims that additional sales are the 
responsibility of each salesperson responsible for a customer. In order to achieve additional 
sales, it is important to have information about the customer and what is happening in the 
customer's sphere of activity. Electro Two needs to have a presence within the customer 
company, according to the marketing manager. As one way to stay meet and maintain contact 
with existing customers, Electro Two is continuously working with different projects to 
improve the efficiency of their own operations. Since these projects often naturally involve 
the customer, they also give Electro Two a good reason to meet their customers; which gives 
them further opportunities for selling new products. 

When visiting an existing customer, who they meet with depends on the size of the customer. 
If a customer represents a large organization, Electro Two is usually in contact with 
purchasers and purchasing managers responsible for signing deals with their suppliers. When 
the customer represents a smaller organization, in addition to the purchasers, they are often in 
contact with a designer, and sometimes also the customer's managing director. Electro Two's 
meetings with the customers are held both at the customer's premises and at Electro Two. In 
addition to the salespeople, the MD, quality manager and technical manager are also involved 
in these meetings with the existing customers. In these meetings, the technical manager plays 
a very important role when it comes to selling a new product, due to the product specifications 
that must be developed. According to the MD, an existing customer with whom they have the 
right relations will automatically direct their request to Electro Two whenever they are 
looking to purchase a new product. 

When selling a new product to an existing customer, Electro Two debates whether the 
company should engage in the new product and submit an offer. In order to make this 
evaluation, the salesperson responsible for that customer will summon the purchasing 
manager and the technical manager to a so-called "offer council". If the product is approved, 
this phase normally proceeds with the development of an offer. 
When developing an offer for a new product, several individuals are involved. The 
salesperson involves a component engineer, a test engineer from the engineering department 
and a production technician from the production department. The role of the component 
engineer is to specify necessary components, the test engineer will help to calculate the costs 
for testing, which is a very important part of producing electronic-based products, and the 
production technician will help to specify production times for the requested product. In 
addition, a purchaser from the purchasing department is also involved in selecting suppliers 
and negotiating prices and delivery times for materials and components included in the offer. 

The first phase usually ends with some kind of formal agreement with the customer. These 
agreements can vary greatly between different projects. Sometimes the agreements are rather 
complete and cover most of what needs to be agreed upon. Sometimes, the agreements only 
regulate a specific number of products to start with, in order for Electro Two to be able to start 
purchasing components. According to the marketing manager, this is necessary, due to long 
supplier lead times in this industry, which makes purchasing crucial. 

When the first phase is over and an agreement is reached, the order is handed over in phase 
Iwo to the engineering department, where a project manager is appointed for each specific 
order. The project manager is then responsible for developing the order to the point where the 
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specific product is ready to produce. The second phase when selling to existing customers 
looks very much like the second phase when selling to new customers. The salesperson is 
often involved in developing the offer whenever necessary, and the production and purchasing 
department are also involved in the same way as when selling to new customers. Similar to 
when Electro Two is selling to new customers, the second phase involves several meetings 
between the engineering departments both at Electro Two and their new customer. When 
selling to existing customers, this phase will sometimes also result in additional negotiations 
and changes in previous agreements. 

Production is performed in the third phase, referred to as the administration phase. As for new 
customers, the products are manufactured, tested and distributed to the customer in this phase. 
The third phase is also similar to the third phase when selling to new customers. The order 
planner says that when a product for an existing customer is entering the administration phase, 
it is important to create an interface between Electro Two and the customer. This is something 
that is done step-by-step as the customer relationship develops. When it comes to customer 
complaints, they are usually handled in the same way for both existing and new customers. 

When an existing customer is purchasing additional previously delivered products, that 
specific order only involves the third phase. The formal order is sent directly to the order 
planner at the production department. The salespeople from the marketing department are 
rarely involved in this kind of order. Only if there are issues concerning price do the 
salespeople get involved, and it is usually the order planner who contacts the salesperson if 
price changes need to be made. After the order planner has received an additional order, he 
files the order in Electro Two's computer system. After that, the order planner analyzes the 
need for material for this specific order. The planner is also the individual who actually orders 
the materials from the suppliers. Once the planner knows which materials to use, he will then 
send an order acknowledgement to the customer and inform the customer about delivery 
times, etc. Then, the specific order is ready to produce, after which it will be delivered. 
Finally, orders sometimes also require service, which is something that also is handled in the 
third phase. When it comes to additional orders handled solely in the third phase, it is the 
order planner who has the main responsibility. 
In the third phase, Electro Two is also engaged in meetings with the customer for the purpose 
of developing their own efficiency and performance. In addition to the individuals involved in 
the first phase, the MD and people from the marketing department, the customer in this phase 
also meets with employees from one of the eleven production groups. On one occasion, one of 
these production groups visited the customer. The purpose of this visit was to create a better 
understanding of the customer and their requirements among the individuals working in that 
production group. 

According to the marketing manager, with large customers, Electro Two performs internal 
product briefings continuously. Each quarter, they also perform quality briefings together with 
the customer, where they follow up statistics over what has happened during the previous 
quarter, for example test results. These meetings are held alternately at Electro Two and the 
customer's location. In this third phase, as in the first phase, they also perform customer 
meetings where they try to find out how they can make their operations more efficient and 
how much savings both Electro Two and their customer can make. According to the 
marketing manager, it is usually the quality manager, the responsible salesperson (who is 
sometimes the MD) and the order planner who are involved in these meetings. When the 
customer visits Electro Two, they usually also meet with the personnel in the appointed 
production group. 
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According to the order planner, they sometimes also have an informal role as coordinator 
between different functions within the customer company. Often, the planner knows best what 
is going on within some of the customer's departments due to the fact that he is in frequent 
contact with people in these departments. 

When selling to existing customers, the salespeople from the marketing department also have 
the commercial responsibility through all phases. 

5.5.3 Summary of Case Study Four 

A medium-sized company, Electro Two, represents the fourth case in our study. Electro Two 
performs contractual manufacturing of products in the electronics industry, and all of their 
products are adapted to each customer's specifications. The company only operates on the 
Swedish market, selling directly to the customers. 

The products Electro Two manufactures are all to be considered complex. Consequently, the 
company is performing selling in two of the selling situations; namely, new selling task and 
modified selling task. A new selling task is seen in Electro two in cases where the company is 
selling to new customers and a modified selling task is discerned when they are selling to 
existing customers. 

In the new selling task, it is the marketing department that is responsible for finding new 
customers. In addition, this department also has the commercial responsibility for each 
customer. The salespeople and MD are responsible for qualifying new customers. After the 
first phase is complete, the order is handed over to the engineering department, where a 
project manager coordinates contacts between Electro Two and the potential customer. In the 
third phase, the product is finally manufactured and delivered. In this phase, the order planner 
has the daily contact with the customer. 

In a modified selling task, the marketing department is responsible for selling new products to 
existing customers. Even in this situation, the marketing department has the commercial 
responsibility for each customer. Instead of qualifying the customer, Electro Two is in this 
situation involved in qualifying a new product in the first phase. In the second phase, the 
order is handed over to the engineering department and a project manager. Manufacturing and 
delivering are performed in the third phase, as in the case of the new selling task. 
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6. ANALYSIS 

This chapter is structured such that we will start by analyzing our empirical data at the sub-
unit level (Figure 6.1), then at the main-unit level (Figure 6.2). 

Figure 61 Analysis at the Sub-unit Level 

For each of the three research questions (i.e., sub-units), we will analyze the empirical data 
against our conceptual framework (within-case analysis), divided according to new selling 
task, modified selling task, and routine selling task. The cross-case analysis contains a 
comparison of the four cases, the engineering versus the electronics industry, and the small 
versus medium-sized companies. 

As in the analysis at the sub-unit levels, we will perform a within-case analysis followed by a 
cross-case analysis at the main-unit level (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2 Analysis at the Main-unit Level 

6.1 	Analysis at the Sub-unit Level 

As previously discussed, the analysis at the sub-unit level is divided into three subsections, 
corresponding to our research questions. In Section 6.1.1, we will first perform a within-case 
analysis of the selling activities performed in case one  (Engi  One). Secondly, we will make a 
within-case analysis of the selling activities performed in case two  (Engi  Two), case three 
(Electro One), and case four (Electro Two). Finally, we will perform a cross-case analysis of 
the selling activities at the end of 6.1.1. Following the same structure, we will then analyze 
the individual(s) involved in selling activities in Section 6.1.2 and selling process(es) in 
Section 6.1.3. 

6.1.1 Selling Activities 

6.1.1.1 Within-case Analysis 

When it comes to selling activities, our conceptual framework used for the within-case 
analysis is built upon the ten groups of selling activities suggested by Moncrief (1986b). 
These ten groups of activities are: 

• Selling function 
• Working with orders 
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• Servicing the product 
• Information management 
• Servicing the account 
• Conferences/meetings 
• Training/recruiting 
• Entertaining 
• Out-of-town travel 
• Working with distributors 

Before starting the analysis of selling activities, we would like to clarify a possible 
misunderstand concerning the group of activities called training/recruiting. In the empirical 
presentation of the four cases we have, several times, used the term training in order to 
describe the situation when the studied companies trains customers. These training activities 
are not to be confused with the training/recruiting activities in our conceptual framework, 
dealing with salespeople and trainees. 

CASE ONE —Engi One 

A small company with 22 employees, operating in the engineering industry, represents the 
first case in our study.  Engi  One is performing selling tasks in all three selling situations 
included in our conceptual framework in Figure 3.1. The analysis of this case will therefore 
be divided into new selling task, modified selling task and routine selling task. 

New Selling Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Our conceptual framework contains several groups of selling activities in which we could not 
find any matching activities performed by  Engi  One. These groups are: servicing the product, 
servicing the account, training/recruiting and working with distributors. 

When it comes to the group called selling function,  Engi  One invites potential customers in 
order to show them how they work and what they can do, and they also take them to visit 
some of the potential sub-suppliers.  Engi  One also works with activities related to qualifying 
the customer. After a bid has been made,  Engi  One is sometimes involved in discussing prices 
and overcoming objections. Working with orders is another type of activity that  Engi  One is 
involved in when they are expediting an order, for example. Activities related to the group 
called information management may include, for example, using their website to help inform 
potential customers. Activities related to conferences/meetings are performed when  Engi  One 
gets a large inquiry from a potential customer and they sit down together in an internal sales 
meeting to discuss the inquiry. Entertaining is another group of activities performed by  Engi  
One. The activities they perform in this group include meeting with a potential customer, 
rather informally, for the purpose of socializing and getting to know each other.  Engi  One 
claims that this is the best way to quickly form a relationship where the right types of 
questions can be put forward. In order to find potential customers,  Engi  One also performs 
activities from the group called out-of-town travel. These activities involve visits to both their 
suppliers and other unknown companies in order to find new customers. 
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Modified SeHinz Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

As in the empirical presentation in Chapter 5, the analysis of the situation called modified 
selling task will be divided into two sections. First, we will analyze the situation where  Engi  
One is selling complex products to existing customers and then standardized products to new 
customers. 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

In this situation our conceptual framework also contains several groups of selling activities, 
where we could not find selling activities matching the definitions. These groups are: 
servicing the product, conferences/meetings, training/recruiting and working with 
distributors.  

Engi  One tries to emphasize the dialogue or relation they have developed with their main 
customer, resulting in a situation where bids are not an issue. Instead, the customer trusts  Engi  
One and the prices they are asking. This means that selling activities related to the group 
called selling function are focused on overcoming objections about, for example, product 
changes rather than the traditional negotiations about prices and contracts. Selling function 
activities in  Engi  One are more focused on the cooperation between two organizations than on 
convincing the customer to buy. This is also illustrated by a statement by one of the 
respondents in  Engi  One, who said, "What is good for the customer is also good for  Engi  
One". Working with orders is another group of activities  Engi  One is engaged in. For 
example, when a customer places an order, they normally attach a drawing.  Engi  One then 
analyzes the drawing and if they find errors in the drawing, they will send a divergence report 
to the customer. The customer or  Engi  One sometimes initiates changes to an ordered product, 
which will then require some changes in drawings, etc. In addition to the activities discussed 
by Moncrief (1986b), working with orders in  Engi  One can therefore also be about actual 
product changes or modifications.  Engi  One is definitely performing activities related to the 
group called information management. One example is when the company is visiting their 
main customer for the purpose of discussing what is good and what needs to be improved in 
their relationship. Activities belonging to servicing the account are, for example, storing of 
finished products and just-in-time deliveries, where  Engi  One's products are already destined 
for specific orders. Note that this is not exactly in line with Moncrief s (1986b) description of 
these types of activities, which are typically performed at the customer's location. However, 
we find that these activities performed by  Engi  One are so strongly related to servicing their 
existing customer that we still believe the activities belong to this group. In addition, we have 
found activities related to pricing that we would also like to include in servicing the account.  
Engi  One claims that, when necessary, they unilaterally adjust prices towards their main 
customer. Normally,  Engi  One has the "mandate" to change the prices both upward and 
downward without discussing with this customer. Selling activities belonging to entertaining 
are, for example, when  Engi  One invites their customers to lunch or coffee in order just to talk 
and socialize. Finally,  Engi  One regularly visits their main customer, an activity belonging to 
the group called out-of-town travel. 

When analyzing selling activities performed by  Engi  One, we have found some activities that 
do not fit any of the ten groups of activities suggested by Moncrief (1986b). These activities 
are related to purchasing and seem to be very important activities directed towards their main 
customer. A lot of  Engi  One's efforts towards the main customer are about finding sub- 
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suppliers and actually also helping their customer to outsource parts of their production to an 
eastern country. For this customer,  Engi  One assumes the role of a "consultant" with the task 
of helping them find more efficient suppliers and sources of production.  Engi  One performs 
activities that will fundamentally change their customer's operations. The reason for not 
classifying these activities as servicing the account is that the activities described above are 
more "offensive" as compared to selling activities that are rather "passively" intended for 
servicing an account. Instead of servicing the account, we therefore believe a more suitable 
term for these types of selling activities might be developing the account. 

Selling standardized products to new customers 

In this situation our conceptual framework also contains several groups of selling activities 
where we could not find any matching selling activities. These groups are: servicing the 
product, servicing the account, training/recruiting and out-of-town travel. 

The CEO has the task of mapping potential customers, qualifying the potential customer and 
to deciding how these potential customers should be approached. Other activities related to 
this group are customer visits, during which  Engi  One presents the company and how they 
work. These are all activities belonging to the selling function. Of course,  Engi  One is also 
working with orders in different ways; for example, registering and confirming a received 
order. After that, they then deliver the product and follow up the order, meaning that they 
check with the customer to see if everything is satisfactory. Information management 
activities include, for example, providing potential customers with product sheets, technical 
descriptions, price lists, and so on. The company's website is used as a means of informing 
potential customers about the company and what they do. Conferences/meetings is a type of 
activities found in  Engi  One when they are engaged in internal sales meetings about potential 
customers.  Engi  One also uses entertaining activities; for example, they might take a potential 
customer out for lunch. The light masts are sold both through retailers and directly to end 
customers.  Engi  One is, therefore, naturally involved in working with distributors. 

Routine Sellittz Task  (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

Finally, in this selling situation, there are several groups of activities from our conceptual 
framework that could not be linked to any selling activities. These groups are servicing the 
product, information management and training/recruiting. 

Related to selling function are sales letters, used by  Engi  One in order to sell both light masts 
and spare parts. Presently, they are also developing a homepage from which the existing 
customer will be able to directly order spare parts. After  Engi  One has received an order, the 
order is registered and the company expedites the order, which can be classified as working 
with orders. Servicing the account is another activities performed by  Engi  One. For example, 
the company stores products for their existing retailers. Furthermore, they are also engaged in 
deliveries directly to end-customers, which is made possible through the relationships 
between  Engi  One and their retailers. Furthermore,  Engi  One participates in trade fairs in 
cooperation with their retailers, which is an activity belonging to the group called 
conferences/meetings. For the purpose of socializing and dialogue,  Engi  One takes the 
customers out for lunch or just coffee, activities which can be considered entertaining. When 
it comes to the activities called out-of-town travel,  Engi  One has been visiting most of their 
retailers in order to present the company and to learn more about the retailers. The last group 
of activities performed is called working with distributors. The light masts are sold through 
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retailers, whom  Engi  One is providing with brochures, product sheets and price-lists. The 
company has also trained the retailer, which has been a very efficient activity, according to 
the company. 

CASE TWO —  Engi  Two 

A medium-sized company with approximately 140 employees represents the second case in 
our study. The company operates in the engineering industry and is referred to as  Engi  Two.  
Engi  Two sells only complex products and is therefore performing selling in the two 
situations called new selling task and modified selling task. The analysis of this case will be 
divided according to these two selling tasks. 

New Selling Task (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Our empirical study has shown that, when selling complex products to new customers,  Engi  
Two is engaged in two different selling situations resulting in different sales behavior. One 
situation is when the company is selling on international markets and the other situation is 
when they are selling on the Swedish market. The analysis in this section will therefore be 
divided according to these two markets. 

International markets 

Before starting the analysis, we would like to remind the reader that the customers on the 
international markets all are general agents that sell  Engi  Two's products in different 
countries. 

Examples of activities belonging to selling function are when  Engi  Two plans their selling 
activities, contacts potential customers and uses different presentation materials and activities 
related to qualifying the customer. Activities related to working with orders are also 
performed by  Engi  Two. Naturally, these activities also include writing up orders, handling 
deliveries and solving different related problems. Servicing the product is a group containing 
activities also performed by  Engi  Two. For example, they work with training in order to teach 
the customers how the products should be used. They also provide the customer with 
accessories, technical support and installation.  Engi  Two performs selling activities related to 
the group called information management. They continuously provide the customer with price 
and products list and they also invite the customer to give feedback. In addition, they 
regularly follow up the results achieved by each new customer. When it comes to the group 
called servicing the account, we definitely believe  Engi  Two are performing selling activities 
about servicing the customer; however, a little bit differently from the definition provided by 
Moncrief (1986b). Servicing the account, in the case of  Engi  Two, is not necessarily 
performed at the customer's location. Instead, they are providing the new customer with a 
start package, whereby they try to help the customer to judge which products they should sell 
and how many they need in stock. They are also supporting the customer with instruction 
films, technical information and also by attending trade fairs together with the customer. 
Participation in trade fairs is an activity that fits with the group called conferences/meetings. 
When it comes to the group called training/recruiting, it is more difficult to find selling 
activities at an individual customer level matching this group. It is our conclusion that they do 
not perform these types of activities. When meeting with the new customers,  Engi  two uses 
selling activities like taking the customer out for lunch or dinner, which can be classified as 
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activities belonging to the group called entertaining, In working towards new customers  Engi  
Two visits customers and also participates in trade fairs. Therefore, the company also 
performs activities from the group called out-of-town travel. As previously mentioned, all 
customers on the international markets are general agents, meaning that all of their selling 
activities involve distributors, and therefore also belong to the group called working with 
distributors. 

As in the analysis of Case One, we found one type of selling activity performed by  Engi  Two 
that we were not able to fit into any of the ten groups discussed by Moncrief (1986b). These 
activities involve inviting all agents once a year in order to spread their philosophy to the 
customer. Additional activities for the purpose of spreading the corporate philosophy take 
place when the so-called market group meets, at which time they discuss and develop global 
strategies. These activities are performed for the purpose of getting the customers to adopt  
Engi  Two's "way of thinking". The reason for not classifying these activities as servicing the 
account is that these activities are performed for the purpose of fundamentally changing the 
customer's behavior, as opposed to more passively servicing an account. A suitable term for 
these types of selling activities might therefore be developing the account. 

In our study, we found that  Engi  Two does not perform many activities in order to find new 
customers. According to the company, there are already enough companies trying to become 
agents, and therefore it is not necessary for them to generate new inquiries. 

Swedish market 

As opposed to the international markets, the Swedish market consists of different types of 
customers; for example, retailers and end users. On the other hand, when it comes to retailers, 
there are no new customers in Sweden. Instead, finding new customers is about finding new 
segments like construction companies, individual hospitals and nursing homes. 

When selling on the Swedish market,  Engi  Two performs activities related to the group called 
selling function.  Engi  Two invites potential customer to visit them in order to present and 
discuss their products. Working with orders is also a type of selling activity performed by  
Engi  Two. Servicing the product is certainly a class of activities included in  Engi  Two's 
performance of selling. They perform installation, maintenance, training and so on. Training 
is in fact considered by  Engi  Two to be one of their most efficient selling activities. The 
complexity of these products also frequently requires  Engi  Two to provide technical 
information and to obtain information about the customer. Therefore, we also consider 
information management to constitute selling activities performed by  Engi  Two. When it 
comes to the groups servicing the account, conferences/meetings and training/recruiting, we 
could not find selling activities matching the definitions. Entertaining does, however, 
represent a group of selling activities performed by  Engi  Two; for example, when they take 
the potential customers to dinner. Because they meet with new customers,  Engi  Two also 
performs activities belonging to the group called out-of-town travel. When selling complex 
products on the Swedish market, retailers are not potential customers, and therefore we have 
found that the company does not perform the activity group called working with distributors. 

All and all, it seems that  Engi  Two does not use a high level of sales effort when it comes to 
new customers on the Swedish market. 
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Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers) 

As for the new selling task, our empirical study has shown that  Engi  Two is engaged in two 
different selling situations resulting in different sales behavior when selling complex products 
to existing customers. One situation is when the company is selling on the international 
markets and the other is when they are selling on the Swedish market. The analysis in this 
section will therefore also be divided according to these two markets. 

International markets  

Engi  Two performs selling activities that can be classified as selling function. For example 
they plan selling activities and present new products to customers. Working with orders is 
another group of activities that they perform. They receive orders and handle deliveries, and 
so on. Technical support, installations and training are very important selling activities, 
according to the company. Therefore, they also perform a lot of the activities belonging the 
group called servicing the product.  Engi  Two also performs selling activities related to the 
group called information management. They continuously provide the customer with price 
and products list and they also encourage customer feedback. Despite the fact that these are 
existing customers,  Engi  Two regularly follows up the results achieved by each customer. 
When it comes to the group called servicing the account, we believe  Engi  Two performs 
selling activities belonging to this group, similar to the situation when selling to new 
customers, somewhat differently from the definition provided by Moncrief (1986b). Servicing 
the account in the case of  Engi  Two is not necessarily performed at the customer's location. 
Instead, they are providing the new customer with additional packages including training. 
They are also supporting the customer with instruction films, technical information and also 
attending trade fairs together with the customer. Participation in trade fairs is an activity that 
also fits in with the group called conferences/meetings. When it comes to the group called 
training/recruiting it is more difficult to find selling activities at an individual customer level 
matching this group. It is therefore our conclusion that they do not perform the types of 
activities called training/recruiting.  Engi  Two is also involved in entertaining activities 
together with existing customers; for example, taking them out to lunch. In working towards 
their existing customers,  Engi  Two visits customers and participates in trade fairs, which 
means that they perform activities from the group called out-of-town travel. In this situation, 
the selling activities performed by  Engi  Two also involve working with distributors. 

Similar to when  Engi  Two is selling to new customers, they perform selling activities towards 
existing customers that we could not fit into any of the ten groups of selling activities. The 
activities in this situation are also about getting the customers to adopt  Engi  Two's "way of 
thinking" and include inviting all agents once a year in order to spread their philosophy. 
Additional activities for the purpose of spreading their philosophy are meeting with the so-
called market group and discussing and developing global strategies. A suitable term for these 
types of selling activities might also be developing the account. 

Swedish market 

Unlike the international markets, the Swedish market consists of different types of customers; 
for example, retailers and end users. When it comes to existing customers, these can be both 
retailers and end customers. 
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Engi  Two performs activities related to the group called selling function. They invite potential 
customers to visit them in order to present and discuss their products, or they might visit the 
customer. Other activities in this group might also be when they are trying out products. 
Working with orders is, of course, also a type of selling activity performed by  Engi  Two. 
They write up the order, and sometimes also visit the customer in order to get all the 
necessary information and measurements. Servicing the product is certainly a class of 
activities included in  Engi  Two's performance of selling. They perform installation, 
maintenance, training, and so on. Even in this situation, training is considered by  Engi  Two to 
be one of the most efficient selling activities. The complexity of these products also 
frequently requires  Engi  Two to provide technical information and to obtain information 
about the customer. Therefore, we also consider information management to be a class of 
selling activities performed by  Engi  Two in this situation. When it comes to the group 
servicing the account, we could see that  Engi  Two were engaged in training the users of the 
products — the customer's customers. We are considering this type of training to be a part of 
servicing the account. Conferences/meetings are another group of selling activities used by  
Engi  Two when participating in trade fairs. When it comes to training/recruiting, we could 
not find selling activities in  Engi  Two matching the definition. On the other hand, 
entertaining is a group of selling activities performed by  Engi  Two when they take the 
existing customers to lunch or dinner, for example. A lot of the activities performed by  Engi  
two have to do with meeting the customers. This means that  Engi  Two are performing 
activities belonging to the group called out-of-town travel. When selling to existing customers 
in the Swedish market, retailers are one type of customer. Therefore, the activities performed 
are naturally related to the group called working with distributors. 

CASE THREE — Electro One 

A small company with 18 employees represents the third case in our study. This company 
operates in the electronics industry and is referred to as Electro One. Electro One sells both 
complex and standardized products, and the analysis will therefore be divided according to 
the selling situations called new selling task, modified selling task and routine selling task, as 
in the empirical presentation. 

New &Hinz Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Selling function is a group of selling activities performed by Electro One in this situation. For 
example, the company is engaged in planning issues, sales presentations and also handle 
objections from the potential customer. Working with orders is another type of activity that 
Electro One performs, since they are involved in writing up and expediting orders, though this 
is not a type of selling activity that is emphasized by the company. Servicing the product is a 
type of selling activity that Electro One certainly performs. For example, they are involved in 
training customers to handle the installations themselves. Testing products is another activity 
that falls into this category. Electro One is also involved in information management when 
they are involved in monitoring new customers after a sale to find out if everything is working 
satisfactorily. When it comes to the group of activities called servicing the account, we have 
not been able to find selling activities related to this group. Trade fairs are used by Electro 
One as one means of selling to new customers. Therefore, we have found that they also 
perform activities related to conferences/meetings. Training/recruiting is a group of activities 
we could not find in this case. Electro One is engaged in the group of selling activities called 
entertaining. For example, they take customers out for lunch or dinner. When visiting 
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potential customers, Electro One also performs activities related to out-of-town travel. Finally, 
they also try to sell through retailers; therefore, they are also engaged in working with 
distributors. 

Modified SeHinz Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

Our empirical data from this selling situation shows that Electro One performs selling in 
different ways depending on business area. Therefore, we will divide the analysis according to 
two business areas: measurement and medical. 

Measurement 

Electro One plans which customers to contact and they also approach these customers with 
sales presentations; therefore, they are performing activities related to selling function. 
Furthermore, they write up and expedite the orders, which falls into the group of activities 
called working with orders. After delivering a product, the company trains the customers how 
to install and use the product. These types of activities reveal that the company is also 
engaged in servicing the product. The company also follows up the order to see that 
everything is satisfactory and that the product is used correctly, which are activities related to 
information management. In our study, we could not see any selling activities related to 
servicing the account. In order to evaluate specific customers, Electro One has internal sales 
meetings, which indicates that they are performing activities that can be classified as 
conferences/meetings. Training/recruiting are a group of activities that is not performed by 
Electro One. The company is engaged in selling activities related to entertaining and out-of-
town travel. Currently they do not sell through retailers and are therefore not involved in 
working with distributors. 

Medical  

In the medical area, Electro One is involved in price negotiations and sales presentations, 
which can be described as activities belonging to the group of selling activities called selling 
function. The company is also working with orders, meaning that they write up and expedite 
orders. When it comes to servicing the product, the activities related to this group seem to be 
important for Electro One. After an order has been delivered, technical support and training 
the customers how to use the products are important. Electro One also tries to listen to and 
take care of the customer, activities that are related to the group called information 
management. Servicing the account is another group of activities they are involved in, though 
in a way that differs slightly from Moncrier s (1986b) definition. These activities are not 
performed at the customer's location. However, Electro One stores products for this customer, 
which is an activity that we would like to classify as servicing the account, meaning that we 
will broaden the definition of this group slightly. Sales meeting are often used for this 
customer; therefore, the company is seen to be engaged in the group called 
conferences/meetings. Training/recruiting contain activities that are not performed by Electro 
One. When meeting with the customer, they are also engaged in activities related to 
entertaining and out-of-town travel. Since the customer in this business area is a retailer, all 
of their selling activities are classed as working with distributors. 
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Standardized products to new customers 

The sales efforts directed towards new customers in this situation are very limited, since the 
market contains numerous small customers. Electro One's previous experience shows that this 
is a very expensive market to penetrate. 

Routine Selling Task  (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

Even when selling standardized products to existing customers, the selling efforts seem to be 
little prioritized. However, Electro One performs activities related to selling function and, of 
course, working with orders. Servicing the product is observed when the company changes 
products according to a customer's wishes. It is important for Electro One to listen to the 
customer and be attentive to their needs and wishes, which are activities related to the group 
called information/management Furthermore, they develop information material and 
advertise in order to support their retailer. These types of activities indicate that they also are 
servicing the account. Conferences/meetings constitute another class of activity used by 
Electro One in order to sell in this situation. Training/recruiting is a type of activity that 
Electro One does not perform. Since they are visiting the customer and take them to lunch or 
dinner, they are also performing the groups called entertaining and out-of-town travel. Due to 
the fact that these products are sold through retailers, some of the selling activities performed 
can be classified as working with distributors. 

CASE FOUR — Electro Two 

A medium-sized company with 186 employees working in the electronics industry represents 
the fourth and last case in this study. Electro Two, as the company is referred to, is only 
selling complex products and the analysis will therefore be divided according to new selling 
task and modified selling task. 

New Selling Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

When selling to new customers, Electro Two works with sales presentations and plans their 
sales efforts. These types of selling activities are related to the group called selling function. 
Working with orders is another type of activities performed by Electro Two, since they write 
up and expedite orders. Testing of products is a very important activity for Electro Two, 
which is a selling activity that can be classified as servicing the product. Information 
management is also a group of activities performed by Electro Two, since they are heavily 
involved in both giving the customers feedback and receiving feedback from the customers. 
When it comers to the group of activities called servicing the account we could not find any 
matching activities. Conferences/meetings are a group of selling activities used by Electro 
Two. They are for example using both trade fairs and internal sales meetings. 
Training/recruiting activities were not found in this company. Entertaining and out-of-town 
travels is activities used by Electro One when they are meeting with potential customers. 
Working with distributors is not an issue, since they are not using middlemen. 

Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers) 

When Electro Two is selling their products to existing customers they are trying to add new 
products to their customers and these efforts include activities related to selling function. Also 
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in this situation they are of course working with orders. Testing of products is a very 
important activity for Electro Two also towards existing customers and therefore the company 
is performing the group called servicing the product. Information management is another 
group of activities performed by Electro Two, who also towards existing customers are 
heavily involved in both giving the customers feedback and receiving feedback. For the group 
of activities called servicing the account, we could not find any matching activities. 
Conferences/meetings constitutes an additional group of selling activities used by Electro 
Two. Training/recruiting activities were not found in this situation either. Entertaining and 
out-of-town travel are classes of activities used by Electro One when they meet with the 
existing customers. Working with distributors is not an issue, since Electro One does not use 
middlemen. 

6.1.1.2 Cross-case Analysis 

The cross-case analysis is divided into three main sections. First, we will compare the four 
cases individually. Secondly, we will compare the engineering and electronics industries in an 
industry-by-industry analysis. Finally, we will also compare the two pairs of companies 
representing small versus medium-sized companies. 

Comparison of the Four Cases 

Selling activities belonging to the two groups called selling function and working with orders 
seem to be performed in a similar way in all four cases. When it comes to the group called 
servicing the product, we could see some rather large differences between some of the 
companies.  Engi  One is not performing these activities at all, while the other three companies 
all are involved in some way.  Engi  Two is heavily involved in these types of activities, 
performing customer training and installations. Electro One also has a large involvement in 
these types of activities, with customer training and technical support. Finally, Electro Two is 
also involved, however in a slightly different way, since servicing the product for them has a 
lot to do with product testing. 

All four are involved in activities related to information management, performing activities 
having to do with providing and receiving feedback from customers. The only company not 
involved in the selling activities called servicing the account is Electro Two. Servicing the 
account in  Engi  One and Electro One involves storing products for their existing customers, 
while these activities in  Engi  Two are broader and directed towards both new and existing 
customers. Conferences/meetings, entertaining and out-of-town travel include activities 
performed by all four companies, basically in the same way. 

The only group of selling activities not performed by any of these companies is the group 
called training/recruiting. When it comes to working with distributors, we could see that 
Electro Two is the only company not involved, while the other three are involved to at least 
some degree. It seems to us that the company that puts the most effort into these types of 
activities is  Engi  Two, since much of their production sold through agents. 

Finally, we have found a type of selling activity that we could not fit into any of the groups 
suggested by Moncrief (1986b), called developing the account. In our study, only  Engi  One 
and  Engi  Two are engaged in these types of activities. Both these companies where heavily 
involved in selling activities that fundamentally change their customers' operations. 
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Industry by Industry 

In this industry-by-industry comparison, we will analyze the engineering industry  (Engi  One 
and  Engi  Two) in comparison with the electronics industry (Electro One and Electro Two). 

The types of activities called selling function and working with orders are very closely related 
between all four companies. Consequently, there are no differences found between the two 
industries. In considering servicing the product, we have not been able to see any industry 
differences either. When it comes to information management, we found activities that were 
performed in a similar way in the two industries. The two engineering companies are 
servicing the account, while only one of the electronics companies is. Still, we cannot say that 
there are any industry differences found. Activities related to conferences/meetings, 
entertaining and out-of-town travel are all basically performed in the same way in these 
industries. Training/recruiting is not performed in any of the two industries (according to 
Moncrief s definition). For the type of activities called working with distributors, the 
differences we have found seem to be more case-specific than industry-specific. However, the 
type of selling activities we found, not included in Moncrief s (1986b) description, called 
developing the account, is a type of activity found only in the engineering industry. 

Small Versus Medium-Sized Enterprises  

Engi  One and Electro One represents the small enterprises in this analysis and  Engi  Two and 
Electro Two represents the medium sized enterprises. 

When it comes to selling function and working with orders, we have not found any 
differences between small and medium-sized companies in our study. The two medium-sized 
companies are involved in servicing the product, while only one of the small companies is 
involved. Thus, we have not been able to see differences between the two size classes. 
Information management and servicing the account are additional groups of activities in 
which we could not see any differences between the sizes either. Activities related to 
conferences/meetings, entertaining and out-of-town travel are all basically performed in the 
same way both in the small and medium sized companies. Neither the small nor the medium-
sized companies seem to engage in training/recruiting activities. For the type of activities 
called working with distributors and developing the account, we could not see any differences 
related to company size in this study. 

6.1.2 Individuals Involved in Selling Activities 

6.1.2.1 Within-case Analysis 

For the purpose of analyzing the individuals involved in selling activities, we are relying on 
the selling team roles suggested by Moon and Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmeltz and 
Ramsey (1995), described in our conceptual framework. These roles are: 

• Selling team leader 
• Seller 
• Internal coordinator 
• Customer service representative 
• Initiator 
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• Coordinator 
• Resource 
• Approver 
• Implementer 

CASE ONE - Engi One 

New SeHinz Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

In  Engi  One, the CEO is responsible for initiating and developing contacts with new 
customers, and he therefore represents the selling team leader. The CEO is also the seller, 
since he is the person who is the primary contact for new customers. In addition, the CEO in  
Engi  One can also be described as the internal coordinator in accordance with our conceptual 
framework The complex products sold by  Engi  One do not require installation or 
maintenance and therefore we have not been able to identify any individual representing the 
role called customer service representative in this selling situation. 

Initiator in  Engi  One is the CEO and the systems salesperson/purchasing manager (SP) who 
are the individuals that normally find new sales opportunities. When it comes to coordinator, 
it is the CEO, the SP and the production manager who are involved in coordinating sales 
transactions. No one has formally been given this role, but our findings show that all three of 
them are more or less involved in coordinating activities. Since the CEO, the SP and the 
production manager work together closely to find solutions in a sales transaction, we consider 
all three of them resource persons. However,  Engi  One also uses external individuals as 
resource persons. Bank contacts and supplier representatives are involved in customer 
meetings in order to ensure that  Engi  One has the capability to fulfill an order and thereby 
compensate for the company's lack of resources. In addition, they also have a person at IUC 
in  Skellefteå,  with whom they have cooperated previously, who recommends  Engi  One to 
potential customers if he comes across a potential project. When it comes to identifying an 
approver, all three of the individuals discussed above are involved in making suggestions for 
improvements. The last concept discussed in our conceptual framework is implementer. In  
Engi  One, we could see, again, that all three are involved in achieving objectives in sales 
transactions. 

When it comes to selling to new customers, the distinction between roles directed towards 
particular customers and roles directed towards specific transactions are not that obvious, due 
to the fact that selling to a new customer often seems to be transaction-driven. Basically, a 
specific transaction is often the reason for the contact between  Engi  One and their potential 
customer, which means that the efforts directed towards a particular customer and a particular 
sales transaction go hand in hand. 

Modified Sellinz Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

In this situation, it is the SP who is the selling team leader and he is responsible for team 
action toward their main customer. The SP is the customer's primary contact and therefore to 
be classified as seller. Furthermore, it is the SP who is the internal coordinator and he is 
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responsible for selling activities towards a particular customer. The SP is responsible for 
finding the best possible product for their main customer, meaning that products sold to this 
customer are sometimes manufactured by sub-suppliers instead of being manufactured by  
Engi  One. Therefore, the SP is also classified as the customer service representative. 

The initiator in  Engi  One is the SP, the person who first identifies a sales opportunity. When 
it comes to coordinator, the SP, the CEO and the production manager represent this role, 
since they are all involved in coordinating sales activities in a particular transaction. The same 
situation is apparent when it comes to resource and approver, where all three persons above 
are involved in providing expertise, information and suggestions for improvements during a 
sales transaction. The last concept included in our framework is implementer. Even here, we 
can see that the SP, the CEO and the production manager are contributing to the achievement 
of sales objectives during particular sales transactions. 

Selling standardized products to new customers 

When it comes to new customers, it is the CEO who is the selling team leader and the seller. 
It is the CEO who is responsible for team selling activities and also the potential customers' 
main contact. The CEO is the person who tries to create a platform with a new customer 
through internal meetings, etc. This type of behavior also makes the CEO the internal 
coordinator in  Engi  One. In this sales situation, we have not been able to identify the role of 
customer service representative in  Engi  One. 

Since customer requests are directed to the CEO, this is the person who first identifies a sales 
opportunity and coordinates selling activities in particular transactions. Therefore, the CEO 
can be considered both initiator and coordinator. Resource persons, approver and 
implementer during a particular sales transaction are the CEO, the SP and the production 
manager. 

Similar to the situation when selling complex products to new customers, the roles in this 
situation are difficult to separate depending on whether the individuals are working towards a 
particular customer or in a particular sales transaction. Therefore, the role as internal 
coordinator and coordinator will be considered as one and the same in our findings. We could 
also see that  Engi  One invested relatively limited sales efforts when selling standardized 
products to new customers. 

Routine Sellinz Task  (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

The Selling team leader is the CEO in this situation. The CEO is also representing the roles of 
seller and internal coordinator. Since  Engi  One is rarely involved in after-sales activities in 
this situation, the role of customer service representative is not present. 

The CEO is the initiator as well as the coordinator when it comes to particular sales 
transactions. The CEO, the SP and the production manager all represent the roles of resource 
persons, approver, and implementer during particular transactions. 

In the case of selling standardized products to existing customers, we could also see that the 
sales efforts are limited as compared to sales efforts made when selling complex products. 
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CASE TWO -  Engi  Two 

New Selling Task (Selling complex products to new customers) 

The analysis of new selling task will be further divided into international markets and 
Swedish market. 

International markets  

It is the CEO/sales manager who has the role of selling team leader in  Engi  Two when it 
comes to the international markets. He is the person who is responsible for signing contracts 
and related activities. However, there are two individuals who have the role of seller and 
normally work towards specific customers. These individuals are the CEO/sales manager and 
the business developer. The business developer also seems to be the internal coordinator, 
responsible for coordinating sales activities towards specific customers. The customer service 
representative, who is the technical salesperson in  Engi  Two, provides technical support. 

The Initiator is the person who first identifies a sales opportunity. When selling to new 
customers,  Engi  Two usually designs a start package for the customer, whereby they evaluate 
which products and how many items the customer is likely to sell. In this case, it is the 
CEO/sales manager, business developer and the technical salesperson who can be considered 
initiators. In  Engi  Two, the logistics department is responsible for processing orders and 
taking care of deliveries. Thus, it is individuals in the logistics department who are 
coordinators. There are several individuals with the role of resource in  Engi  Two. They are 
people in the logistics department, the CEO/sales manager, the two product managers, the 
technical salesperson, the business developer and also the R&D company. Sometimes, 
existing customers might also have the role of resource; for example, when the customer is 
participating in trade fair together with  Engi  Two. The role of approver is assumed by the 
CEO/sales manager, the technical salesperson and the business developer, who seem to be 
heavily involved in selling together. When it comes to individual transactions, these are 
normally handled by the logistics department, which simply processes the orders and 
therefore has the role of implementer. 

Swedish market 

The selling team leaders in this situation are the technical salesperson and the manager for 
Sweden Division, who are responsible for selling activities towards a particular customer. The 
primary customer contact is the salespeople who then have the role of seller. It is the 
salespeople who also function as the internal coordinators in  Engi  Two. Service technicians 
from Sweden Division, but also service technicians from external organizations, make up the 
customer service representatives. 

Initiators might be the salespeople, technical salesperson, and division manager, but also 
service technicians who are sometimes directly approached by the customer. Sweden Division 
has one person who is a coordinator of selling activities in particular sales transactions. 
Resource persons are the business developer, service technicians, and product managers, 
people from the R&D company, the technical salesperson and the division manager. Approver 
on the Swedish market is the division manager and the technical sales person. The 
implementers in  Engi  Two can be service technicians, product managers, people from the 
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R&D company, the technical salesperson and the division manager, who is the person actually 
signing the order. 

Modified SeHinz Task (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

International markets 

Selling team leader, seller, internal coordinator and customer service representative are all 
the same individuals as when selling towards new customers; therefore, no additional analysis 
will be given here. 

When it comes to the individuals involved as initiator, coordinator, resource, approver and 
implementer, they are the same as when  Engi  Two is selling to new customers; therefore, they 
will not be further described here. 

Swedish market 

The individuals involved in selling to existing customers are exactly the same as when selling 
to new customers on the Swedish market and will therefore not be described here. 

CASE THREE — Electro One 

New Selling Task (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Electro One tries to direct inquiries towards their salespeople; thus, the salespeople fill the 
role of the selling team leader. The two salespeople usually perform the role of seller in 
Electro One. The role of internal coordinator is not that obvious in Electro One. However, we 
consider the two salespeople to be the individuals who mainly coordinate sales activities 
towards particular customers. When it comes to technical information, it is the people in the 
development department who handle these issues towards the customer; consequently, they 
assume the role of customer service representative. 

Initiator is either of the two salespeople or the CEO, who normally identify a sales 
opportunity. The role of coordinator during particular sales transactions is performed by 
either of the two salespeople. In Electro One, there are several individuals who have the role 
of resource. The CEO, development manager, production/purchasing manager and the large 
owner and board member are all individuals who provide information during a particular sales 
transaction. In addition, external individuals also help Electro One when additional 
competence is required in a project. The Approver is mainly the CEO and the large owner and 
board member. In Electro One, the CEO, large owner and board member, individuals from the 
development department, and the production/purchasing manager are all involved as 
implementers, while carrying out their normal tasks. 

In this case, we can also see that relationships towards new customers seem to be transaction-
driven, which makes it difficult to separate the individuals working towards a specific 
customer from those working in a particular transaction. 
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Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

Our empirical data from this selling situation shows that Electro One performs selling in 
different ways depending on business area. Therefore, we will divide the analysis according to 
the business areas measurement and medical. 

Measurement 

When selling to existing customers, the role of the salespeople becomes less obvious. In this 
situation, the roles of the CEO, large owner and board member and also the development 
department increase in importance. In this situation, we have therefore not been able to detect 
any specific individual with the role of selling team leader. Also, the role of seller becomes 
unclear, since the customer in this situation seems to be in contact with several individuals on 
their own initiative. The role of internal coordinator is not that obvious either in this 
situation. We have not been able to identify anybody with that role. When it comes to 
technical information, it is individuals in the development department who handle these issues 
towards the customer, consequently filling the role of customer service representative. 

Since the customer in this situation is in contact with several individuals, there are a number 
of individuals who might have the role of initiator. They may be the salespeople or CEO, but 
it could also be someone in the development department. When it comes to coordinator, 
during particular sales transactions, we could not find anybody with this specific role. The 
salespeople are kept informed during the whole process, but they are hardly the individuals 
coordinating the activities. Even in this situation, there are several individuals who have the 
role of resource. The CEO, the development manager, the production/purchasing manager 
(PP) and the large owner and board member are all individuals who provide information 
during a particular sales transaction in this situation. External individuals are also involved in 
helping Electro One when additional competence is required for a project. The approver is 
mainly the CEO and the large owner and board member. In Electro One, the CEO, large 
owner and board member, individuals from the development department and the 
production/purchasing manager are all involved as implementers, while carrying out their 
normal duties. 

Medical 

Selling team leader towards the one customer (retailer) in this area is the CEO, who is 
responsible for yearly price negotiations with the customer. The PP and development manager 
are sellers, who are mainly in contact with this customer. Internal coordinators in this 
situation are both the PP and the development manager. One person in Electro One's 
development department is responsible for serving the customer, which make him the 
customer service representative. 

The individuals who first identify a sales opportunity are the PP and the development 
manager, which makes them initiators. We have not been able to identify any individual with 
the role of coordinator. When it comes to the role as resource, we have found that the CEO is 
the individual performing this role. Approvers are the same persons as the seller, the PP and 
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development manager. The CEO, the PP and the development manager are implementers who 
contribute to the achievement of selling objectives in a particular sales transaction. 

Standardized products to new customers  

As previously mentioned, Electro One does not direct its efforts towards new customers and 
consequently the roles are absent. 

Routine Selling Task  (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

The roles in this situation are not that obvious. It seems that it is the CEO who is the selling 
team leader. The role of seller is assumed by both the salesperson and one of the engineers at 
the development department, all of whom are heavily involved with the customers. The 
internal coordinator role is filled by the salespeople at Electro One, and the engineer at the 
development department is the customer service representative. 

Initiators are both the salesperson and the engineer in the development department. We have 
not been able to find the role of coordinator and resource. Approvers in this situation can be 
the salespeople and the CEO. The engineer at the development department, the salespeople 
and the CEO all have the role of implementer. 

CASE FOUR — Electro Two 

New Selling Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

It is the salespeople, including the marketing manager, who normally have the role of selling 
team leader, since they are the individuals with the commercial responsibility towards 
particular customers. When it comes to the role called seller, different individuals share this 
role. In the first part of the selling process towards a new customer, it is the salespeople, 
including the marketing manager, who fulfill this role. After an agreement has been reached, a 
project manager in the engineering department becomes the seller, and when the company has 
started to manufacture a product for a new customer, the order planner at the production 
department becomes seller. The internal coordinator is also a shared role in Electro Two, and 
includes the same individuals who were deemed sellers. After Electro Two has started to 
manufacture a product, the order planners become heavily involved in servicing the customer. 
The company is not involved in installation and maintenance issues. However, the order 
planners answer questions and solve problems for the customer once the product is 
manufactured and problems occur. Therefore, we consider the order planner to be the 
customer service representative. 

It is the responsibility of the salespeople and marketing manager to identify sales 
opportunities, and normally they are the individuals who have the role of initiators. As the 
MD put it, the task of salespeople is to be "falcons" in order to find new customers and 
projects. The coordinator, when it comes to a particular sales transaction, is one of the order 
planners in the production department. When producing a product, an order planner, a 
production technician and a test engineer are involved as resource persons, providing 
expertise. In addition, salespeople might also be involved as a resource, if issues concerning 
prices arise. As well, an administrator in the production department who handles customer 
complaints might be classified as a resource. Finally, Electro Two also engages external 
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individuals as resources when they involve co-suppliers and existing customers in their 
selling. When it comes to approver, it is the order planner, the production technician, the 
salesperson and the test engineer who assume this role during a particular sales transaction. 
Contributing to the achievement of selling objectives and assuming the role of implementers 
are the order planner, production technician, sales person and the test engineer. 

Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers) 

It is the salespeople, including the marketing manager, who normally have the role of selling 
team leader, since they are the individuals with the commercial responsibility toward a 
particular customer. However, when it comes to existing customer the MD is also responsible 
for one large customer, and in that case he also becomes the selling team leader. When it 
comes to the role called seller, different individuals share this role. In the first part of the 
selling process, when selling new products to existing customers, it is the salespeople, 
including the marketing manager, who fulfill this role. After an agreement has been reached, a 
project manager in the engineering department becomes the seller, and when the company has 
started to manufacture a product for the customer, the order planner at the production 
department becomes seller. The internal coordinator is also a shared role in Electro Two, and 
includes the same individuals who were deemed sellers. After Electro Two has started to 
manufacture a product, the order planners become heavily involved in serving the customer. 
The company is not involved in installation and maintenance issues. Again, the order planners 
answer questions and solve problems for the customer once the product is manufactured and 
problems occur. Therefore, also we consider the order planner to be customer service 
representative in this situation. 

It is the responsibility of the salespeople and marketing manager to identify new sales 
opportunities towards existing customers, and normally they are the individuals who have the 
role of initiators. The coordinator, when it comes to particular sales transaction, is one of the 
order planners in the production department. When producing a product, an order planner, a 
production technician and a test engineer are involved as resource persons, providing 
expertise. In addition, a salesperson might also be involved as a resource person, if issues 
concerning prices arise. Finally, one administrator in the production department who handles 
customer complaints can also be considered a resource. When it comes to approver, it is the 
order planner, a production technician, a salesperson and the test engineer who can have this 
role during a particular sales transaction. Implementers are the order planner, a production 
technician, a salesperson and the test engineer. 

6.1.2.2 Cross-case Analysis 

Comparison of the Four Cases 

When it comes to the role called selling team leader, a comparison of the four companies 
reveals that management seems to be less involved in this role in Electro Two, compared to 
the three other companies. In  Engi  One,  Engi  Two and Electro One the seller is the same 
person throughout the sales process. In Electro Two however, three different individuals are 
involved, depending on the stage of the sales process. Even when it comes to the role called 
internal coordinator, it seems that Electro Two is the only company in which this role seems 
to shift depending on stage of sales process. As customer service representative, all four 
companies have more than one individual involved. Note that  Engi  Two is the only company 
that also includes external individuals in this role. Furthermore, it is interesting to see that, in 
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Engi  One and  Engi  Two, salespeople are involved as customer service representatives, while 
salespeople in Electro One and Electro Two are not. 

The role of initiator is assumed in both  Engi  Two and Electro One by a number of 
individuals, while  Engi  One and Electro Two only have two people with this role. However, 
taking the size of the company into consideration, we can see that Electro Two is the company 
that engages relatively few individuals in this role. When it comes to the role called 
coordinator, we can also see some differences between the four companies. While  Engi  One 
is engaging managers for this role, both  Engi  Two, Electro Two and to some extent Electro 
One, have lower-level people engaged in this role. However, in Electro One the role of 
coordinator is not that obvious.  Engi  One,  Engi  Two and Electro One all involve managers in 
the role called resource, while this is not the case in Electro Two. In addition, all four 
companies use external individuals as resources. When it comes to approver and 
implementer, we can see that Electro Two does not involve managers for these roles, while 
the rest of the companies do. 

Industry by Industry 

Most of the selling-team roles performed by the four companies in this study do not seem to 
be industry-specific. However, when it comes to one of the roles discussed in our conceptual 
framework, we have found some differences between the two industries studied. This role is 
the customer service representative, where the two companies in the engineering industry 
involved salespeople, while the companies in the electronics industry did not. Except for the 
customer service representative, we could not find any further differences. 

Small Versus Medium-Sized Enterprises 

We were not able to see more than one difference between the small and medium-sized 
companies where individuals involved in selling activities are concerned. It seems like the 
small companies engage more people in selling in the modified selling task as compared to 
the new selling task, whereas this difference not could be found in the mediums sized 
companies. 

6.1.3 Selling Process 

In this section, we will use the selling activities and individuals involved to analyze how these 
activities might be combined in a process(es). 

6.1.3.1 Within-case Analysis 

CASE ONE - Engi One 

New Sellhe Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Contact 
The first step is about contacting a potential customer or being contacted through an inquiry. 
The CEO is the person who decides which customers to contact and how they should be 
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approached. The systems salesperson/purchasing manager (SP) is also involved in this stage, 
since he makes a lot of visits to potential customers. 

Presentation/Qualifying the customer/Develop the relationship 
In the next phase,  Engi  One is involved in several parallel activities. They often invite the 
customer, in order to present themselves and what they can do. In this early stage, they are 
also working with qualifying the customer. They need to know if the customer and the desired 
product match their competence and resources. People involved in this stage are the CEO, the 
SP and the production manager. The outcome of qualifying the customer phase may result in 
continuation of the selling process.  Engi  One sometimes feels that this is something they 
cannot do themselves, in which case, they bring in a sub-supplier as a partner.  Engi  One tries 
never to leave a customer without helping them find a solution. The purpose of this stage is 
also to develop the relationship with the potential customer, which is emphasized as very 
important. The company claims that it is important to be on speaking term as soon as possible 
with the customer. At this stage,  Engi  One might also engage external individuals in the 
process. During some meetings with the customer, representatives of their bank and main 
supplier have been present in order to provide legitimacy. 

Developing bids 
At this stage,  Engi  One develops two bids. One bid is exactly in agreement with the 
customer's specifications and the other bid is their suggestion for what they think is the best 
possible solution for the customer. The second bid might include product or material changes 
that reduce production costs or improve the product itself. Usually, the CEO, the SP and the 
production manager are all involved at this stage. 

Handling objections 
After a bid has been sent, the customer may have reservations about the bid. In this situation,  
Engi  One tries to be very open, and they actually invite the customer to check their 
calculations if the customer wishes to do so. The company believes that it is very important 
that the potential customer relies on them, and openness is important for them to create the 
necessary trust between the two parties. More and more often, it is the CEO who handles 
these types of discussions. However, when the objections are of a more technical nature, the 
SP also gets involved. 

Agreement and execution 
If and when the two parties reach an agreement,  Engi  One will pursue the order and 
manufacture and deliver the products. 

Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

When selling complex products to existing customers,  Engi  One is heavily involved with the 
customer. A lot of work is done and many decisions are made based on trust between the two 
companies. This selling process is rather complex and contains more than one dimension 
(Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 6.3 Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers in  Engi  One 

The transactions between  Engi  One and the customer are very simple. First,  Engi  One 
receives an order specifying the products needed. Since  Engi  one stores finished products for 
the customer, they normally deliver the order directly from stock. Consequently, the 
production and storing occur after the order has been delivered to the customer. After the 
order is completed, whenever the customer needs more of the same product,  Engi  One will 
receive an additional order and the same process will occur once again. After the order,  Engi  
One might decide to change the price, which is something that will affect the order, though it 
is also something they have mandate to do. The transaction dimension itself also affects the 
stage called information exchange. 

Also of interest is the selling process aimed to develop the relationship with the existing 
customer. In this process, there are several parallel activities taking place. In order to develop 
the relationship,  Engi  One is frequently involved in information exchange with the customer. 
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This exchange takes many forms. For example, the CEO, the SP and the production manager 
visit the customer in order to listen to what the customer has to say and to discuss future 
improvements in their relationship.  Engi  One also invites the customer to their facilities and 
takes them out for lunch, etc. This exchange of information can result in different 
adjustments; for example, product adjustments, logistic adjustments or just administrative 
adjustments that might later affect the transactions between  Engi  One and the customer. The 
information exchange might also result in new products that, after an agreement, eventually 
also result in additional transactions. Typically, where information exchange is concerned, it 
seems that the customer is heavily reliant on  Engi  One, allowing them to access and affect 
their own operations. One example of this is the project where  Engi  One helped their 
customer to move production from Sweden to an eastern country.  Engi  One claims that price 
negotiations are not relevant when selling to their main customer. 

Selling standardized products to new customers 

Contact 
This step concerns the first customer contact. Most often, this is instigated by a request from 
the customer, but the intention from  Engi  One is to become more active when it comes to this 
step. The CEO is the individual who handles this. 

Presentation/Qualeing the customer/Follow up the request/Develop the relationship 
As for complex products to new customers,  Engi  One is involved in several parallel activities 
once the first step is finished. The company often meets with customers in order to present 
themselves and what they can do. In this early stage, they also work to qualify the customer 
at the same time as they are trying to get to know the customer and develop the relationship. 
Here, they are also following up the request and discussing alternative solutions with the 
customer. People involved from  Engi  One are the CEO, the SP and the production manager. 

Developing bids 
The next step is to develop a bid and send it to the customer. 

Order 
This stage involves registering and confirming the order. 

Delivery 
Products are delivered, most often from stock. 

Follow up 
After the order has been delivered, the CEO will check to see that the customer has received 
the order and that everything is satisfactory. 

Routine  Sellina  Task  (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

In selling standardized products to existing customers, the process of selling can be divided in 
two dimensions. One dimension concerns the actual transaction and the other has to do with 
developing the relationship with the customer, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Transaction is 
about receiving, registering and confirming an order. Thereafter, the order will be delivered 
and subsequently followed up. Customer relationship is observed when  Engi  One meets with 
their customer in order to socialize and talk. Training of retailers is another example of an 
activity used to develop customer relationships. 
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Figure 6.4 Selling Standardized Products to Existing Customers in  Engi  One 

CASE TWO -  Engi  Two 

New Sake Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

International markets  

The process of selling was pictured and described in Figure 5.6 in the empirical chapter  (p  
86). The pictured selling process mainly concerns the customer relationship, whereas our 
empirical data also reveal a more transaction-oriented process occurring within the 
relationship-oriented sales process. The transaction-oriented sales process is very simple and 
starts whenever the logistics department receives an order from the customer. The order is 
then processed and delivered. The process is simple, because all terms are negotiated with 
each customer before any transactions occur. 

Swedish market 

When  Engi  Two are selling to new customers in Sweden, it seems that the sales process is 
driven by specific transactions. After the company has sold to a new customer, the process of 
selling will also involve activities aimed more at developing the relationship. The selling 
process discerned here can be described in the following way. 

The first stage is about contact. Usually, it is the salespeople, division manager or the 
technical salesperson who contact a potential customer first. This stage can also mean that a 
new customer sends an inquiry to  Engi  Two. 

The second stage is about obtaining information. Usually, the salespeople or the service 
technicians will try to get all the technical information necessary in order to prepare a bid to 
the customer. This stage also involves trying out products, which is performed by the 
salespeople together with users. 
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Projecting and developing a bid is the third stage, which is performed by the technical 
salesperson and the division manager. 

The fourth step is when a new customer is placing an order. The customer does this directly 
with either the salesperson or the division manager. The order is then sent to the person within 
Sweden Division who is responsible for handling the order. Necessary materials are then 
purchased and installation technicians are booked. 

Delivery is the fifth stage, and the person responsible for orders makes sure delivery times are 
met. 

Finally, the sixth stage is about installation and training. Service technicians make 
installations and the salespeople train the customer how to use and handle the products. 

Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers) 

International markets 

As in the situation called new selling task, we have been able to find a more transaction-
oriented sales process within the customer-relationship-oriented sales process pictured in 
Figure 5.7  (p  90). The transaction-oriented process starts with an order directed to the 
logistics department, who process and deliver the product. 

Swedish market 

The selling process when selling to existing customers on the Swedish market can be divided 
in two dimensions. One dimension concerns the relationship with the customer and the other 
has to do with the actual transaction (Figure 6.5). 
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Figure 6.5 Selling Complex Products on the Swedish Market 

The transaction dimension looks the same as when selling to new customers. Customer 
relationship is the process of developing the relationship with the customer with the ambition 
of getting the customer to adopt  Engi  Two's "way of thinking". This is done through training 
programs, trade fairs and customer visits. 

CASE THREE — Electro One 

New Selling Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

Internal documents from Electro One revealed a selling process as pictured in Figure 5.9  (p  
100). However, analysis of our empirical data has exposed additional steps. After an order has 
been signed (which is the last step in Figure 6.9), the company often trains the customer so 
they can install and use the product. We will refer to this stage as start-up. After the start-up, 
the salesperson has the task of monitoring the customer, and therefore the last step in the 
selling process will be called monitoring. 
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Modified Selling Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers and standardized 
products to new customers) 

Selling complex products to existing customers 

Our empirical data from this selling situation shows that Electro One are performing selling in 
different ways, depending on business area. Therefore, we will divide the analysis according 
to the business areas measurement and medical. 

Measurement 

The selling process in this situation exactly matches the process discussed when Electro One 
is selling complex products to new customers. Thus, we will not discuss this process further. 

Medical  

In this area, Electro One is selling to just one customer (retailer) and the process of selling is 
pictured in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6 Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers in the Medical Business Area 

This process is divided in two dimensions: customer relationship and transactions. 
Information exchange constitutes activities resulting in adjustments of existing products and 
annual price negotiations with the customer, or it can result in new products followed by 
some sort of agreement. The activities discussed so far are all a part of the customer 
relationship dimension. The price negotiations and agreement will then lead to an order and 
deliveries from Electro One. After that, the company will start-up the sold product, which 
means that they will help to train the customer how to use and install the specific product. 
Support is the last step and often concerns adapting the product and even training end-
customers as one mans of customer (retailer) support. The activities from the two dimensions 
will continuously provide input to the step called information exchange and help develop the 
relationship. 
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Standardized products to new customers  

As previously mentioned, Electro One is not targeting new customers when it comes to 
standardized products; consequently, the selling process does not exist. 

Routine Selling Task (Selling standardized products to existing customers) 

The selling process when selling standardized products is pictured below (Figure 6.7). 

Figure 6.7 Selling Standardized Products to Existing Customers 

This process is also divided in two dimensions: customer relationship and transaction. In the 
dimension called customer relationship, Electro One is involved in information exchange, 
where they are trying to listen and learn from the customers to see what is good and what 
isn't. This exchange of information might result in adjustments in products or the way the two 
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companies cooperate, which will hopefully lead to an agreement between the two parties. 
With the agreement as a foundation, the process will then enter the transaction dimension and 
they will receive an order and deliver the order. Start-up is the next stage, involving 
installation. Finally, after starting up, the process will enter the relationship dimension again, 
where they will engage in support, which is about developing promotional material for the 
customer and helping to providing the end customers with information. 

CASE FOUR — Electro Two 

New &Hinz Task  (Selling complex products to new customers) 

In our presentation of our empirical data, we could see the sales process from Electro Two's 
point of view. However, taking all our empirical evidence into account, we see a need to add 
to and elaborate on the sales process pictured by the company. The sales process we have 
been able to detect from our empirical material contains a relationship and transaction 
dimension, which is displayed in Figure 6.8 below. 
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Figure 6.8 Selling Complex Products to New Customers 
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In the first dimension called, customer relationship, the process starts with some form of 
contact. The contact can be made through inquiries from a potential customer or it can be 
contacts through trade fairs. After that, they quale the customer and make sure that the 
customer matches the requirements set up by Electro Two. These requirements have to do 
with solidity, potential sales, etc. Presentation is the next step, meaning that Electro Two will 
meet with the customer in person in order present the key people and how they work at 
Electro Two. After meeting with the potential customer, a second qualification takes place in 
an internal meeting at Electro Two in order to make sure that Electro Two and the potential 
customer should work together. Negotiation is about developing a bid, negotiating and 
hopefully reaching an agreement with the customer. If an agreement is met, the project phase 
occurs, which means that the product and specifications will be developed to the point where 
the product is ready to be manufactured. During the project phase, changes affecting the 
agreement are often made, which makes additional negotiations necessary. If a negotiation 
fails with a new customer, the relationship will be aborted. 

When the project phase is finally over, the process will enter the transaction dimension, 
starting with an order. After the order, the necessary materials will be purchased, after which 
an order confirmation specifying delivery times, etc, is sent. After the order confirmation, the 
products will be produced and then delivered. The delivery might, of course, be followed by 
additional orders within the same agreement. 

Modified  Sellin.  Task  (Selling complex products to existing customers) 

The selling process found when selling to existing customers is not that different from the 
process pictured above. The main differences are to be found in the beginning of the process 
(Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.9 Selling Complex Products to Existing Customers 

This process pictures an ongoing relationship, which means that there is no specific 
beginning. The step called information exchange is provided with input through the 
transaction dimension and also through continued customer meetings. One of the purposes of 
information exchange is to develop ideas for new products. These ideas are then tested in the 
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step called qualeing a new product, which also might lead to ideas that fail. The Negotiation 
stage involves developing a bid, negotiating and hopefully reaching an agreement with the 
customer. If an agreement is met, the project phase occurs, which means that the product and 
specifications will be developed to the point where the product is ready to be manufactured. 
During the project phase, changes affecting the agreement are often made, which makes 
additional negotiations necessary. Of course, negotiations might fail, which will result in 
termination of the new product idea. 

When the project phase is finally over, the process will enter the transaction dimension, 
starting with an order. After the order, the necessary materials will be purchased; then, an 
order confirmation specifying deliver times, etc., is sent. After order confirmation, the 
products will be produced and then delivered. The delivery might, of course, be followed by 
additional orders within the same agreement. 

6.1.3.2 Cross-case Analysis 

Comparison of the Four Cases 

As previously discussed in Chapter Four, the sales process is conceptualized as selling 
activities combined together and the individuals performing these activities. This means that 
the previously performed analysis regarding selling activities and individuals involved in 
these activities also automatically describes similarities and differences between the sales 
processes performed. However, in addition to the previously performed analysis, a more 
general discussion about sales processes is necessary. 

All four case-study companies perform more than one sales process, depending on what 
products they are selling and if the customer is new or existing. One trait common to the 
companies is that they all perform sales processes containing two dimensions. One of the 
dimensions is customer relationship, which is about nurturing and developing the relationship 
between the selling company and their customer. The other dimension found in all companies 
is called transaction. This dimension seems to be handled in a routine manner by all four 
companies.  Engi  One and Electro One perform the relationship and transaction dimensions 
when they are selling to existing customers.  Engi  Two and Electro Two, on the other hand, 
are performing the relationship and transaction dimensions both when selling to new and 
existing customers. One reason for this difference could be that  Engi  Two and Electro Two, 
when selling to new customers, are more focusing on long-term commitments, where a single 
transaction is just one small part of that commitment. 

Industry by Industry 

When analyzing our data focusing on the sales process, we have not been able to find any 
industry-specific differences. There are, of course, differences between the four companies, 
but from our study, we cannot say that they are industry-related. 

Small Versus Medium-Sized Enterprises 

One difference between small and medium-sized companies that appeared in our study was 
related to the two dimensions discussed above. The two small companies perform the 
relationship and transaction dimensions only when they are selling to existing customers, 
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while the medium-sized companies also perform the two dimensions when selling to new 
customers. 

6.2 	Analysis at the Main-Unit Level 

This section includes a discussion of industrial selling in small and medium-sized enterprises, 
in which we will perform an overall analysis of our three research questions, both within each 
of our four cases and between the cases. 

6.2.1 Industrial Selling in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

In 6.2.1.1, we will first perform a within-case analysis of industrial selling in case one  (Engi  
One). After that, we will make a within-case analysis of industrial selling in case two  (Engi  
Two), followed by case three (Electro One), and then case four (Electro Two). Finally, in 
Section 6.2.1.2 we will perform a cross-case analysis of industrial selling. 

6.2.1.1 Within-case Analysis 

CASE ONE - Engi One 

In our conceptual framework, we discussed selling as being situation-specific, which is a 
condition we have considered in our conceptual framework. Our findings from  Engi  One 
definitely confirm selling to be situation-specific. 

Carson et al. (1995) suggest that marketing in SMEs is restricted in scope and intensity, 
simple, and product and price-oriented. We find that this does not apply when it comes to 
selling in  Engi  One. The company is performing a number of different, sometimes very 
complex, selling activities, especially when it comes to selling complex products to existing 
customers. Only when selling to new customers, do selling activities seem to be somewhat 
limited. The only type of selling activity not performed by  Engi  One in any situation is 
servicing the product and training/recruiting. However, the company was heavily involved in 
developing one of their major customers, an activity that we have chosen to call developing 
the account. These types of activities mean that  Engi  One plays a vital role in developing the 
customer's operations, and aspects of their operations are very much intertwined with parts of 
their customers' operations. 

The managers and also the two owners in  Engi  One are heavily involved in selling, which is 
very much in accordance with how previous literature (Carson et al., 1995) describes how 
marketing is performed in SMEs. In accordance with what Hultman 1999c suggests, we could 
also see that  Engi  One contains few specialist functions when it comes to selling and they 
seem to divide tasks rather informally. Other researchers have also described SMEs' 
limitations when it comes to resources. In the case of selling in  Engi  One, the company has 
chosen to involve external individuals in the selling process as one way of dealing with these 
limitations. Thus, as discussed by Moon & Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmelz & Ramsey 
(1995), several individuals in  Engi  One pursue selling activities. 
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When it comes to selling activities in processes, we have been able to identify different 
processes depending on sales situation. These processes contain two dimensions; both a 
relationship and a transaction dimension going on simultaneously between the seller and 
buyer. Both dimensions are present when selling to existing customers, while only the 
transaction dimension is present when selling to new customers. When the company is selling 
to new customers the actual transaction/order seems to be driving the relationship, while it is 
the relationship that is driving the transaction/order when it comes to existing customers. In  
Engi  One, the CEO has a salient role when the company is selling standardized products to 
new customers. When selling is about complex products and existing customers, we could see 
that the role of the owner and systems salesperson/purchasing manager increases. The sales 
processes discerned in the case of selling to new customers is very much like some of the 
processes found in our literature review. However, the processes we have found where selling 
to existing customers is concerned are not described in previous research. 

CASE TWO -  Engi  Two  

Engi  Two only performs selling of complex products. Still, our findings from this case clearly 
show that selling, in this case, is also situation-specific. 

In  Engi  Two, we have also been able see that selling activities are certainly not restricted in 
scope and intensity, as suggested by Carson et al. (1995).  Engi  Two performs all groups of 
selling activities except training/recruiting, some of which are performed very intensively and 
in a focused manner. This company is also heavily involved in developing their customers, in 
what we have chosen to call developing the account. It is only when it comes to finding new 
customers that selling activities seem to be somewhat limited. 

In  Engi  Two, managers are heavily involved in selling; the CEO is in fact also the sales 
manager. There are also other managers, of which two are owners, who are heavily involved 
in selling in this company, in accordance with previous literature (Carson et al., 1995). 
Contrary to what Hultman (1999c) suggests,  Engi  Two contains several specialist functions; 
for example, sales manager, salesperson, technical salesperson, business developer; all of 
which are involved in selling. Other researchers have described SMEs' limitations when it 
comes to resources. In  Engi  Two, these limitations are not that obvious, which might have to 
do with the fact that the company is not at all small within its industry and therefore not 
limited in terms of resources compared to competitors. In summary, there are several 
individuals involved in selling in  Engi  Two, as discussed by Moon & Armstrong (1994) and 
Deeter-Schmelz & Ramsey (1995). 

In  Engi  Two, we have also been able to find different sales processes, depending on sales 
situation. The sales processes in  Engi  Two contain both a relationship and a transaction 
dimension, regardless of whether the company is dealing with new or existing customers. 
These sales processes are quite different from processes found in previous research. In  Engi  
Two, the individuals involved in sales processes vary considerably, depending on sales 
situation, and are therefore difficult to picture in general. 
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CASE THREE - Electro One 

In Electro One, selling is performed in several situations, since this company is selling both 
complex and standardized products. Our findings from the empirical study reveal that in this 
case selling is also very situation-specific. Electro One performs a wide variety of selling 
activities. In fact, the only group of selling activities we could not find was the group called 
training/recruiting. Carson et al. (1995) suggest that marketing in SMEs is restricted in scope 
and intensity, simple, and product and price-oriented, which is not confirmed when it comes 
to selling in this company. However, the company does not engage at all in selling 
standardized products to new customers. 

Several individuals from different functions in the company are involved in selling. In 
addition, one of the large owners and board members is also involved in developing the 
selling efforts in Electro One. This behavior is very much in accordance with the Carson et al. 
(1995) description of marketing in SMEs. In Electro One, salespeople are employed and one 
of their professional board members is involved in selling. This behavior points somewhat in 
the opposite direction to what Hultman 1999c suggests, i.e., that SMEs contains few specialist 
functions. Previous literature also describes SMEs as companies with limitations when it 
comes to resources. In the case of Electro One, the company has an external network in order 
to add competence whenever needed, which is their way of dealing with lack of resources. 

The way Electro One is pursuing selling can also be described in different sales processes 
depending on situation. When the company is selling to new customers, the process seems to 
be driven by the actual transactions, while it is the relationship that is driving the transactions 
when selling to existing customers. The sales processes we found when the company is selling 
to existing customers contain both a transaction dimension and a relationship dimension in a 
way we could not find in previous research. The sales process directed towards new 
customers contains only the transaction dimension. When selling is about complex products 
and directed towards new customers, the salespeople, and sometimes also the CEO, seem to 
have an influential role in the beginning of the process. In later stages, the development 
department seems to be more and more involved. When Electro One is selling complex 
products to existing customers, the role of the salesperson decreases in importance. In this 
situation, it is the development manager, production/purchasing manager, and sometimes also 
the CEO who are mostly involved in selling activities. 

CASE FOUR - Electro Two 

This company is pursuing selling of complex products towards both new and existing 
customers. In this case, selling does not seem to differ much depending on situation. This 
might have to do with the fact that the operations in this company are very clear-cut. The 
production process is pursued in a rather similar way for all products, and the company is 
directing their efforts towards the same "type" of customers. This means that each customer's 
demand should match what Electro Two can offer in an efficient way, and each customer 
relationship should have a certain potential when it comes to revenue and time perspective. 
Thus, Electro Two seems to be quite aware of the conditions within which they are operating 
and what they do best, and is therefore seeking business opportunities best matching these 
conditions. This might explain why they are able to "streamline" their selling efforts. 
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Contrary to what Carson et al. (1995) suggest, Electro Two performs a number of different 
selling activities. There are only two groups of selling activities not performed by this 
company, namely servicing the account and training/recruiting. 

When it comes to individuals involved in selling, Electro Two engages a number of different 
individuals across several functions. The individuals include both managers and other 
employees. These findings confirm previous research, which suggests that managers are 
involved in marketing (Carson et al., 1995). However, contrary to what Hultman (1999c) 
suggests, Electro Two contains several specialist functions. 

In the selling situations performed by Electro Two, the processes we have found are not that 
different. When it comes to new customers, the specific transaction seems to be driving the 
relationship, while the opposite applies when selling to existing customers. The processes we 
have found in Electro Two contain both a transaction and a relationship dimension. Note that, 
in this case, the process when selling to new customers also contains the relationship 
dimension, due to the fact that Electro Two is not engaging in selling to customers for just one 
transaction. As previously discussed, a new customer must have the potential to become a 
long-term customer. In these processes, the salesperson has the dominating role until the stage 
called negotiations has been fulfilled. After that, a project manager from the engineering 
department dominates in the project phase. In the transaction dimension, one of the order 
planners in the production department has a main role in the process. 

6.2.1.2 Cross-case Analysis 

Comparison of the Four Cases 

Three of our four cases confirm selling to be situation-specific, while the fourth company 
seems to streamline their operations in a way that allows them to perform a rather uniform 
selling effort. 

All four of the case-study companies perform a wide variety of selling activities.  Engi  One 
and  Engi  Two are even involved in selling activities that have to do with developing the 
customers operations in a more profound way. We have chosen to refer to these activities as 
developing the account. Consequently, this study is picturing another image of selling 
activities in SMEs than what it presented in previous literature on marketing in SMEs. 
However, when it comes to new customers, some of the companies in our study are somewhat 
limited in their selling activities. 

The four companies involve several individuals in selling. In  Engi  One, the internal 
individuals involved are mainly managers. In the other companies, the internal individuals 
involved are both managers and other employees. All four of the case-study companies in this 
study involve external individuals in selling. Contrary to what previous research suggests,  
Engi  Two and Electro Two contain several specialist functions.  Engi  One seems to be the 
company with the least specialist functions. 

When it comes to sales processes, all four companies perform processes containing both a 
transaction and a relationship dimension. In  Engi  One and Electro One, the processes towards 
existing customers contain both dimensions, while the process towards new customers only 
contains the transaction dimension. In  Engi  Two and Electro Two, the sales processes contain 
the transaction and relationship dimensions, both towards existing and new customers. 
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Industry by Industry 

The difference between industries found in this study concerns selling activities. The two 
companies in the engineering industry perform the activities called developing the account, 
while the two companies in the electronics industry do not. 

Small Versus Medium-Sized Enterprises 

When discussing company size, there are a few differences found in this study. The two small 
companies involve external individuals directly in their selling activities to a greater extent 
than what the two medium-sized companies do. Additionally, we have found that the 
medium-sized companies, in particular, contain several specialist functions, while this is not 
that obvious in the small companies. Finally, where sales processes are concerned, we have 
found that the medium-sized companies include transaction and relationship dimensions when 
selling to both existing and new customers, while the two dimensions are included only when 
the small companies are selling to existing customers. 

6.3 Summary 

In Chapter Six we have performed within-case analysis and cross-case analysis, both at the 
sub-unit and main-unit levels. In Section 6.3, we will provide a summary of these analyses. In 
6.3.1, we will summarize the analysis of selling activities; in 6.3.2, the analysis of 
individual(s) involved in selling activities, and in Section 6.3.3, the analysis of selling 
process(es). Finally, in Section 6.3.4, we will summarize the analysis of industrial selling in 
small and medium-sized companies at the main-unit level. 

6.3.1 Selling Activities 

In the analysis of selling activities, we found that there is only one group of activities from 
our conceptual framework that is not performed by any of the four case-study companies. 
This group is called training/recruiting. In addition to this group, we did not find any selling 
activities in the group called servicing the product in  Engi  One. In Electro Two, there were 
two additional groups of selling activities that we could not find. These groups are called 
servicing the account and working with distributors. 

Selling activities in the groups called selling function, working with orders, information 
management, conferences/meetings, entertaining, and out-of-town travel seems to be 
performed in a similar way in all four cases. In addition to the groups of selling activities 
suggested by Moncrief (1986b), we found a group of activities we have chosen to call 
developing the account. However, this class of activities was only found in the two companies 
operating in the engineering industry. 

6.3.2 Individuals Involved in Selling Activities 

When it comes to the role called selling team leader, from our conceptual framework, we 
could see that management seems to be involved in this role in all cases. When it comes to the 
seller and internal coordinator, we could see that Electro Two differs from the other three 
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cases. Unlike Electro Two, the same individuals seem to have these roles in the other three 
cases through the whole sales process. In all four cases, more than one individual is involved 
as customer representative.  Engi  Two, as the only company, also included external 
individuals for this role. 

In the role of coordinator, we found that  Engi  One engages managers only, while the other 
companies also engage lower-level individuals. For the roles called resource, approver, and 
implementer,  Engi  One,  Engi  Two and Electro One involve managers, while Electro Two 
does not. In addition, all four companies were seen to include external individuals in the role 
of resource. 

Further, in two of our cases,  Engi  One and Electro One, we found that it is difficult to 
differentiate whether an individual involved in selling is working towards a particular 
customer or just in a particular transaction when selling to new customers. It seems that, when 
selling to new customers, the relationship with the customer is driven by the transaction. 

6.3.3 Selling Process 

In all four cases, we found that the companies perform more than one selling process, 
depending on product and whether the customer is new or existing. 

In  Engi  One and Electro One, we found that the selling process is focused on particular 
transactions when it comes to new customers, while the processes directed towards existing 
customers were found to include both a relationship and a transaction dimension. In the two 
medium-sized companies, these two dimensions were found both when selling to new and 
existing customers. 

6.3.4 Industrial Selling in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

As discussed in our conceptual framework, our study has found industrial selling to be 
situation-specific. This study has also indicated that small and medium-sized companies 
perform a wide variety of selling activities, some of which are very complex and aim to 
develop the customer and the customer's operations. However, when it comes to new 
customers, the selling activities performed by some of the companies are somewhat limited. 
One of the four companies included mainly managers in selling, while the other three 
included both managers and other employees. Contrary to what we found in theory, the two 
medium-sized companies contain several specialist functions. 
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7. 	FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

In Section 7.2, we will first discuss the overall findings from this study. In 7.3, we will then 
provide answers to the research questions posed in chapter 3. Section 7.4, contains a 
discussion of managerial implications and finally in Section 7.5, we will make some 
suggestions for future research. 

7.2 Overall Findings 

The three different selling tasks, new selling task, modified selling task, and routine selling 
task, included in our conceptual framework were assumed to affect how selling was 
performed. The findings from our empirical study confirm the assumption in the two small 
companies included in our study. In the two medium-sized companies, only performing 
selling in the new and modified selling tasks, we could not find many significant differences 
between new and modified selling tasks. However, we found significant differences in selling 
within the situations called new selling task and modified selling task. In the two small 
companies, these differences were found only in the modified selling task, while we found 
differences in the new and modified selling task in one of the two medium-sized companies  
(Engi  Two). In Electro Two, we could not find differences within the selling tasks. It is our 
conclusion that the differences found within the selling tasks indicate that the concepts of 
selling tasks might be defined to broadly. 

In order to operationalize the three selling tasks, we used complex and standardized products 
together with new and existing customers. An interesting finding comes from how the four 
companies choose to define a complex product. A complex product is determined by whether 
or not it is customized. A customized product is considered to be complex whether or not the 
product itself has a complex content. What seems to matter is that the product is customer-
specific and requires some adjustment, not necessarily just the core product itself, but also 
accessories or different services. This means that it is not only the product itself that is 
classified; the whole offer needs to be included when classifying a product. 

When it comes to selling activities, we have found evidence that the activities performed by 
SMEs in this study are complex and involve a variety of different activities. In fact, these 
SMEs perform activities in most of the groups of activities discussed by Moncrief (1986b). In 
addition, we found a new class of selling activities that we refer to as developing the account. 
In one of our cases, the activities related to developing the account meant that a small 
company in the engineering industry actually was engaged in business development of a large 
multinational firm, helping them to outsource part of their production to eastern countries. 
This evidence leads us to question the purported lack of competence in SMEs described in 
previous research. Instead, we would like to emphasize the skills in the companies we have 
investigated when it comes to listening to the customer and understanding and utilizing 
knowledge about the customer and the customer's environment. This might be a way for 
SMEs to use their proximity to customers, as previously discussed by Carson et al. (1995). 
However, we also found that some of the selling activities were fairly limited in our study. 
When it comes to finding new customers, the activities performed were limited, which was 
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often confirmed by the companies themselves during the interviews when they claimed that 
they were poor in this area. 

A lot of traditional selling activities like sales presentations, customer visits, trade fairs, 
entertaining the customer, etc. are performed by the SMEs in this study. These activities seem 
to be performed in order to have a reason to contact the customer and develop the customer 
relationship. The activity itself doesn't seem to matter that much; it is the opportunity to get in 
contact with and spend time with a customer that matters. Viewing some of the selling 
activities as a way of spending time with the customer will have important implications for 
how selling could be performed. In addition, we believe the actual sales transaction itself can 
be considered a selling activity. Thus, sales transactions might be aimed at developing a more 
rewarding relationship with the customer, which in turn will have important implications for 
selling in SMEs. 

"As we move from a transaction-based model of the exchange process, not only the selling 
task change but also who performs the task changes. The salesperson disappears and is 
replaced by a production-planning person or a relationship-management person" (Wilson, 
2000,  p  53). If they have not disappeared, the salespeople in our study seem to have a rather 
obscured role in some situations. In the selling situation in which the products sold are 
complex, specifically towards existing customers, it seems that individuals other than the 
salespeople play a dominant role. However, when it comes to finding new customers, the 
salespeople have a more dominant role as "falcons", as one of the respondents put it. In the 
companies we have studied, there are several individuals, across several functions, performing 
selling activities. All of the four companies included in our study actually also involve 
external individuals in their selling activities. Worth noticing is the important role managers 
and/or owners seems to play in selling activities, which is in agreement with existing literature 
on SMEs. 

As discussed in Chapter 6, some of the theoretical concepts describing selling roles become 
somewhat blurred when the two small companies in our study are selling to new customers. In 
these companies, we found that it is difficult to differentiate between the roles directed 
towards particular customers and the roles directed towards particular transactions, as 
suggested in theory. It seems that the reason for this is that selling to new customers in the 
small companies is mainly transaction-driven, where the relationship is at the same time 
developed by the transaction itself, making the roles difficult to separate. Thus, classifying the 
roles according to whether they are directed towards particular customers or particular 
transactions seems to be vague. However, when the two medium-sized companies are selling 
to new customers, these roles are valid, since they do not engage with a new customer for just 
one transaction. Instead, qualifying the potential customers means that the cooperation should 
be long-term, with several potential transactions as a possible outcome. To summarize, when 
the two small companies are selling to new customers, the particular transaction drives the 
relationship, while it is the relationship that drives the transactions when selling to existing 
customers. In the two medium-sized companies, it is the relationship that drives the 
transaction, both when selling towards new and existing customers. 

Two theoretical concepts discussed in Chapter One are personal selling and salesmanship  (p  3 
& 4). We have found that personal selling is usually defined as the seller's oral 
communication face to face with one or more potential customers, with the intention of 
closing a deal  (Persson,  1995). In addition, we found that salesmanship can be defined as the 
art of successfully persuading customers or prospects to buy products from which they can 
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derive suitable benefits  (Persson,  1999). Salesmanship was found to be one aspect of and one 
of the skills used in personal selling (Still et al., 1988), limiting salesmanship to a skill used 
only in oral communication face to face. Considering our definition of selling  (p  17) and the 
selling activities found in the four companies studied, this definition of salesmanship seems 
inadequate. It seems obvious that several of the selling activities we have found are ultimately 
aimed at persuading a customer to buy. Thus, our findings indicate that salesmanship should 
be a broader concept than personal selling, involving a number of non-oral and non face-to-
face activities. Our suggestion is that salesmanship should instead be one aspect of and one of 
the skills used in selling, instead of personal selling. 

Another interesting finding from this study that might bridge the discussion to managerial 
implications is about the salespeople and selling activities. Some of the companies in our 
study claimed to do poorly when it comes to new customers. In all four of the investigated 
companies, it seems to be mainly salespeople's responsibility to find new customers. The 
question then arises, what do the sales persons do in these companies? This issue and more 
will be discussed in the next section on managerial implications. 

7.3 Findings Regarding Research Questions 

When answering each of our three research questions, we will divide the discussion with 
respect to the three selling situations discussed in Chapter Three: new selling task, modified 
selling task and routine selling task. 

Research Question One 

How can the selling activities performed by Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the different 
selling situations be characterized? 

In order to characterize the selling activities performed by Swedish manufacturing SMEs, we 
have been using Monerier s (1986b) ten groups of activities. When it comes to the selling 
situation called new selling task, we could see that all four companies in this study are 
performing selling activities that can be characterized as selling function, working with 
orders, information management, conferences/meetings, entertaining, and finally also out-of-
town travel. The only group of selling activities not performed by any of the four companies 
is training/recruiting (as defined by Moncrief). In addition, we found selling activities in the 
medium-sized engineering company that could not be characterized according to any of the 
groups suggested by Moncrief (1986b). Instead, we have chosen to call this group of activities 
developing the account. These types of activities seem to go beyond the groups of activities 
called servicing the product and servicing the account, since the activities we found are 
directed towards developing the customer's operations in a more fundamental way. 

In the selling situation called modified selling task, all four companies perform the groups of 
activities called selling function, working with orders, information management, 
conferences/meetings, entertaining, and out-of-town travel. Even in this situation, 
training/recruiting is the only group not performed by any of the companies. The new group 
of selling activities, developing the account, found in the situation called new selling task, was 
also found here. However, in this situation, both the small and medium-sized companies in the 
engineering industry perform these activities. 
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The last selling situation is routine selling task. In our study, we found that only the two small 
companies performed selling activities in this situation to any degree. The two companies 
both performed activities related to the groups called selling function, working with orders, 
servicing the account, conferences/meetings, entertaining, out of town travel, and working 
with distributors. None of the two companies performs activities related to 
training/recruiting. 

Research Question Two 

How can the role(s) of the individual(s) involved in selling activities in Swedish 
manufacturing SMEs in the different selling situations be characterized? 

In characterizing the roles of the individuals involved in selling, we have been relying on the 
selling-team roles suggested by Moon & Armstrong (1994) and Deeter-Schmeltz and Ramsey 
(1995). In the selling situation called new selling task, we have found that the companies 
performed most of the roles discussed in our conceptual framework. Only in the small 
company in the engineering industry did we fail to confirm one of the roles; namely, the role 
called customer service representative. Another finding in this situation is that the two small 
companies and the medium-sized electronics company were also including external 
individuals for the role as resource. 

In the modified selling task, all roles, except for coordinator in the small electronics 
company, were confirmed in our study. When comparing the modified selling task with the 
new selling task, we found that the two small companies seem to involve more individuals 
when it comes to the modified selling task. We were not able to find the same pattern in the 
medium-sized companies, where the roles are were much the same in the new and modified 
selling tasks. 

In the routine selling task, only the small companies were performing selling activities. In the 
small company in the engineering industry, we found all roles except for the role as customer 
service representative. In the small company operating in the electronics industry, we failed to 
confirm two roles, coordinator and resource. 

Research Question Three 

How can the selling process(es) in Swedish manufacturing SMEs in the different selling 
situations be described? 

When it comes to selling processes in the situation called new selling task, we have found that 
the processes in the two small companies are rather transaction-oriented. Similar to the 
discussion of roles, we believe the reason is that selling to new customers in the small firms is 
transaction-driven. Meaning that a new customer relationship in the small companies starts 
with a transaction, while a new customer relationship in the medium-sized companies starts 
with development of the relationship before any transactions can occur. Our conclusion is that 
the selling processes in the small companies are fairly simple and straightforward; building 
mainly on transactions, while the processes in the medium-sized companies are more 
complex, containing two dimensions. We have chosen to call these dimensions customer 
relationship and transactions. 
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In the modified selling task, we found selling processes containing the two dimensions called 
customer relationship and transactions in all four cases. However, in the small companies we 
were able to find two processes, one more transaction-oriented containing one dimension, and 
one process containing the two dimensions already discussed. This finding suggests that the 
modified selling task, as a concept, may be too broad to capture the specificity of selling. 

Finally, in the routine selling task, we have found that only the small companies perform 
selling in this situation; consequently, that is where we have found selling processes. As in 
the case where these companies are selling complex products to existing customers, we found 
that the processes in this situation contain the two dimensions customer relationship and 
transactions. 

7.4 Managerial Implications 

In some situations, we have found that a single sales transaction might just be a way of getting 
in contact with and getting to know a customer. The real selling effort might start afterwards 
or is performed "outside" the actual transaction when the selling company has to learn how to 
develop their offer and add value for the customer. In order to develop customer values, the 
selling company needs to be aware of the purpose of each individual's involvement in selling 
activities. Everybody should know what the overall selling objective for each customer is, 
what their roles are and what the objectives for the selling activities are. Furthermore, the 
selling company needs to know who the individuals involved in the selling process are. These 
individuals need to continuously discuss and update themselves on what is happening in a 
relationship and how each individual can best achieve the objectives of selling activities. 

The above discussion will have consequences for companies similar to those in this study. It 
is our impression that several of the individuals we have found performing selling activities 
only implicitly are aware of the fact that they are involved in selling and that several of the 
activities performed by them can be defined as selling activities. We do not believe this is 
good enough; the selling company needs to be fully aware of how selling is performed. This 
might seem obvious, but still, it is our opinion that many of the companies we have studied 
are not fully aware of this. The selling company needs to map the selling process and discuss 
how this process should look when it is at its best. In order to fully understand the selling 
process, they will also have to map the selling activities that are performed during the process, 
since each activity ultimately contributes to the outcome of selling efforts. In our opinion, the 
efficiency of selling activities is largely dependent on the individuals performing them. Thus, 
the individuals involved in selling are extremely important for the selling process. Therefore, 
the companies also need to know which individuals are involved in selling and what their 
roles are. These roles are very important, since the individuals involved often have dual roles, 
where selling is considered secondary for several of them. 

From the discussion above, some questions arise that will have implications for the 
organization as a whole, for sales management, but also for the individuals involved. 

- How should the dual roles be prioritized? 
- What are the responsibilities of the individuals in the selling process? 
- How should the individuals cooperate in the selling process? 
- How will the many individuals involved in selling affect the customers? 
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- How should the sales efforts be directed and motivated with all these individuals 
involved? 

- How should appropriate selling efforts be rewarded? 
- Is it always desirable that customers contact several different individuals involved in 

selling? 
- How will the dual roles of the individuals involved in selling affect recruitment? 
- How can and should knowledge about the selling process be distributed in the 

organization? 

Without trying to answer all of the above questions, we would like to give a few 
recommendations that may help companies to deal with some of these issues. These 
recommendations may overlap and be a part of each other. However, they represent a few 
points we wish to make after performing this study. 

• Redefine selling 

Considering the many selling activities performed by several individuals in this study, we 
believe that it is essential for the selling organization to clearly define selling. In order for 
a company to successfully develop its selling operations, it is important that the 
company's definition of selling matches what the company is actually doing, and not just 
personal selling. The definition of selling has clear implications for how selling should be 
performed, and where the responsibility for selling should be located. 

• Systematize the selling efforts 

In order to deal with a number of different sales activities performed by several 
individuals, it is important to systematically work towards sales objectives. We would like 
to stress the importance of developing and follow-up selling activity plans in order to take 
control over the selling process and create a more conscious and efficient sales 
organization. 

• Develop individuals to become conscious and motivated actors in the selling process 

As we have seen in our study, industrial selling seems to involve many individuals from 
different functions in a company. A successful implementation will therefore require an 
organization that has a knowledge of how selling is performed and the importance of a 
facilitative behavior from everyone in the organization. For the individuals directly 
involved, roles and responsibilities should be mapped out and communicated within the 
organization. Given that all individuals involved in selling understand that they are 
performing selling, we also believe that it is important for these individuals to have the 
opportunity to discuss and develop selling activities together. 

• Create rewarding systems that support the selling process 

From our study, we can see that an efficient selling process requires successful 
cooperation between different individuals in the selling organization. In order to facilitate 
a favorable behavior, it is therefore important to reward behavior that will improve the 
selling process. 
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• Develop selling objectives 

Selling objectives should be developed, both at an organizational level, but also at a 
customer level. It is important for selling efficiency that individuals involved can clearly 
see and understand these objectives. 

• Provide the organization with feedback from the selling process 

Clearly, the selling process contains focal activities within SMEs. One way to pinpoint the 
importance of these activities might be to continuously inform and provide feedback 
concerning the outcomes of the selling process. 

A lack of clear roles and prioritized selling activities is perhaps one reason why the companies 
in this study feel that they do not perform very well when it comes to new customers, despite 
the fact that this is the salesperson's responsibility. All in all, we would like to stress the 
impressive interface between the SMEs in our study and some of their customers. They all 
engage many individuals in customer contacts, which have several implications both 
internally and externally. Involving several individuals in selling activities will make their 
business less dependent on single individuals. Further, it will probably be a good way to 
create commitment to customers among the employees at the same time as every individual 
involved will create an additional opportunity to interact (spend more time) with several 
individuals at different levels within the customer's organization. We believe this is very 
important, since customer satisfaction ultimately comes from a close interface between the 
selling and buying company. In fact, we think many of the large companies would envy the 
close and vital customer relationships we found in this study. 

7.5 Suggestions for Future Research 

This study provides at least some input when it comes to industrial selling in Swedish SMEs, 
though a lot remains to be done. During the course of this study, we have found some 
interesting paths that could be a starting point for future research. 

In Chapter Two, we have reviewed a study of technology-related selling activities (Marshall 
et al., 1999). Technology is surely a most interesting area when it comes to selling. For 
example, some of our responding companies use websites to inform potential customers and, 
in the future, also as a way for their customers to order spare parts. One interesting question 
for the future might be how new technology and related services might help to systematize the 
selling process and improve the efficiency of communication with both customers and other 
individuals in the selling process. 

Previously, we have discussed how the individuals involved in selling in this study might 
affect the customers. It would be very interesting to perform a study of selling from the 
customer's perspective. How do individuals within the customer's organization experience 
and respond to a  multiperson  selling effort? Who are the individuals they would prefer to 
cooperate with? How do customers value different selling activities? How can the selling 
process be a part of creating value for the customer? These are all interesting questions, and 
may be a path worth following for anybody who wishes to develop the understanding of 
selling in SMEs. 
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Another interesting issue concerns sales organizations. How can a  multiperson  selling effort 
be organized most favorably? What affect will it have on the rest of the organization? Is it 
possible to develop a whole company with the selling process as a starting-point? These are 
all important question when it comes to implementing sales processes, since the processes we 
have found cut through different functions in SMEs. 
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APPENDIX 1: Literature Search 

The search word we have been using and the databases we have searched are presented 
below. 

Search words used: 

1. Small Business 
2. Small Business and Marketing 
3. Small Business Research 
4. SME 
5. SME and Marketing 
6. SME Research 
7. Small Business and Selling 
8. Small Business and Industrial Selling 
9. Small Business and Personal Selling 
10. SME and Selling 
11. SME and Industrial Selling 
12. SME and Personal Selling 
13. Small Companies and Selling 
14. Small Companies and Industrial Selling 
15. Small Companies and Personal Selling 
16. Small Enterprises and Selling 
17. Small Enterprises and Industrial Selling 
18. Small Enterprises and Personal Selling 
19. Selling and activities 
20. Selling and team 
21. Sales team 
22. Selling process 
23. Personal selling 
24. Industrial selling 
25. Selling 

Databases searched: 

A. Business Source Elite  
B. Econlit  
C. Helecon  
D. Emerald  
E. ABI  Inform 



APPENDIX 2: Interview Guide 

(Please note that question number 1 through 9 and question 12 and 13 were only asked to the 
first respondent interviewed in each company, unless the answers to any of these questions 
were unsatisfactory or incomplete) 

Company: 

Respondent: 

Title: 

How long have you been working in the company: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Home page: 

Fax: 

E-mail: 

Date: 

GENERAL QUESTIONS  

1. What year was the company established? 

2. Describe the owner situation in the company, please. 

3. How many people were employed in the company during 2000? 

4. What is the company's main area of operations? 

5. What products do the company manufacture? 

6. What geographical markets is the company operating in? 

7. Would you please describe your market/markets. (i.e. type of customers) 

8. Who are the main competitors to the company? 

9. What has been the turn over in the last three years  (SEK)?  

1998 
	

1999 	 2000 

10. What do you consider to be your most important competitive advantages? 



QUESTIONS REGARDING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

11. Do you consider your products to be complex (i.e. expensive products, customized 
products, important products for you) or standardized (i.e. inexpensive products, products 
of consumption)? Why? 

12. Please describe the organizational structure of the company. 

13. Please describe the sales organization of the company. 

14. Please describe the overall sales operations and how they are performed. 

15. How and by whom are the overall sales operations planned? 

COMPLEX PRODUCTS TO EXISTING CUSTOMERS 

16. a) What selling activities (activities performed by any individual/-s for the purpose of 
doing business at an individual customer level) do the company perform when you are 
selling complex products to existing customers?  

b) What factors determine what selling activities you chose to perform? In what way?  

c) What are the goals with the selling activities you perform?  

d) Towards what individuals are the selling activities aimed?  

e) What functions and individuals in your company are involved in the selling activities? 
Which of the selling activities do they perform? 

f) Are there any individuals outside your organization that participates in selling 
activities? If so, whom are they and what selling activities do they participate in?  

g) If there is cooperation in performing the selling activities, what functions and 
individuals participate? What functions and individuals participate with whom?  

h) What does the possible cooperation involve? What selling activities are affected, and in 
what way?  

i) What are the roles of the functions/individuals in the cooperation?  

j) What factors determine what functions/individuals that participate in the cooperation? 

17. From the discussion in question 16, how do the selling activities combine? Is it possible to 
describe the selling activities as a process? If so, how? 



COMPLEX PRODUCTS TO NEW CUSTOMERS 

18. a) What selling activities (activities performed by any individual/-s for the purpose of 
doing business at an individual customer level) do the company perform when you are 
selling complex products to new customers?  

b) What factors determine what selling activities you chose to perform? In what way?  

c) What are the goals with the selling activities you perform?  

d) Towards what individuals are the selling activities aimed?  

e) What functions and individuals in your company are involved in the selling activities? 
Which of the selling activities do they perform? 

f) Are there any individuals outside your organization that participates in selling 
activities? If so, whom are they and what selling activities do they participate in?  

g) If there is cooperation in performing the selling activities, what functions and 
individuals participate? What functions and individuals participate with whom?  

h) What does the possible cooperation involve? What selling activities are affected, and in 
what way?  

i) What are the roles of the functions/individuals in the cooperation?  

j) What factors determine what functions/individuals that participate in the cooperation? 

19. From the discussion in question 18, how do the selling activities combine? Is it possible to 
describe the selling activities as a process? If so, how? 

STANDARDIZED PRODUCTS TO EXISTING CUSTOMERS 

20. a) What selling activities (activities performed by any individual/-s for the purpose of 
doing business at an individual customer level) do the company perform when you are 
selling standardized products to existing customers?  

b) What factors determine what selling activities you chose to perform? In what way?  

c) What are the goals with the selling activities you perform?  

d) Towards what individuals are the selling activities aimed?  

e) What functions and individuals in your company are involved in the selling activities? 
Which of the selling activities do they perform? 

f) Are there any individuals outside your organization that participates in selling 
activities? If so, whom are they and what selling activities do they participate in? 



g) If there is cooperation in performing the selling activities, what functions and 
individuals participate? What functions and individuals participate with whom?  

h) What does the possible cooperation involve? What selling activities are affected, and in 
what way?  

i) What are the roles of the functions/individuals in the cooperation?  

j) What factors determine what functions/individuals that participate in the cooperation? 

21. From the discussion in question 20, how do the selling activities combine? Is it possible to 
describe the selling activities as a process? If so, how? 

STANDARDIZED PRODUCTS TO NEW CUSTOMERS 

22. a) What selling activities (activities performed by any individual/-s for the purpose of 
doing business at an individual customer level) do the company perform when you are 
selling standardized products to new customers?  

b) What factors determine what selling activities you chose to perform? In what way?  

c) What are the goals with the selling activities you perform?  

d) Towards what individuals are the selling activities aimed?  

e) What functions and individuals in your company are involved in the selling activities? 
Which of the selling activities do they perform? 

f) Are there any individuals outside your organization that participates in selling 
activities? If so, whom are they and what selling activities do they participate in?  

g) If there is cooperation in performing the selling activities, what functions and 
individuals participate? What functions and individuals participate with whom?  

h) What does the possible cooperation involve? What selling activities are affected, and in 
what way?  

i) What are the roles of the functions/individuals in the cooperation?  

j) What factors determine what functions/individuals that participate in the cooperation? 

23. From the discussion in question 22, how do the selling activities combine? Is it possible to 
describe the selling activities as a process? If so, how? 
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